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The solderless breadboard is not dead yet, but its days might be numbered. Today, the preferred method for proving new circuit design is not to build it from actual components, but rather to build a virtual circuit in using circuit-simulation software. This month, we look at eight software packages that handle both analog and mixed-mode (analog and digital) circuits. All of the packages are priced at less than $300, and many interface with schematic-capture and printed-circuit board design software. Before you buy, check our reviews. Then download demo packages so you can sample them. — TJ Byers
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Reversible optical switch

Researchers at the Georgia Institute of Technology, in a program sponsored by the National Science Foundation, are developing a light-activated optical switch that eventually could be the basis for a new type of rewritable three-dimensional data storage system. By using a small number of “trigger molecules” to induce a phase transition in liquid crystal materials, the system would write, read, and erase information using different forms of polarized and unpolarized light.

Dr. Gary B. Schuster, professor of chemistry at Georgia Tech, “You can read, write, and erase information in liquid crystal materials using this system.”

Schuster and his co-workers use “chiral” molecules to trigger changes in the liquid crystal. Chiral molecules exist in right-handed and left-handed forms. Each form is affected differently by circularly-polarized light, which also exists in right- and left-handed versions. For example, when right-handed chiral molecules are struck by left-handed light, they may be converted preferentially to left-handed molecules. If the chiral molecules are dissolved in a liquid crystal material, that structural change can be used to prompt a phase transition in the crystal.

The phase transition changes the optical properties of the liquid-crystal material. One way that change can be detected, or read, is by passing linearly-polarized light through the crystals. Because the linearly-polarized light can be at a wavelength that does not affect the chiral molecules, reading the stored information would not alter it.

Multiple phase transition “switches” could be used together to store digital information. That information could later be erased by shining unpolarized light through it, reversing the phase changes originally made by the circularly-polarized light. Because the molecules would be returned to their original state, the system would be truly rewritable.

The Georgia Tech team is developing trigger molecules made up of bi-cyclic ketones substituted with a styrene group. Those materials, which exhibit the greatest response to circularly-polarized light, satisfy most criteria needed for a two-dimensional switch.

However, the switches must be converted from two-dimensional layers to a true three-dimensional system before they become useful for optical data storage. “Furthermore, that would be useful only if you don’t have to write information a bit at a time, which means writing it holographically,” said Dr. Schuster. “If you could write three-dimensional holograms optically and read them, you would really have something worthwhile.”
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Small, Low-Cost, Atomic Clock

A cesium atomic clock now under development is smaller, consumes less power, and will cost less than existing commercial atomic clocks. The clock, invented at Westinghouse Electric Corporation's Science & Technology Center in Pittsburgh, is intended for precision timing in certain military and commercial systems where it is expected to replace the best crystal oscillators now available.

The Westinghouse clock is in a matchbox-size package containing a small cell filled with cesium vapor within a microwave cavity. A diode laser, which emits in the near infrared region at about 852 nanometers, raises the cesium atoms to a higher energy level. A microwave oscillator creates an electromagnetic field within the microwave cavity that excites the electrons in the cesium vapor.

The magnetic field partially returns the atoms to their base energy level, altering the transmission of infrared energy through the cell but only when the circuit's frequency precisely matches the resonant frequency of the cesium atoms. This occurs at about 9.192 gigahertz for a cesium atom.

The microwave oscillator is locked to 9.192 GHz by a feedback signal from a photodetector and an oscillator control circuit. The microwave oscillator, in turn, stabilizes the internal quartz crystal that provides a stable frequency output of 10 megahertz, to better than 0.0001 hertz.

Westinghouse researchers believe the cesium atomic clock has a place in systems that can benefit from more precise and stable timing than offered from the best crystal oscillators today. They do not see crystal oscillators that are now performing satisfactorily in computers and communications systems.

For example, the clock could become an important component in the aircraft location systems based on the Global Positioning System (GPS) that are being developed. They would replace other existing position-location systems. Military applications might include all-weather landing systems for aircraft and covert identification friend or foe (IFF) systems that would prevent accidental "friendly fire" on friendly aircraft, vehicles, ships, and troops.

Each of the 24 GPS satellites now contains an atomic clock, so it is believed that replacing the crystal oscillators in some GPS receivers with the atomic clocks would greatly enhance their accuracy. According to Westinghouse, the clocks would help to overcome the blocking of satellite signals due to nearby as well as interference from other radio frequency sources.

CES/COMDEX mega-show

In response to the accelerating con-vergence of computer and consumer-electronic technologies in the retail marketplace, the Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA) and SOFTBANK COMDEX Inc. have formed a strategic partnership. As part of the new initiative, COMDEX/Spring '97 and the Spring Consumer Electronics Show (CES) will run at the same time, from June 2–5, 1997, in Atlanta, Georgia.

The two organizations also announced the creation of a new trade show and conference specifically developed to address the convergent marketplace. The as-yet-unnamed venture will be held alongside the combined COMDEX/ CES event in Atlanta.

continued on page 10
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"TV/PC" standard sought

Thomson Consumer Electronics, which plans to test a TV set with major computer features in 100 consumer homes later this year, has called for talks between TV and PC manufacturers looking toward standards on picture tubes, processing power, and other features of such hybrids. The call met with mixed response, some competitors claiming that Thomson was merely trying to create a market for its fine-pitch 36-inch picture tubes. Thomson, however, said that it hopes the industry will "determine what the consumers really want and then position that product accordingly."

Thomson officials said that the company's test of "Genius Theater" will probably use its new fine-pitch 36-inch tube and include a digital VCR, a 100-disc DVD-ROM changer, a 28.8 modem, and a receiver box that can both handle Digital Satellite System (DSS) feeds and provide access to the Internet. The tests could result in a product next year selling at about $5000, according to Thomson.

Other TV manufacturers—including Mitsubishi and Toshiba—are also introducing TV sets with some computer capability. As reported here, direct-market computer manufacturer Gateway 2000 has started sales of its Destination system, consisting of a computer and TV combination with a 31-inch screen for living room use. Other computer makers have announced or are preparing "network computers"—low-cost systems designed to access the Internet using the home TV as a display. And, of course, video and TV cards are readily available for installation in PCs. Whether a "standard" is necessary or desirable is still a subject of controversy.

HDTV station on the way

Construction of America's first high-definition TV station soon will be under way, with the transmitter and compression encoder due to be installed before this year is over and local program production equipment in place early next year. The station will be built in Washington, D.C., by broadcasters and equipment makers and will be used for demonstrations to important decision makers, in addition to serving as a testing ground for equipment and program production. The three-year project is expected to cost $6,000,000 and will piggyback on an existing Washington TV station, which has not yet been selected. It's expected to broadcast in HDTV virtually full time. One Washington station—PBS affiliate WETA-TV—has already announced independently that it plans to broadcast in HDTV, and it could be a candidate for the experimental station project.

Meanwhile, the Advanced TV Test Center in Alexandria, Virginia, site of the system's tests, will be rechristened the Advanced TV Technology Center to better reflect its revised purpose—helping broadcast and TV-receiver industries make the transition form analog to digital television. That also will be financed by broadcasters and equipment makers and will serve as a test bed for RF and systems development for digital broadcasting. At our press time, the non-profit center was backed by CBS, PBS, and Pioneer Electronics, with other sponsors expected to join soon.

DVD timetable snagged

Whether the new DVD system will be ready in time for its scheduled fall debut is still unknown, but the barriers continue to arise one after another. Technically, that introduction date appears to be feasible, but there are still problems in the path of this high-density optical system, which is expected to revolutionize video and audio recording as well as computer storage.

Some progress has been made on one of the stickiest problems—the issue of protecting copyrights in the video version. Movie companies generally have been reluctant to commit to recording their recent films on the new medium because its digital nature makes it possible to bootleg almost perfect copies. The movie industry, represented by the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), and the EIA's Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA) have agreed on an anti-copy system and hope to propose it to Congress for legislation. However, computer manufacturers were barely consulted—or even informed of the progress of the talks. In some cases their interests are completely different from those of the film companies—copying is desired, or even required, for computer programs.

At press time, this dispute was nowhere near a resolution, although talks with the computer industry have started. And even if there is an agreement, there is no assurance that Congress will pass
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the bill requiring anti-copy protection during this Presidential election year. Even if it is passed, another question is whether it will be passed in time for manufacturers to modify the specifications for the products and still get them on the market this year. And it's not known whether movie companies will release their product on DVD if there is no law by the planned introduction time.

In addition, the movie companies are demanding a “regional coding” system for DVDs to make up for the fact that any DVD can be played on any DVD player, regardless of the television system in use in the country where it's played. As we’ve reported before, the movie makers want an encoding system to make it impossible for a viewer in England, for example, to play an American movie before it’s introduced in British theaters or while it's still on its first run. The most recent proposals envision encoding for five different regions worldwide. While this apparently is no great technical problem, it could mean another time-consuming change in the specifications.

**MPEG-1 push for PCs**

Even though DVD promises to produce better video pictures—on PCs as well as TV sets—four major companies have launched a joint effort to support the use of MPEG-1-based Video CD in personal computers. The companies are JVC, Matsushita (Panasonic), Philips (Magnavox), and Sony. They are urging computer program developers to incorporate “White Book” video in their programs, arguing that the population of MPEG-compatible computers already exceeds 5,000,000 in the United States and will pass 10,000,000 by the end of this year. The companies argue that whatever the shortcomings of MPEG-1, the White Book specifications are the first step toward MPEG-2, which will be available later via the DVD-ROM.

**WHAT'S NEWS**

*continued from page 6*

“As the crossover between the consumer electronics and computer industries has increasingly grown, so has the industry’s need for one consolidated Spring event which will serve both industries,” said CEMA president Gary Shapiro.

Jason Chudnowsky, president and CEO of SOFTBANK COMDEX, added, “By bringing together the power of COMDEX and CES, we will better service a global industry whose needs have become more diverse because of emerging technologies and merging channels of distribution. Clearly, by joining these two events, and creating this new show, we present the ideal venue by which to market and address the requirements of the consumer electronics, computer, and communications industries, collectively.”

CES and COMDEX each will continue to market and sell their respective events, while the new trade show and conference will be marketed and sold jointly by both organizations. Operational aspects for all three events will be handled by SOFTBANK COMDEX.

Each of the three trade shows represented in this “mega-event” will maintain its individual focus while enhancing the others and providing exhibitors and attendees with new business opportunities. Attendees to any one of the trade shows will gain the full benefit of the combines events at no additional cost.

**DVD copyright legislation sought**

Representatives of the consumer-electronics and motion-picture industries have agreed to seek legislation concerning digital video recorders that would protect both intellectual property and consumers rights. The Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) and the Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA) plan to submit to Congress a recommendation that will allow the marketing of digital video recorders that provide VCR-like features—such as the ability to time-shift TV programs for later viewing—while giving copyright proprietors additional control over some types of recording in the age of “pristine” digital copies.

The recommendation would assure consumers’ unimpeded ability to make home video recordings of anything shown over broadcast or basic cable television, and allow consumers to make at least one copy of subscription or other “pay-cable” programming. Digital copies of that copy, however, may be prevented. And copyright holders would be allowed to prohibit consumers from copying from pay-per-view, video-on-demand programming and from pre-recorded media. Those provisions would apply only to digital recording devices and recordings made from digital sources with conventional analog VCRs. No royalties on recorders or blank media would be called for.

The recommendation also includes technical standards that assure compliance with the system. Manufacturers of recording and other devices involved in the transmission and playback of video programming would be required to comply with those standards. Finally, the recommendation includes a proposal of updating the system to take advantage of new technology.

**Semiconductor Orders Exceed Shipments**

The Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) San Jose, Calif., reported a book-to-bill ratio of 1.18 in October, up from September’s 1.15 but below July’s record of 1.23. The book-to-bill ratio compares orders with shipments and is a bellwether of industry health. A number of more than one indicates positive growth, and a ratio of 1.18 indicates that for every $100 of devices shipped $118 of devices were ordered.

SIA also forecast that the North American market would grow 40.2% to $47.1 billion by the end of 1995. One reason for the gain, according to SIA, is continued strength in personal computer sales, but data communications, telecommunications, consumer electronics, and automotive are also doing very well.
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**Negative resistance**

Q When working with parallel circuits, I was taught that the total resistance is always less than the smallest of the resistances in parallel. However, I recently ran across a reference that said this is not true if one of the resistances is negative in an active circuit. What is meant by this?—K.S., Brooklyn, NY

A As you surmise, there is no such thing as a negative resistor—that is, there is no component which, without an external power source, will “help electrons along” and undo the effect of a positive resistance. Even a battery doesn’t have negative resistance in this sense, because it produces a constant voltage rather than a voltage proportional to current.

Negative resistance in electronic theory refers to either of two things. First, some components have a negative dynamic resistance. That is, under some conditions, the component suddenly “breaks down” and begins to conduct heavily, so that the voltage across it can decrease while the conduction is increasing—the opposite of what happens in a resistor. Another way of looking at negative dynamic resistance is to say that the component’s (real, positive) resistance suddenly drops when a particular voltage is reached. The familiar neon lamp oscillator (Fig. 1) is an example.

Second, some op-amp circuits are set up so that the current in a particular place is the exact opposite of what it would have been if a simple resistor or capacitor had been there. Circuits of this type are called negative-impedance converters (NICs). They are useful because they make capacitors act like inductors, eliminating the need for coils in filter circuits.

**Remote Sensing of Driveway Gates**

Q I have a 200-foot driveway with electric gates at the end of it. I cannot see the gates from the house and cannot tell if they are open or closed. My thought is to install a magnetic reed switch on one gate and a magnet on the other, but I need a circuit that uses low power and will light a bulb that will not get hot if the gates are left open several hours. The wiring is already installed from the gates to the house. For a power source, I would like to use a doorbell transformer (24 volts AC) that is used for my gate doorbell/intercom. Could you come up with a circuit for me?—G. Holst, Los Gatos, CA

A Figure 3 shows the circuit that you need. Light emitting diodes (LEDs) run cool and last practically forever. With an AC power source, you’ll need two LEDs wired back-to-back as shown in the diagram; each LED protects the other one from reverse voltage. You can use red, yellow, green, or blue LEDs; you can even get a bi-color LED (red and green) mounted together in the same lump of plastic, and when they’re both lit, the combina-
Where to Take Audio Output

Q I'm thinking of increasing the power output of my integrated amplifier by adding a separate power amplifier. However, my integrated amplifier does not have preamp-output terminals. Can I connect the power amp to the integrated amplifier's headphone jack? — E. A. C., Calgary, Alberta.

A Yes. The signal at a headphone output is equivalent to line-level (i.e., about 1 volt peak to peak); the main difference is that headphone outputs can drive heavier loads than ordinary line-level outputs.

However, any noise or distortion originating in the final stages of the integrated amplifier will be present in the headphone signal. An amplifier with pre-out terminals would let you bypass the final stages and get somewhat higher quality. The difference may or may not be significant depending on whether your main need is for higher fidelity or just more sound (to fill a large room or overcome background noise).

AM receiver sensitivity

Q After much research on automobile radios I have determined that the performance of all recent radios is specified only for FM reception. As far as AM is concerned, "you get what you get" and it is

E. A. S., Lambertville, N.J.

A The car radios that we've used lately have excellent sensitivity on AM, at least as good as their counterparts of 30 years ago. The reason sensitivity isn't specified is that all good AM radios are sensitive enough to pick up atmospheric noise, and there's no point in adding more sensitivity beyond that point.

You might want to compare the car radio to a good line-powered radio at the same location. If the car radio is
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Books: Several good introductory electronics books, including Building Power Supplies, are available at Radio Shack.

Our favorite general electronics textbook is The Art of Electronics, by Paul Horowitz and Winfield Hill, available from the publisher (Cambridge University Press, 1-800-872-7423) or on special order through any bookstore. Its 1125 pages are full of information on how to build working circuits, with a minimum of mathematics.
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Remember that the "2S" in a Japanese type number is usually omitted; a transistor marked D945 is actually a 2SD945.

Hamfests (swap meets) and local organizations can be located by writing to the American Radio Relay League (Newington, CT 06111). A hamfest is an excellent place to pick up used test equipment, older parts, and other items at bargain prices, as well as to meet your fellow electronics enthusiasts both amateur and professional.

Writing to Q&A: We welcome your questions. The most interesting ones are answered in print, usually within 9 months. Please be sure to include plenty of background information (we'll shorten your letter for publication). If you are asking about a circuit, please include a complete diagram. We regret that we cannot give personal replies.
disappointing, there are two obvious opportunities for improvement. One is to reduce engine noise by using standard techniques (see the ARRL Handbook for Radio Amateurs). The other is to install a longer antenna. Almost all car radio antennas nowadays are 30-inch whips tuned for optimum FM performance. Older-style, 5-foot antennas pick up AM noticeably better.

Of course, if the radio has an AM antenna trimmer, it should be adjusted for best performance at the frequency of most interest to you. This is typically a screwdriver adjustment which you access by pulling off a knob, as described in the radio's instruction book. Not all radios have them, however.

---

**Care and feeding of lead-acid battery**

Q I have replaced my camcorder's aging and pesky nickel-cadmium battery with a 12-volt, 2-ampere-hour sealed lead-acid battery, together with some circuitry to reduce the voltage to about 6.3 V. What is the correct float charge voltage for the battery, and should the charger be connected to it through two paralleled 12-volt 1-amp light bulbs? — W. A. E., North York, Ont., Canada.

A The correct float charge voltage for a 12-volt lead-acid battery is about 14.1 volts. Whether you need light bulbs or other current limiting components depends entirely on the design of your charger; the two light bulbs, as you suggest, will do fine if you are charging from a regulated power supply that can deliver 2 amps. If you want to limit the charging current to a maximum of 1 amp, use just one light bulb.

Since you need 6.3 volts, it might be simpler to use a 6-volt lead-acid battery, which will give exactly 6.3 volts under normal conditions.

---

**Complicated timer/controller**

Q I am trying to design and build a timer/controller with a programmable timer to allow it to activate at 4 or more selected times of day. I would also like the controller to respond to light (sunrise and sunset), and I'd like to remotely activate it from a distance of 300 yards. Can you recommend a set of ICs and a schematic that will produce these results? — D. R., Houston, Tex.

A You don’t need a circuit, you need a computer. That is, the way to build your timer/controller is to write a suitable program for a microcontroller.

Once programmed, the microcontroller runs on battery power with just a few support components. Many microcontrollers include analog-to-digital converters (to which you could connect a photocell); all of them have digital output ports that can be used to control relays, motors, and the like.
The easiest microcontroller to get started with is probably the Parallax "BASIC Stamp," described in Don Lancaster's column in this magazine in several recent issues (starting May 1995). It costs $29 and is programmed in BASIC. The manufacturer is Parallax, Inc., 3805 Atherton Road, Rocklin, CA 95765. If you can handle assembly language, you may prefer a Microchip PIC or Philips 87C750, each of which costs only a few dollars.

Your 500-yard remote-control requirement is tougher. Can you use a long cable? If so, an RS-232 link to a PC, at a low baud rate, should work fine. Radio control is not so easy; nobody has come up with cheap and easy homebrew radio modems yet.

TRANSISTOR DATA BOOKS

Q Can you recommend the most up-to-date books or manuals that contain the operating curves and characteristics of most all transistors (domestic and foreign)?—A. Wiegand, Helena, MT

Unfortunately, there is no comprehensive book of that type, as far as we know. Fortunately, it isn't necessary. Unlike a tube, a transistor doesn't have a well-defined set of characteristic curves; two transistors of the same type may differ in gain by a factor of 10 or more. The only characteristics of a transistor that you can rely on are the polarity (PNP vs. NPN), material (usually silicon), packaging, pinout, and maximum ratings.

The simplest way to find out about a transistor is to look it up in the ECG or NTE substitution directory, and read off the characteristics of the corresponding ECG or NTE substitute. The maximum ratings for the original transistor might be slightly lower than those of the substitute.

Many popular industrial transistors are described in books published by Motorola, National Semiconductor, and Philips. You can get directories of Japanese transistors from MCM Electronics (call 1-800-543-4330 and ask for a catalog).
THE FUTURE IS NOW

Magnetically-propelled trains operating on conventional rails ("What's News," Electronics Now, January 1996) are not new. Such a system has been operating here for the past 10 years. SkyTrain, as it is called, operates on a 28-kilometer, mostly elevated guideway serving the cities of Surrey, New Westminster, Burnaby, and Vancouver.

On-board linear induction motors push against a central reaction rail, consisting of a series of aluminum plates located on the side of the guideway. The cars are driverless, controlled by on-board computers linked to a control center. The top speed is about 80 kilometers per hour, or 50 miles per hour. That does not seem particularly fast, but it appears quite rapid compared to the snail-paced, grid-locked automobile traffic over which it passes. The route, including 20 station stops, is covered in 39 minutes. Trains run every five minutes.

Just because the cars are driverless does not mean the system is unmanned. On-board personnel check tickets and maintain order. As a result, the system is virtually graffiti-free and as safe, or safer, than any similar conventional system. Most of the public complaints about SkyTrain come from those who are not served by it and would like to see the system extended to their areas.

Similar, smaller systems using the same technology operate around downtown Detroit and also in the Toronto suburb of Scarborough.

DAVE ELEY
Surrey, British Columbia, Canada

KUDOS FOR THE ATV TRANSMITTER

I just finished reading "Amateur TV Transmitter" in the May issue, and would like to thank you for publishing William Sheets and Rudolf Graf, who write the most interesting articles in Electronics Now.

I look forward to the upcoming article on the downconverter, and, I hope, a few more details on the corner reflector and other antennas used on this project. Perhaps expanding on the few alluring references to airborne remote-control models would make for another interesting series of articles ... which would, in turn, more than justify my subscription for another year or two!

JAMES M. FOSTER, KD6GEJ
Cardiff by the Sea, CA

Check out page 57 in this issue to discover the complete plans for a matching UHF corner-reflector antenna for the ATV transmitter and downconverter projects.

In the August, 1996 issue we'll present plans for a UHF discone antenna that's easy to build and functions perfectly.

NO MORE MAC ATTACKS!

Randy Jones' letter titled "Sorry, Mac" (Electronics Now, May 1996) was a hoot! Those poor Mac users out there! They can't find any software at the local Walmart; they can't go down to the gas station and get a new fan belt for their "Daimler Benz" Macs; and, worst of all, they can't call Microsoft and hark in the superb tech support for Windows. What a joke! He even trotted out the tired old Betamax analogy (never heard that one before).

The fact is that people have been using those lame arguments to predict the imminent demise of the Mac ever since it was first rolled out in 1984. And, like the Energizer bunny (to use another tired analogy), they keep going, and going, and going. My advice to Mr. Jones is to get out of the "break rooms" and obtain some first-hand information.

I receive about a dozen different Mac-only mail-order catalogs each week. Last week, after researching the products in three different Mac magazines, I called one of the companies at 7 PM and ordered a third-party Mac peripheral. I received the
merchandise at 9 AM the next day (at no extra charge).

Here is what happened next: I opened the box, attached the power cord and SCSI cable to my Mac, turned it on, and began using it immediately! Sorry, I can't tell you how good the tech support was because I didn't need any. In fact, I haven't called any tech support hot lines since I stopped using Microsoft QuickBasic and switched to FutureBasic. I do miss the Microsoft DJ though! "Average hold time in the Windows group is 47 minutes. Now back to the hits!" Ha, ha, ha!

"You can't get any software for the Mac," is the oft-heard argument, yet the average Mac user has (and uses productively) more applications than the average PC user. Installing new applications is no big deal on the Mac, and neither is learning how to use them. Maybe there are only 5000 Mac software products out there, instead of 20,000 (I don't know the real numbers), but the only ones that really matter are the ones you actually use productively.

The real question is why the PC world feels so threatened by the Mac, and why is it so obsessed with stamping it out? I read PC magazines, too (including Jeff Holtzman's column in Electronics Now), and it is always Mac this, Mac that. Yet the Wintel platform is rarely mentioned in the Mac publications.

The truth is, we don't care, we go happily about our business, immune from the multitude of hassles faced by the average Wintel user. Does the PC community really think their interests will be served if the Mac goes away and personal computing really becomes a Bill Gates monopoly? Actually, I think Bill has bigger fish to fry—watch out Unix!

NEAL DUNCAN
Washington, DC.

ERRATA SHEETS AVAILABLE

A full-page ad for our books, "Communications Licensing and Certification Examinations," and "Practice Tests for Communications Licensing and Certification Examinations" recently appeared in Electronics Now. We regret, however, that some errors were published in the books.

We are offering errata sheets to anyone who has purchased one or both books. Those wishing to receive the errata sheets should send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to the address that follows.

SAM WILSON AND JOE RISSE
P. O. Box 2077
Melbourne, FL 32902-2077
The Ramsey Electronics FM-25 kit lets you build a FM stereo broadcaster and put your signal anywhere on the FM band. Why would you want to do that? Well, the reasons are numerous. How about using it as a kind of whole-house audio system? With the FM-25, you could listen to your CD changer anywhere in the house where you had an FM receiver. Better yet, you could listen to it outside with a portable radio. We find that it's a great way to enjoy commercial-free music when we have some friends over.

We also find the FM-25 a great way to let us listen to our favorite radio station on a personal portable when we're outside doing yard work. It just so happens that our favorite station has a low-power transmitter operating from a university about 30 miles away. We have no problem picking up the signal with a rooftop antenna, but we have almost no luck on a portable. Now, we can feed the output of our stereo receiver into the FM-25, and then re-broadcast it to our portable.

Building the transmitter
The FM-25 kit is relatively easy to build. All of the components are mounted on a single-sided printed-circuit board. The component side of the board is silk-screened with the location of all parts. The solder side of the board features a solder mask that help to reduce the chance of creating an inadvertent solder bridge across adjacent pads. An experienced builder should be able to assemble the kit in one evening; a beginner will probably require twice that to complete the 265 solder points.

The heart of the circuit consists of three integrated circuits: a Rohm BA1404 stereo transmitter IC, a Motorola MC145170 phase-locked loop (PLL) frequency synthesizer with serial interface, and a 68HC705 8-bit microcontroller.

The Rohm chip was originally designed for use in automotive CD systems, where it would allow signals from the CD player to be fed to the existing audio system throughout the antenna input. As it turns out, of course, the BA1404 also makes an excellent stereo broadcaster.

One potential problem with FM transmitters comes into play when a digital tuner is used to receive them. If the transmitted signal isn't exactly on frequency, the receiver won't be able to receive it. Analog radios, of course, can tune in an off-frequency signal without problems. A digital receiver, with its discrete tuning steps, cannot. The MC145170 PLL and the 68HC705 8-bit microcontroller ensure good on-frequency performance.

The microcontroller looks at the settings of three DIP switches to determine the frequency of operation. Each DIP switch has four positions, and they allow the frequency to be entered in binary-coded decimal format. For example, to set the transmitter to a frequency of 89.9 MHz, the switches would be set, in binary, to 8, 9, and 9 respectively. For frequencies above 100 MHz, the first switch would be set to a value of 10.

The microcontroller is smart enough to disallow any illegal frequencies. For example, only the first DIP switch can be set to a value of 10. Any other switch setting greater than 9 will be read as a zero. Also, and out-of-band frequencies will not be allowed, and the transmitter will default to a frequency of 88.1 MHz.

After the microcontroller reads the switches, it sends the 16 bits of frequency information to the PLL frequency synthesizer serially. An additional 32 control bits of control information are also sent.

The PLL IC operates with a 4-MHz crystal. Under control of the microprocessor, it divides the 4-MHz clock by 40 to obtain a stable reference frequency of 100 kHz. The PLL also examines the output of the BA1404 FM transmitter chip and divides it by N, where N is the desired frequency in megahertz times 10.

Using the example frequency of 89.9 MHz, the PLL would divide the output of the transmitter chip by 899, and compare it with the 100-kHz reference frequency. It uses this information to increase or decrease the voltage across a varactor diode.

A varactor diode is a specially
TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER PURCHASE
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You can Build Gadgets! Here are 3 reasons why!

- BP345 — GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS $5.95
- BP349 — PRACTICAL OPTO-ELECTRONIC PROJECTS $5.95
- BP363 — PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC MUSIC PROJECTS $5.95

The text contains a good number of practical music projects most often requested by musicians. All the projects are relatively low-in-cost to build and all use standard, readily-available components that you can buy. The project categories are guitar, general music and MIDI.

Mail to:
Electronic Technology Today, Inc.
P.O. Box 240
Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240

Shipping Charges in USA & Canada

- $0.01 to $5.00: $2.00
- $5.01 to $10.00: $3.00
- $10.01 to $20.00: $4.00
- $20.01 to $50.00: $5.00
- $50.01 to $100.00: $6.50
- $100.01 to $200.00: $9.00
- $200.01 to $500.01: $11.50
- $500.01 to $1000.00: $15.00
- $1000.01 to $2000.00: $21.00

Sorry, no orders accepted outside of USA and Canada. All payments must be in U.S. funds only.

□ Number of books ordered.

Total price of books
Shipping (see chart)
Subtotal
Sales Tax (NYS only)
Total enclosed
Name
Address
City State ZIP

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
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INTEGRATED PDA SOLUTION

PHILIPS SEMICONDUCTORS' PR31100 and UCB1100 with software fax/modem represent a two-chip solution for personal digital assistants (PDAs), personal intelligent communicators (PICs), and other smart communication products. The chipset offers size, cost, and power-consumption improvements, and, according to Philips, "will bring device prices low enough to change the way people think about PDAs."

Because the chipset provides virtually all the functionality needed for a PDA or PIC in just two ICs, most such devices will require only the addition of memory. Competing solutions require a processor and other off-the-shelf chips in addition to one or more custom chips. That approach makes PDA/PICs large and expensive, shortens battery life, lengthens the hardware design cycle, and requires customized software.

In contrast, the PR31100 and UCB1100 allow designers to create various types of wired or wireless PDAs, PICs, screen phones (which allow users to handle phone-related information and over-the-line data on a computer-like display), or Internet access terminals (low-cost, plug-and-play devices that use a TV as a display), simply by taking advantage of different chipset functions. Those applications share the common feature set of LCD display, input via touchscreen and optional keyboard, and communication via telephone lines.

To support those applications, the PR31100 contains an MIPS R3000 RISC core with 4 Kbytes of instruction cache and 1 Kbyte of data cache, plus a hardware multiply/accumulate unit to perform DSP functions. Those computing resources allow the PR31100 to run routines such as the V.32bis (14.4 Kbps) software fax/modem, voice recognition of about 100 words, echo cancellation for high-quality speakerphone performance, and handwriting recognition. Working with a 14-bit telecom codec in the UCB1100, the Philips-licensed software fax/modem eliminates the need for an external modem chipset, which would cost about $30—almost as much as the chipset and software combined. The PR31100's other features include a complete video controller for both color and monochrome LCDs, along with several industry-standard communications channels.

In addition to the telecom codec, the mixed-signal UCB1100 provides a 12-bit audio codec, a touchscreen interface, four general-purpose analog-to-digital converter inputs (battery voltage measurement), and 10 programmable I/O lines. All of those resources are designed to minimize or eliminate external components. Philips supplies low-level software drivers and reference designs for the main PR31100/UCB1100 applications. Complete development support is available. The PR31100/UCB1100 chipset and the software fax/modem license costs $38 in 100,000-unit quantities.

PHILIPS SEMICONDUCTORS INC.
811 East Arques Avenue
Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3409
Phone: 408-991-2000
Website: http://www.semiconductors.philips.com/ps/
**TRIPLE-OUTPUT POWER SUPPLY**

THE MODEL 1670 TRIPLE-output power supply from B+K Precision is designed for applications in the servicing, educational, and hobbyist markets where a low-cost solution to multiple outputs is desired. The power supply features a variable DC supply—0 to 30 volts at 0 to 2.5 amps—with variable current limiting, constant current or constant voltage operation, tight regulation, low ripple, and separate digital LCD current and voltage meters. Another fixed 5-volt, half-amp supply is provided for TTL projects, and a fixed 12-volt, half-amp supply is included for mobile electronics and digital CMOS projects.

The Model 1670 costs $199.

**B+K PRECISION**

6740 West Cortland Street
Chicago, IL 60635
Phone: 1-800-462-9832
Fax: 312-794-9740

---

**HIGH-EFFICIENCY DMM**

HC PROTEK'S MODEL D-980 is a highly accurate, 3-3/4-digit multimeter that meets UL standard 1244 specifications. It comes with a protective holster to guard against mishandling, and features an LCD readout and a 3200-count analog bar graph.

The Model D-980 measures AC/DC current from 300 µA to 12 amps, and resistance to 30 megohms in six ranges. DC voltage can be measured in five ranges, from 300 mV to 1000 volts, with accuracy from 5%. AC voltage is measured in three ranges, from 30 to 700 volts, with an accuracy of ±1.2%. The D-980 also offers data, hold, range, and function select buttons, fused overload protection, diode test, a continuity buzzer, and a low-battery indicator. Test leads, three AAA batteries, and an instruction manual are supplied.

The Model D-980 costs $69.

**HC PROTEK, INC.**

154 Veterans Drive
Northvale, NJ 07647
Phone: 201-767-7242
Fax: 201-767-7343
E-mail: hcprotek@aol.com
Website: http://www.techexpo.com/
www.hcprotek

---

**TEST AND MEASUREMENT RELAYS**

NTE'S R72 SERIES OF SUBminiature 1-amp relays is specifically designed for use in office automation and test and measurement instruments. The series features high-sensitivity, low-power consumption, and fully sealed construction. The R72 series' operating features, plus the compact size and light weight (0.11 ounces) of the devices, make them well suited for OEM design and as replacement parts in a variety of automation and test equipment.

The series comes with a DPDT

---

**Earn Your B.S. Degree in Computers or Electronics**

Grantham College of Engineering, now in its 46th year, is highly experienced in "distance education"—teaching by correspondence—through printed materials, computer materials, fax, modem, and phone.

No commuting to class. Study at your own pace, while continuing on your present job. Learn from easy-to-understand but complete and thorough lesson materials, with additional help from our instructors.

Grantham offers three separate distance-education programs, leading to the following accredited degrees:

(1) The B.S.E.T. with Major Emphasis in Electronics.
(2) The B.S.E.T. with Major Emphasis in Computers.
(3) The B.S.C.S. — the Bachelor of Science in Computer Science.

An important part of being prepared to move up is holding the right college degree, and the absolutely necessary part is knowing your field. Grantham can help you both ways—to learn more and to earn your degree in the process.

Write or phone for our free catalog. Toll free, 1-800-955-2527, or see mailing address below.

* Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the Distance Education and Training Council

**GRANTHAM College of Engineering**

Grantham College Road
Slidell, LA 70460

---
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contact arrangement, and is also available in a dual-coil latching type. The R72 relays offer coil voltages of 5, 6, 12, and 24 volts DC. The DC operating temperature range is −40°C to +70°C. Dielectric strength is 1000 volts AC between coil and contacts, 250 volts AC (latching) between set and reset coils, 750 volts AC between contacts of the same polarity, and 1000 volts AC between contacts of different polarity. Resistance is 50 megohms maximum.

The R72 series costs less than $3 per piece in 1000-piece quantities.

**NTE ELECTRONICS, INC.**

44 Farrand Street
Bloomfield, NJ 07003
Phone: 1-800-683-6837
Fax: 1-800-683-3338
or 1-800-683-3292 to request QUICKFACTS Document #445

---

**8×2 AUDIO MIXER-ON-A-CHIP**

ANALOG DEVICES’ SSM2163 IS A functionally complete 8-input audio mixer-on-a-chip. It accepts eight audio channels, provides user-friendly control of volume in 63-dB steps, and can mix individual channels to either the right, the left, or both outputs. It is well-suited for automating many computer audio systems, from high-end multimedia workstations to low-cost PC soundcards. Other applications include professional audio mixing consoles, broadcast equipment, intercom and paging systems, and musical instruments.

The device replaces expensive multichip solutions and improves audio fidelity in computer audio systems. With its industry-standard three-wire serial interface and one data output terminal multiple SSM2163s can be easily daisy-chained for high-end multi-track audio systems. A single mute pin, when driven by a microprocessor reset signal, will silence all eight audio channels simultaneously. No additional external components are needed for fully specified operation.

The SSM2163 is a companion to Analog Devices’ family of stereo codecs. It signal-to-noise ratio is −82 dBu (0 dBu = 0.775 volts rms), with an additional 10 dBu of headroom, resulting in a total harmonic dynamic range of 92 dBu. Total harmonic distortion plus noise is a low 0.007% at 1 kHz with all levels set for unity gain. The mixer-in-a-chip can be powered by a single (±5- to ±14-volt) supply or dual (±4- to ±14-volt) supplies and is available in 28-pin plastic DIP and SOIC packages.

The SSM2163 costs $8 each in quantities of 100.

**ANALOG DEVICES, INC.**

Ray Stratton Technology Center
804 Woburn Street
Wilmington, MA 01887
Phone: 617-937-1428
Fax: 617-821-4273

---

**BREAK’R TRAC’R CIRCUIT TRACER**

AMPROBE’S BREAK’R TRAC’R BT-100 circuit tracer allows the user to quickly and easily determine the 120-volt AC circuit breaker or fuse that supplies a receptacle or lighting fixture. Well-suited for residential applications, the BT-100 saves time by eliminating trial-and-error troubleshooting and allows breakers to be identified without shutting off power. The two-piece set consists of a small handheld receiver, the BT-100R, which emits an audible tone and displays and LED when the signal, pro-
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**LINEAR AMPLIFIERS**

AMERITRON’S AL-800 AND AL-800H AMPLIFIERS PROVIDE ALL-BAND OPERATION: 160–15 meters, including the WARC bands. They can be modified by the user for 12 and 10 meters. The AL-800H uses two Genuine Eimac 3CX800A7s tubes and boasts 1500 watts “plus.” The AL-800 uses one 3CX800A7 tube and powers up to 1250 watts.

Both amplifiers feature an adjustable slug tuned input circuit and a Pi/(Pi-L) output network, providing smooth tuning and a wide matching range. The amplifiers’ grid current limits circuits and protects the tubes. Both display an adjustable front panel and true ALC control. Vernier reduction drives tune and load and make adjustments smooth and easy. A user-modifiable, 32-pound, grain-oriented, silicone steel-core transformer is supplied with high-capacitance computer-grade filter capacitors. Both amplifiers come with dual illuminated cross-needle meters that read peak forward power, reflected power, SWORE high voltage, grid current, and plate current. Other features include multi-voltage operation and air-cooled ventilation systems.

The AL-800H amplifier costs $2295.

**AMERITRON**

116 Willow Road
Starkville, MS 39759
Phone: 1-800-647-1800
or 601-323-8211
Fax: 601-323-6551
providing the transmitter (BT-100T), is sensed on the appropriate circuit breaker or fuse. Adjustable sensitivity on the receiver enables the appropriate breaker or fuse to be identified.

The Break'r Trac'r BT-100 carries a trade price of $39.85.

**AMPROBE INSTRUMENT**

630 Merrick Road  
Lynbrook, NY 11563
Phone: 516-593-5600  or 1-800-477-VOLT
Fax: 516-593-5682

**NOTEBOOK-COMPUTER CASE**

THE CURTIS CASE FROM Rolodex is a cleverly designed carrying case for notebook computers. It features moveable, self-grip accessories that allow users to customize the case to suit their work habits. The case also features built-in wiring ports, allowing users to run cables through the bag and connect directly into an optional retractable-cord surge protector, in effect creating a portable workstation. The case comes with a key-chain, pen holder, and disk holder. Other self-grip accessories, including a note holder, an eyeglass holder, a cellular-phone holder, all-purpose pockets, accessory pouches and a disk wallet, are available separately.

The lightweight Curtis Case features a protective shell over a frame constructed of durable polypropylene for extra strength. An internal flexible strap and shock-absorbing corners secure the notebook PC firmly inside the bag. The reinforced handle is fastened directly through the frame.

The Curtis Case costs $149 in black leather, or $119 in black vinyl. The retractable-cord surge protector, which fits neatly into the case's pocket, provides protection on the AC line and modem/fax lines, and includes a six-foot telephone cord, costs $9.95 with the purchase of the bag. Additional accessories have suggested retail prices of $4.00 each.

**CURTIS BY ROLODEX**

225 Secaucus Road  
Secaucus, NJ 07094
Phone: 1-800-935-9514  or 201-422-0240
Fax: 201-422-0254

**LEADLESS CHIP BREADBOARD ADAPTERS**

AMAZE ELECTRONICS' SERIES of leadless chip breadboard adapters feature a streamlined, patent-pending design that fits on a single breadboard strip. The adapters are well suited for those who use leadless chips in breadboarding, wire-wrap, and prototyping applications. They are available with 28, 44, 52, 68, and 84-pins. Prices range from $6.95 for the 28-pin adapter to $18.95 for the 84-pin adapter.

**AMAZE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION**

10395 Mary Avenue  
Cupertino, CA 95041
Phone: 408-996-8943
Fax: 408-996-0366
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Visualization: Using Computer Graphicsto Explore Data and Present Information
by Judith R. Brown, Rae Earnshaw, Mikael Jern & John Vince
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
605 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10158-0012
Phone: 1-800-CALL-WILEY
$44.95, including CD-ROM

High-quality computer graphics can be used to create virtual rooms for architects or guided tours of human cells for students and doctors.

But such computer visualization has been almost exclusively the territory of experienced designers with high-powered computers.

This book brings the magic of computer visualization to the desktop environment. Written in a clear, non-technical style, the hands-on guide helps users create advanced graphics using nothing more than a PC and commercially available desktop software.

Accompanied by a CD-ROM that features examples ranging from the basics of charting and graphing to the most advanced animation techniques, the book allow readers to create effects from two-dimensional drawings to 3D virtual worlds. With more than 100 full-color illustrations, the book explains the basics of computer graphics and visualization. It helps readers learn to combine images, video, and animation to produce original multimedia presentations; apply visualization to scientific, technical, business, and artistic presentations; incorporate online images from the Internet into desktop visualization; and simulate human motion, weather conditions, crash scenarios, and more.

Principles of Digital Audio
Third Edition
by Ken C. Pohlmann
McGraw-Hill Book Company
11 West 19th Street
New York, NY 10011
Phone: 1-800-2-MCGRAW
$44.95

This comprehensive introduction to digital audio, now in its third edition, has been updated and expanded to introduce both audio and computer users to the many new technologies that are transforming the field. Aimed at both professional designers and engineering students, the book provides complete details on advances in such areas as optical disc reading, interfacing and networking, perceptual coding theory and applications, and digital audio broadcasting.

The book combines digital audio theory with examples of applications and provides an in-depth database of valuable digital audio information. It includes coverage of digital audio fundamentals, recording and reproduction, error correction, magnetic tape storage, optical storage and transmission, compact disc formats, satellite broadcasting, MPEG coding, digital audio workstations, and digital signal processing. The book reveals all the exciting breakthroughs in digital audio technology for the multimedia age.

Unique Accessories for Test & Measurement
ITT Pomona Electronics
1500 East Ninth Street
Pomona, CA 91766-3835
Phone: 909-469-2900
Fax: 909-629-3317
Free

This catalog features test accessories intended to enhance test equipment from leading manufacturers. Leading off the newest products are complete “take-it-with-you” test kits in carrying cases designed specifically for use with Fluke, Hewlett-Packard, or Tektronix meters and oscilloscopes. The Test Companion kits also include high-quality Pomona test leads, probes, grabbers, and clips, all organized in lightweight, durable carrying cases. The catalog also features DMM test accessories and kits, oscilloscope probes, test clips, cable assemblies, coaxial adapters and kits, banana plugs, enclosures, and IC test clips for popular two- and four-sided devices including new solder-on adapters.
Communications Catalog 96-01
Universal Radio, Inc.
6830 Americana Parkway
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068-4113
Phone: 1-800-431-3939 or 614-866-4267
Fax: 614-866-2339
E-mail: dx@universal-radio.com
free by fourth class mail
$1 by first class mail

This 112-page catalog covers equipment for amateur, shortwave, and scanner enthusiasts, and also features an impressive selection of antennas, head-phones, books, and accessories. Several new items premiering in this catalog include the Kenwood TS-870S transceiver, the Sangean ATS-909 portable receiver, the Lowe HF-250 receiver, the AOR AR5000 receiver, the Grundig Traveller II digital receiver, and the Sony ICF-SW1000T receiver/recorder. Many new antennas and accessories are also introduced. In addition, the catalog provides answers to frequently asked questions in comprehensive, one-page introductions to shortwave, radioteletype, and amateur radio.

NetLaw: Your Rights in the Online World
by Lance Rose
Osborne McGraw-Hill
2600 Tenth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
Phone: 1-800-822-8158
$19.95

In the brave new world of cyberspace, online legal rights are continuously evolving. Issues like privacy, copyrights, and freedom of speech don’t necessarily work the same way in a digital environment, and rights to which you may be accustomed in print or broadcast media might not apply. System operators and BBS users alike need to know their rights, as well as the legal risks involved in online communications.

This book provides an introduction to the world of online law, explaining how everyday online behavior is protected or prohibited under the law. Using fascinating case studies, it covers the hottest and most widely debated topics affecting system users and operators, including commercial relationships, ownership of information, searches and seizures, and sexually explicit materials. The book discusses the potential demise of the copyright on the Internet, the legal risks faced by corporations online, how the First Amendment protects online systems and users, how to make an online contract, and how obscenity is defined and which laws apply to it.

45 Simple Electronic Terminal Block Projects
by R. Bebbington
Electronics Technology Today Inc.
P.O. Box 240
Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240
$6.25 (plus $3 shipping and handling)

When soldering is off-limits (for absolute beginners in electronics, particularly youngsters), simple terminal block projects offer a safe introduction to the hobby. The 45 projects presented in this book not only do not require soldering, but also are powered by nothing more dangerous than a small battery. They meet the most stringent safety standards.

All of the projects can be constructed by complete newcomers to electronics, on terminal blocks using only a screwdriver and other simple

PRB Line Celebrates Its 40th!
PRB Line Introduces Chip Quik SMD Bench Rework System
A System specifically designed for... Removing & Replacing Surface Mount Devices!
P/N: CQ1000 $84.95 +S&H

FLYBACKS
• Replacement flybacks for popular brands including: RCA, Mitsubishi, Philips, Magnavox and Sylvania
• ISO9001 Quality Certified
• Warranted
• Competitively priced

Phone: 800-558-9572
Fax: 800-887-2727
Whitewater, WI 53190
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hand tools. By following the layout diagrams, most of the projects can be finished in a matter of minutes. And they can be readily unscrewed, if desired, to make new circuits using the same parts. A theoretical circuit diagram is included with each project to help broaden the hobbyist's experience and knowledge.

The projects cover a wide range of interests. They fall under the chapter headings: Connections and Components, Sound and Music, Entertainment, Security Devices, Communication, and Test and Measuring.

**1996 Power Supply Catalog**

Lambda Electronics Inc.
515 Broad Hollow Road
Melville, NY 11747
Phone: 516-694-4200

Free

This 192-page catalog contains detailed specifications, mechanical drawings, and prices of more than 1000 power supplies, DC-DC converters, power systems, and accessories.

The catalog features more than 200 new products. Listed for the first time is the SV Series of low-cost, single- and multiple-output, power supplies from 100 to 300 watts; the PM Series of low-profile, low-cost 10-watt to 30-watt converters, specifically designed for telecommunications, computer, and data-communications applications; the Ultraflex Series of standard, modular power supplies for 400- and 600-watt applications with 1 to 10 outputs; and the FE Series of high-density distributed power front ends for 24- and 48-volt DC converters, intended for computer and telecommunications uses. The RM Series 12-watt to 100-watt DC-DC converters, which offer 90% efficiency and do not require a heatsink, are well-suited for telecommunications applications such as broad-band distribution, ATM exchanges, LANs, and multimedia systems.

**FRAMM Technology Overview**

Dynamem Inc.
22 Manchester Road
Derry, NH 03038
Phone: 603-432-1200
Fax: 603-432-0361

Free

Dynamem's patented Foldable Rigid Assembly Memory Module (FRAMM) technology, which can increase PC and workstation working memory by as much as 200 percent, is described in this four-page brochure.

The memory increase is achieved through the folding of the module's flexible, multi-layered circuit board, on which the memory chips are mounted. The resulting surface area and memory capability of the module are at least twice that of a standard module of the same dimensions. The brochure outlines additional benefits of FRAMM technology, including ease of installation and cost-effectiveness. (Please use a company letterhead when requesting the brochure.)

**1996 Test & Measurement Products Catalog**

LeCroy
Customer Care Center
700 Chestnut Ridge Road
Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977-6499
Phone: 1-800-5-LECREY
Fax: 914-578-5985

Free

This 194-page catalog features LeCroy's complete lines of test and measurement products, including the 9300 Series portable digital oscilloscopes, software and hardware options, probes and accessories, waveform generators, and programmable pulse generators. In addition, the catalog provides a wealth of technical information, including in-depth tutorials on the fundamentals of digital storage scopes and creating waveforms.

Application notes cover digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) applications in high-speed electronics, finding intermittent faults in electronic signals, the benefits of long memory in digital scopes, new tools for wireless design, and the benefits of DSOs in communications and power-supply design and testing. A comprehensive glossary of technical and test-instruments terms is also included.

**Semiconductor Essentials for Hobbyists, Technicians & Engineers**

by Stephen Kamickich
Prompt Publications
2647 Waterfront Parkway, East Drive
Indianapolis, IN 46214-2012
Phone: 800-428-7267 or 317-298-5710
Fax: 317-298-5604

$16.95

This book represents the first course in electronics at the technical and engineering levels. The information it offers will help readers gain hands-on knowledge of semiconductor diodes and transistors. The book covers semiconductor and diode chemistry, rectifier diodes, Zener diodes, transistor chemistry, transistor DC and AC analysis, transistor biasing, and it details transistor and rectifier diode circuits.

Each chapter is a lesson in electronics, with problems at the end of the chapter to test the reader's understanding of the material presented. The generously illustrated book serves as a useful instructional tool for the student and hobbyist, as well as a practical review for professional technicians and engineers.
Delta-wye transforms, and building your own Tesla coil

ONE OF OUR RECENT TINAJA QUEST WINNERS WAS D.C. COX FROM RESONANCE RESEARCH. THIS FIRM IS THE LEADING SUPPLIER FOR THE BIGGER TESLA COILS AND VAN DE GRAFF GENERATORS YOU FIND IN SCIENCE.

Three phase power consists of a triad of voltages spread by 120 electrical degrees. Advantages for higher energy users include a constant and a more efficient power flow, lower vibration machinery that starts and reverses easily, and rectifiers that are more economically filtered...

Two methods of connecting loads to a three phase system are the Delta and the Wye. Each has advantages and limitations. Note that currents in a Delta load are higher for a given input voltage...

For any Delta load, there is an equivalent set of Wye impedances, and vice versa. Here are the classic Delta-Wye transform pairs...

\[ Z_{ab} = \frac{Z_a Z_b + Z_b Z_c + Z_c Z_a}{Z_c} \]
\[ Z_a = \frac{Z_a Z_c}{Z_a Z_b + Z_b Z_c + Z_c Z_a} \]
\[ Z_{bc} = \frac{Z_b Z_c + Z_c Z_a + Z_a Z_b}{Z_a} \]
\[ Z_b = \frac{Z_a Z_c}{Z_a Z_b + Z_b Z_c + Z_c Z_a} \]
\[ Z_{ca} = \frac{Z_c Z_a + Z_a Z_b + Z_b Z_c}{Z_c} \]
\[ Z_c = \frac{Z_a Z_c}{Z_a Z_b + Z_b Z_c + Z_c Z_a} \]

Fig. 1— SOME FUNDAMENTALS of three phase power.

centers, museums, and planetariums. He is also newly offering his free do-it-yourself reprint on building up your own smaller Tesla coil.

A Tesla coil is nothing but a huge, resonant transformer that is intended to deliver high-voltage, high-frequency electricity—otherwise known as "lots of sparks." Sparks which literally can stand your hair on end, or light up an unconnected fluorescent tube you are holding in your hand.

The key secret to Tesla coil design is a high-Q air-core transformer with precisely the right amount of input source coupling. The resonance buildup produces a "Q-multiplier" effect to generate the high voltage.

The ultra high voltages are usually safe because they are high-frequency alternating current. Thus, they exhibit the skin effect, a property of high-frequency AC currents which causes them to travel only on the outside of conductors. The higher the frequency, the smaller the skin effect depth. The output from a Tesla coil can often be routed along a person (or a chain of people) without significant shock hazards.

Amazingly, most of the Resonance Research machines still use a spark gap for their input switching. Above a certain power level, spark gaps still have compelling advantages over tubes or solid-state devices.

Needless to say, a Tesla coil is one really horridous generator of radio frequency interference or...
A three phase delta load is normally driven by three “half bridge” drivers. These usually require a total of six power switching devices...

When using digitally switched unipolar inputs, there are only eight possible bipolar motor winding current results...

Just as there are delta-wye transforms, we can list these eight pairs of unipolar delta input to bipolar motor coil forward and reverse transforms...

Further analysis easily proves that any motor winding magic sinewave bit sequence which has a zero third harmonic will end up fully delta friendly.

RFI. These can be a most blatant violator of FCC Part 15 regulations and therefore illegal!

There are several persistent urban lore type myths that Tesla coils are in some manner a “suppressed” or “lost” source of “free energy.” The original myth can be traced to one of two sources: Either Tesla’s really bad misunderstanding of differences between resonance stored energy and source converted energy. Or as something between too much hype and an outright scam to get lab funding.

Research carefully and objectively, and you will discover there is not one shred of either actual or theoretical evidence that this sort of hogwash is even remotely possible.

Tesla coils are closely related to TV flyback transformers and to all the UHV ultra high voltage power line transmission research. In spite of countless hours of formal research in these fields, not the least hint of any over-unity energy has emerged.

Another good source for hands-on Tesla stuff is Lindsay Publications. The Tesla Bookstore is another useful resource. But you’ll be way better off limiting your readings to those books and the reprints by Tesla, rather than
errant ramblings about him.

If you really want to get into all of the free energy Tesla hogwash, check High Energy Enterprises, or else the International Association for New Science, the International Guild of Advanced Science, or Borderlands. Check out the KeelyNet BBS for a mesmerizingly outrageous source for late-breaking pseudoscience information.

And, of course, for a back-to-earth reality check, be certain to read the Skeptical Inquirer instead.

I’ve been thinking about gathering all my pseudoscience info into a new book. Give me a call if you have any interest in this.

Watch that Q!

A recent caller had a brilliant but flawed idea on how to simplify his Tesla coil. He wanted to use a Slinky for his main coil, eliminating most of those messy winding hassles.

The only tiny oint in the flyment is that Tesla coils must have a high Q and nearly lossless. A steel Slinky won’t hack it. But a gold plated one or a beryllium copper version might work.

In another time, long ago and far away, a student came to me hours before his Theremin project was due for a course final show-and-tell. The bright silver colored coils sure were pretty. It seems that the story he was copying clearly said to use #30 wire in his oscillators coils. While he found lots of No. 28 and No.34 copper wire, the only No. 30 he could find seemed to be made from Nichrome.

Three-phase power basics

Most of your utility electricity is generated as three-phase power. Pretty near all larger industrial and agricultural motors are three-phase. Ever wonder why?

Figure 1 shows a three-phase waveform. Three windings are spaced out 120 degrees around a generator’s stator, thus producing three identical sinewave waveforms whose electrical phase is also 120 degrees.

Your first great advantage of three phase is that all three phase power is continuous. Go through the math, and you’ll find that the instantaneous sum of the power on all three phases will always add to the same value.

In a single-phase system, there are times when very little power is being delivered to you. Other times, much more than average is delivered. Thus, three phase power is more efficient and has lower line losses.

Three phase motors also start a lot easier than single phase ones. Most of them are easily reversed, simply by swapping phases. Because of the continuous power, most vibration and noise ends up a lot lower.

Three-phase power sources can be easily rectified for DC. Its ripple is much lower and its ripple frequency is way higher. That’s one of many reasons why a car alternator is a three-phase AC generator.

---

**Fig. 3** — OF THE 281,474,976,710,656 possible 192-bit quadrant symmetric magic sinewaves, a scant 43,046,721 end up three-phase "delta friendly". Here are three of the more interesting examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hexadecimal:</th>
<th>$812B36F7EF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental Amplitude:</td>
<td>0.866208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion 3-17:</td>
<td>0.0739%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative Harmonics 3 through 17:</td>
<td>0.000167379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.000051363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.000024485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.000021694</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 4** — CORRECTED VERSION of the PIC time delay generator.
It turns out there are two standard ways of connecting a transformer or motor or whatever to any three-phase power line. With a delta connection, one winding goes between phases $a$ and $b$. A second goes between phases $b$ and $c$ and the last one routes from phases $c$ and $a$.

In the wye connection, one end of each motor winding is connected together and usually brought out to a fourth line called a safety neutral. The free end of each winding is connected to phase $a$, $b$, or $c$.

Under balanced loading, you have a safety neutral current of zero. Even with some major unbalance, the safety neutral current still stays low.

Delta and wye each feature unique advantages and disadvantages. Note that voltages are $1.732$ times higher in wyes and the currents are $1.732$ times higher in deltas. $(1.732 = \sqrt{3})$. Thus, you could easily overload or underpower any load by making an incorrect choice of delta or wye—but that’s what power engineering is all about in the first place.

It is simple to show that any delta has a wye equivalent and vice versa. This is called a delta-wye transform or else a wye-delta transform. I have also shown these in Fig. 1.

The major disadvantage of three phase power is that three times the wiring is needed, combined with far more expensive switches. Plus, you need three times as many transformers. Thus, single phase is used for home, shop, and other “low power” uses, while the advantages of three phase power are reserved for industrial and agricultural users.

Much more information on three phase is available in any college power textbook, such as my utterly ancient favorites of Skilling's Electrical Engineering Circuits or Fitzgerald and Kingsley’s Electrical Machinery.

### Three-phase magic sinewaves

As regular readers already know, I have been doing a lot of unique new magic sinewave research. Magic sinewaves are rather carefully chosen and ultra long sequences of repeating ones and zeros—sinewaves of precisely controlled amplitude and amazingly low distortion.

Compared to classic pulse-width modulation (PWM), these brand new magic sinewaves can offer elegant simplicity along with superb efficiency for such diverse applications as induction motor speed controls, solar-panel inverters, electric auto drives, power factor correctors, home energy-efficiency improvers, or for reliable uninterruptible power supplies.

A participant at one of our magic sinewave seminars did ask me a very embarrassing question, though, a real scary back-to-the-drawing-board one: “How can magic sinewaves be used with three-phase loads that use only three half bridge drivers?”

The original magic sinewaves used individual “H-bridge” drivers. These needed access to both ends of each winding phase. For the three winding currents of $(+)$, $(0)$, or $(-)$.

All of which is just fine for single and two-phase users. But in the real world of big time three-phase power, we rarely have access to both ends of each winding. Especially doing some upgrade or retrofit. And we’d sure like to get by using a mere six active power devices. Instead of the twelve the full H-bridge route needs.

Well, for openers, the length of our magic sinewave sequence should be a multiple of three. Such that our three phases happen on bit boundaries. For simplicity and compact files, we’d also want a multiple of four. For that way, we’ll need only work with and store one of four quadrants.

Next for something a tad subtle: Another factor of eight sure would be handy. This lets each one of the three sinewaves work out of the same bit position of each 8-bit stored quadrant.
sequence. And, last time I checked, $3 \times 4 \times 8 = 96$.

Thus, to be three-phase friendly, a magic sinewave's length should be a multiple of 96 bits. And several very interesting libraries of 384- and 768-bit magic sinewaves already exist.

What do we have to do beyond this to also become what I will call being delta friendly?

The delta-friendly sinewave needs only three leads. And each of those leads need only be connected to a positive supply or ground. Figure 2 should get us started.

With simple SPDT or "half bridge" drivers on each line, there are only eight possibilities here. Namely, the binary combinations of 000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, and 111. We might define a "clockwise" winding current as (+) and "counterclockwise" as (−).

We immediately see that the eight combinations can give us our choice of (+), (0), or (−) currents.

Now for the tricky part: For all of your possible input combinations, the winding currents always must sum to zero! You could have zero current on all three windings (cases 000 or 111). Or have zero current on one winding, positive current on one, and negative current on one (as in cases 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, and 110).

Next, think about this really hairy concept: Not only do winding states $a$, $b$, and $c$ have to occur together, but state $b$ will occur in data stream $a$ at one third of the way through the time sequence, and state $c$ also happens in data stream $a$ at two thirds of the way through the time sequence.

We already do know that our three states must sum to zero. But this also newly tells us that the three states are bits that are separated by one-third of their cycle distance in each sinewave sequence. Thus, the one-third spaced bits must also sum to zero.

Which tells us that a delta-friendly magic sinewave must have a forced zero third harmonic!

And that is all there is to it. To be both three-phase friendly and delta-friendly, just select 96-bit multiple magic sinewaves that have their third harmonic forced to zero.

Most power books also tell us that there can be no third harmonic line current on any delta connected three phase load—sort of an independent check on what we've discovered. Several examples of 192-bit delta friendly magic sinewaves are shown in Fig. 3.

You will find vastly more magic sinewaves than there are particles in the galaxy. Untold zillions versus a mere 1070. So finding the good ones gets real tricky. Indeed, there are lots and lots of highly useful and delta-friendly magic sinewaves. But magic sinewaves that are not delta friendly might perform better.

Just as there are delta-to-wye and wye-to-delta transforms, there's also simple math which gets you from the "positive-ground-negative" winding currents to the "positive-ground" line currents. I've also shown these back in Fig. 2.

When you want zero current on all three windings at once, you'll have your choice of using 000 or 111 input states. At first glance, either would work just fine. But it turns out one or the other might be more efficient and needs fewer transitions.

For instance, if your previous state was 000 and your next state was 010, use of a 000 would require only one transition. But use of 111 would need five transitions instead.

Obviously, you pick the one with the fewest transitions, because fewer switchings certainly means less high-frequency losses, and usually means higher efficiency. Sometimes a 000 is clearly better. Other times, 111 is the only way to go. Other times (such as a previous 010 and a following 101), it doesn't matter at all.

The bottom line: Magic sinewaves work just fine with half-bridge delta drives as long as you use only those which include (A) a forced zero third harmonic, and (B) bit lengths that are an integer multiple of 96.

As you may have guessed, this is a billion dollar new opportunity that is
very much up for grabs. I'll be happy to send you a free tutorial on magic sinewaves when you call or write. You can also ask me for a formal proposal that explains in detail our seminars, PIC source code, and the new partners programs. Both reprint and proposal are also available at www.tinaja.com

Time-delay correction

The neat PIC time-delay utility I showed you a few columns back had one bug in it. A PIC spends one cycle if a skip is not taken, and two cycles if an instruction skip is taken.

The corrected version is shown in figure four. Sorry about that.

Professional Audio Resources

I have just picked up a free new subscription to Pro Audio Review. A trade publication that more or less reports what its name implies. It has detailed reviews of high-end amplifiers, mixers, and microphones for TV, video, CD, and radio.

For this month's resource sidebar, I've tried to gather together some of the other pro audio resources.

A second major magazine is Mix, which also operates an outstanding Mix Bookskef where you will find just about any book on audio.

The leading technical audio organization is the Audio Engineering Society. The finest audio publication in the world seems to be the British Studio Sound and Broadcast Engineering.

Let me know if I've missed any of your favorites here. A free Incredible Secret Money Machine II if you tell me about any pro audio resource I don't already know about.

New Tech Lit

A real fine new collection of PIC-related data books is now offered by Microchip Technology. These include the PIC 16/17 Microcontroller Data Book; the PIC 16CXX Data Book; PIC 14000 Data Book; a PIC 16C7x Data Book; the PIC 16C62X Data Book; ECHV Update I; the MPASM Assembler Guide, Third Party Guide 1996; the Non-Volatile Memory Products Data; Embedded Controller Handbook; Serial EPROM Tutorial Series I-III; the Development Systems Ordering Guide; BBS System User's Guide; MPSIM Users Guide; and the HCS300 Data Book.

Their PIC, of course, is the finest microcontroller. Nothing else comes remotely close. Other PIC resources include Scott Edwards Electronics, and the superb Basic Stamp products offered by Parallax.

A unique collection of PC-related books is offered by Coriolis Books.

A new CD ROMs in Print 1996 is freshly offered by Gale Research. It reviews over 9000 titles.

Free beta copies of Acrobat Amber can be downloaded from www.adobe.com This wonderment lets you view full technical reprints on line. Part of it plugs into Netscape Gold. Which you can find at netscape.com

I often like to check out the hobby and craft catalogs. These can be a great source for products and ideas. One example is the Source Place for Creative Living “owner’s manual” by Loose Ends. Mostly on unusual hand made papers. Another is the Wood Parts Catalog from Lin-Wood. Who do make a bewildering array of small wooden items.

Or, just because it is there I guess, you should get your hands on the neat free Things You Never Knew Existed catalog from Johnson Smith.

For typical individuals and small-scale startups most of the time, any involvement whatsoever with patents is absolutely certain to turn into a net loss of your time, energy, money, and sanity. You find out why in my Case Against Patents package. It includes proven real world alternatives.

See my nearby Synergetics ad for more details. I've also got some great deals on Tektronix 1230A logic analyzers left over from my school buy-out.

I'm still building my web site at www.tinaja.com Eventually, globally searchable reprints for my previous columns should be available here.

As usual, a no-charge tech helpline and online access is available per the Need Help box. Most of the resources mentioned in this column appear in our Names and Numbers or Pro Audio sidebars.
Just like these Fully Trained Electronics Professionals

"Thanks to CIE I have tripled my previous salary, and I am now in a challenging and rewarding new field where only the sky is the limit."  
Daniel Wade Reynolds Industrial Electrician Ore-Ida Foods

"CIE was recommended to me by my boss. It was appealing since I could study at my own pace at home and during business travel."  
Dan Parks Marketing Manager/Consumer Products Analog Devices, Inc.

"I loved the flexibility CIE offered. It was the only way I could continue both school and my demanding job."  
Britt A. Hanks Director of Engineering Petroleum Helicopters, Inc.

"I liked the way the school was set up with laboratory assignments to enforce conceptual learning. The thing which impressed me the most about CIE's curriculum is the way they show application for all the theory that is presented."  
Daniel N. Parkman Missile Electro-Mechanical Technician U.S. Air Force

"Completing the course gave me the ability to efficiently troubleshoot modern microprocessor based audio and video systems and enjoy a sense of job security."  
Tony Reynolds Service Manager/Technician Threshold Audio & Video

Graduate with an Associate Degree from CIE!

CIE is the best educational value you can receive if you want to learn about electronics, and earn a good income with that knowledge. CIE's reputation as the world leader in home study electronics is based solely on the success of our graduates. And we've earned our reputation with an unconditional commitment to provide our students with the very best electronics training.

Just ask any of the 150,000-plus graduates of the Cleveland Institute of Electronics who are working in high-paying positions with aerospace, computer, medical, automotive and communications firms throughout the world. They'll tell you success didn't come easy...but it did come...thanks to their CIE training. And today, a career in electronics offers more rewards than ever before.

CIE'S COMMITTED TO BEING THE BEST...IN ONE AREA...ELECTRONICS.

CIE isn't another be-everything-to-everyone school. CIE teaches only one subject and we believe we're the best at what we do. Also, CIE is accredited by the National Home Study Council. And with more than 1,000 graduates each year, we're the largest home study school specializing exclusively in electronics. CIE has been training career-minded students for nearly sixty years and we're the best at our subject...

ELECTRONICS...

IT'S THE ONLY SUBJECT WE TEACH!

CIE PROVIDES A LEARNING METHOD SO GOOD IT'S PATENTED. CIE'S AUTO-PROGRAMMED lessons are a proven learning method for building valuable electronics career skills. Each lesson is designed to take you step-by-step and principle-by-principle. And while all of CIE's lessons are designed for independent study, CIE's instructors are personally available to assist you with just a toll free call. The result is practical training...the kind of experience you can put to work in today's marketplace.

LEARN BY DOING...WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING.

CIE pioneered the first Electronics Laboratory Course and the first Microprocessor Course. Today, no other home study school can match CIE's state-of-the-art equipment and training. And all your laboratory equipment, books and lessons are included in your tuition. It's all yours to use while you study and for on-the-job after you graduate.

PERSONALIZED TRAINING...TO MATCH YOUR BACKGROUND.

While some of our students have a working knowledge of electronics others are just starting out. That's why CIE has developed twelve career courses and an A.A.S. Degree program to choose from. So, even if you're not sure which electronics career is best for you, CIE can get you started with core lessons applicable to all areas in electronics. And every CIE Course earns credit towards the completion of your Associate in Applied Science Degree. So you can work toward your degree in stages or as fast as you wish. In fact, CIE is the only school that actually rewards you for fast study, which can save you money.

Send for CIE's FREE Course Catalog and See How We Can Help Your Career Too!
Making Time Measurements with a DSO

The oscilloscope is the time-honored tool of choice for measuring voltage changes over time because the waveforms on its screen are graphical representations of those changes. This article will show you how to use your digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) to your advantage when you need to make highly accurate time measurements.

Time is measured on the oscilloscope's horizontal or X axis. You can adjust the time axis by using the scope's horizontal scale or time-per-division control. In this article, we will be discussing some of the more frequently made time measurements. A similar discussion of voltage measurements was presented last month.

Common time measurements include the waveform period, frequency, pulse risetime, and pulse width. A period is the time it takes a repetitive waveform to complete one cycle or move through a series of amplitude values until the values begin to repeat. The frequency in Hertz is one divided by the period, or the period's reciprocal.

Pulse waveforms are encountered frequently. All pulses have a rising edge, a width, and a falling edge. The *risetime* is the time it takes the pulse to go from a low amplitude (voltage) to a high one. (See Fig. 1.) Risetime is usually measured from the 10% to the 90% point on the rising edge (Figure 1). Fall time is measured on the falling edge from the 90% point back to the 10% point. Pulse width is the width "at the waist line," that is, at the 50% point.

Another common time measurement is delay, sometimes called propagation delay. Propagation delay is the time it takes a waveform to travel from one point in a circuit to another, such as from the input to the output of an amplifier.

Delay measurements are made by using two channels of your oscilloscope. If a pulse at an amplifier input is applied to one channel, and the output is applied to another, you can measure the time from an edge on the first channel to the same edge on the second channel. This is the propagation delay through the amplifier, that is, the time it takes the signal to propagate from the input to the output.

Phase shift is a special kind of propagation delay measurement, usually using sine waves and measuring the delay in terms of the sine wave period. If the sine wave period is expressed as 360 degrees, the phase shift is 360 times the delay, expressed as a fraction of the period. If the delay is half the period, for example, the phase shift is 180 degrees.

*Ed Caryl is an Application Engineer/Product Support Specialist at Tektronix, Inc.*
Maximizing accuracy

Many variables can affect the accuracy of time measurements, including the measurement method, the oscilloscope's vertical and horizontal resolution, its sample rate, trigger jitter and noise. The most important factor is the oscilloscope's horizontal resolution. Fortunately, that is also the factor that is most under your control.

In addition to the horizontal time-base/time-per-division control, many DSOs also have a record-length control. Record length is the number of data points taken or "acquired" on a waveform each time the oscilloscope is triggered. Both the horizontal time-base and record-length controls can be used to maximize the horizontal resolution on a time measurement. Use the longest record length available, then adjust the timebase control to use as much of this record length as possible. This will provide the maximum number of data points.

You may choose from three methods for time measurements (Figure 2). The easiest way, and, often the most accurate, is to let the oscilloscope perform the measurement. Most DSOs have automatic measurement functions that you can select from a menu. The DSO automatically calculates and displays the measurement result for each acquired waveform.

The second method is to use measurement cursors—movable horizontal and vertical lines—to manually make the measurement. You can individually control and align each cursor with the appropriate waveform feature in order to make time and voltage measurements. Cursors are often used when the automatic measurement definitions are not easy to set, or where you wish to make several closely related measurements. Your accuracy will depend on how well you set the cursors.

The third method is to "eyeball" the measurement, that is, to align the waveform features with the internal graticule markings and counting divisions of the display. This is the method you use when just looking at the waveform. With closer observation and using the "minor division" graticule markings on the display (located on the central vertical and horizontal graticule lines), you can be considerably more precise.

For time measurements beyond the normal record length, use the delayed-sweep feature of your oscilloscope to improve horizontal resolution. Follow the procedure as outlined below and as illustrated in Figure 3:

1. Set the first measurement point with the main sweep at the center ver-

FIG. 2—THREE MEASUREMENT METHODS are illustrated here. First, the oscilloscope is making the risetime measurement. The warning message indicates that the 100% point may be doubtful because it is represented by just a few points. Second, the cursors are measuring the time from the peak value, 1.63 volts, to the point where the voltage returns to zero. This is 17.9 nanoseconds. Finally, from the graticule, you can see that the voltage is above 1 volt for about 14.5 nanoseconds, 2.9 divisions at 5 nanoseconds per division.

FIG. 3—IN A DELAYED SWEEP MEASUREMENT, the measurement is made from the center vertical graticule line on the main sweep display to the same line on this delayed sweep display. The delay is 12.9195 microseconds. To this delay, add 7.1 ns, the additional time from the center of the time jitter to the center graticule line. The total time is thus 12.9266 microseconds, plus or minus about 1.5 nanoseconds, the width of the jitter band.
tical graticule line by using the triggering and the horizontal position controls.
2. Select the delayed-sweep mode, then set the Delayed-Runs time to align the second time point to the same center graticule line.
3. Start with a delayed sweep speed only slightly faster than the main sweep, and then advance the delayed sweep for a more precise setting.
4. If the feature can’t be aligned exactly with the center graticule line, read any difference from the graticule and correct the Delayed Runs readout.

Reducing noise

Noise can interfere with time measurements by blurring the waveform data at the time-measurement points. There are numerous ways to reduce noise. On repetitive waveforms, you can use the signal averaging capability of your digital scope to reduce random noise. At slower sweep speeds, a HiRes mode, available on some DSOs, will reduce high-frequency noise. A scope’s bandwidth-limit feature also will help eliminate noise above the bandwidth limit.

Of course, you can learn to live with the noise and try to work around it. Set the measurement cursors to the center of a noise band to measure an average value. Your scope’s persistence display feature can help in visualizing the noise-band center.

Another common problem is edge aliasing, often produced by high sweep speeds, fast risetimes and sample-rate limitations. Edge aliasing is identified by false overshoot, ringing, and a jittering edge position. This condition can happen in single-shot measurements or when Digital Real-Time (DRT) oscilloscopes treat all acquisitions as if they were single-shot. Edge aliasing may also occur if less than two samples are acquired during edge risetime.

There are several ways to correct edge aliasing. If the delay or period is being measured, risetime is not a factor, and bandwidth limiting will stabilize the measurement. In addition, some high performance DSOs have 100-MHz and 250-MHz bandwidth limits that can be limit risetime and stabilize very fast edges.

Trigger jitter can impact time measurements on repetitive waveforms. In this case, slow risetimes are the problem. Trigger jitter happens because the oscilloscope trigger cannot determine exactly when a slower moving signal passes through the trigger level. Fast edges have the least trigger jitter. By simply expanding the signal amplitude on the display, you can decrease trigger jitter. This is because the signal speed is increased through the trigger-level point.

Your DSO lets you “see” electrical signals that occur in a split second. By using your oscilloscope’s features to “expand” that split second as much as possible, and then letting the scope make the measurements automatically, you’ll have the highest degree of accuracy in time measurements. When automatic measurements are not available or appropriate, use the helpful tips provided above to ensure a higher degree of accuracy.
If you’ve been following this series on low-cost software for electronics, you know how your PC can ease the chores of drawing a schematic and designing a printed-circuit board. Did you know that it can also expedite the process of debugging a circuit design!

TJ BYERS

WE’RE SURE THAT SOME OF YOU REMEMBER BUILDING EXPERIMENTAL radios on old kitchen breadboards using nails and bare wire. As time passed, Grandma’s breadboard gave way to phenolic terminal strips, which eventually evolved into today’s solderless breadboards.

We all have fond memories of breadboarding simple circuits using a slab of plastic embedded with metal strips. But those days are shrinking into the past, too. Today’s circuit designs are far more complex, run faster, and require a lot more than a plastic and metal breadboard to make them work. Now we do all of our circuit-design work using a PC-based software simulator—which is what this article is all about.

There are several different kinds of software circuit-simulators, each with its own purpose. The most popular is the analog simulator, used for wringing out linear designs such as audio amplifiers and filters. Digital circuits, on the other hand, have special needs that require a different set of rules that don’t always coincide with those of analog circuits. Consequently, there’s a separate category of digital-only simulators. However, because today’s designs are often a mixture of digital processing linked with an analog interface, the trend is toward mixed simulators that do both. On the cutting edge is the burgeoning wireless telephone communications market, where frequencies range from 500 MHz to 5 GHz. These designs require special RF software simulators where every solder connection enters into the formula.

HOW CIRCUIT SIMULATION WORKS

Circuit-simulator programs are software applications that let you test your electronic devices on a top PC. At the core of the circuit simulator is a number-crunching engine that reads a netlist file that contains a list of the circuit’s components, their various voltage and current parameters, and how the components react when these values are changed.

Device models. Circuit simulation is done by applying mathematical equations, called algorithms, to a model of an electrical device such as a transistor, then solving the equation with different sets of numbers that you plug into the formula. For example, one of the formulas used in bipolar transistor simulation is

$$I_C = I_{FE} (e^{v_{BE}} - 1) + I_{RE} (e^{v_{CE}} - 1)$$

which describes the current flow through the emitter of a common-base amplifier.

Thankfully, you don’t have to take a refresher course in advanced algebra or electrical engineering to use circuit-simulation software. Any company worth its salt has done the homework for you, and rendered the many formulas into compact code. All you need to supply are such variables as operating voltage or current.

As explained above, the simulator engine works from a netlist. Generally, the netlist is in ASCII format, which means that all you need to create a simulation netlist is a text editor. However, it’s much faster and more accurate to extract the information from a schematic-capture program in much the same way PC-board layout programs convert schematics into solid pads and copper traces. Very often the simulation package includes a schematic capture front end.

Test instruments. Once the circuit parameters have been defined and loaded into the simulator, the design is stepped through its paces using a function generator. Sometimes the input is a simple sine wave, while other times it can be as complex as a frequency-modulated modulated modem carrier signal or a word generator. The signal source depends on the design and what results you’re looking for.

Of course, you need a monitoring device that tells you what’s happening as you wring out the design with various inputs. Generally that’s done...
using a software-simulated multi-trace oscilloscope. From what we've seen in the simulation software in this review, many of these simulated instruments far outpace their commercial counterparts, displaying transient activity that you'd never catch on the screen of a scope no matter how quick you are on the trigger. Most analog simulators also include a bode plotter that's used to study the frequency response of a circuit. And no simulator would be complete without a multimeter.

Digital circuits need specialized test instruments, like a pulse stepper, propagation delay viewer, breakpoint analyzer, and event counter. You're also likely to find a logic analyzer that shows the state of all the nodes in the circuit and their relative timing, and sometimes a logic converter that can convert between gate, truth table, and Boolean logic.

That said, let's begin our tour of the software packages that threaten to make your soldering iron obsolete. Before we begin, let me explain that we'll be looking at some of the same programs that appeared in the October 1995 issue of Electronics Now, which highlighted schematic-capture software. However, some of the features and prices have changed since the last time you and I looked at them. For example, some have been upgraded to 32-bit programming to make them compatible with Windows 95. Consequently, you may find brief comments on the new features in the text as we review the following eight programs.

**Analog Simulators**

Do you want to build a circuit that measures room temperature, ambient light, or which way the wind blows? If so, you need an analog simulator to test it. Analog simulators are used to check out any circuit that deals with voltages and currents that have analog values instead of digits. Typical analog applications include filters, oscillators, amplifiers, linear power supplies, and transmission lines.

![Diagram of a circuit](image)

**FIG. 1—EACH OF THE EE WORKS MODULES has its own canned schematic drawing. In addition to running a simulation using component values you plug into the circuit, EE Works can do the reverse and calculate component values for you when you enter the design parameters, like above.**

Although it's possible to digitize some of these applications, any digital processor still has to talk to an analog world via input sensors such as a thermistor or photocell, and output transducers, including motors and loudspeakers. Even your computer's monitor, which you might think is digital, is basically an analog device—both inside and out. Hence, there will always be a need for analog designs, regardless of where the digital future may take us.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product: EE Works</th>
<th>Version: 5.0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price: $129.99</td>
<td>Platform: DOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher: Geoban Engineering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before you begin using EE Works, you'd better dust off your old engineering reference books, because you'll need them. EE Works is the most exhaustive of any of the simulation programs tested, giving you answers to questions you didn't even think to ask—and the results are given in engineering language, not hobbyist jargon.

Unlike the other simulators in this review, which are integrated and work from a common schematic. EE Works is a collection of several DOS programs, each designed to do one thing, and one thing only. For example, there's a simulator module that tests your design for linear transient analysis, and another that does nothing but linear AC/DC analysis. Each simulation comes equipped with a canned "schematic" (Fig. 1) that electrically represents the design under test, such as an active filter. Unfortunately, the individual simulator modules aren't interactive. Each simulation runs on its own, and the results are exclusive of any other simulation. In other words, every time you start a different simulation, you have to restate your circuit's parameters.

You must be very precise—immaculate, in fact—when defining component and circuit parameters. For example, if you choose the power supply simulation routine—a power supply design/simulation program that's unique to EE Works—you even have to enter the permeability of the inductor and the capacitor's ESR value. If you skip any step, hoping the simulator will default to a standard value, you are thrown back to the main menu where you have to start the simulation all over again. It's the same with transistors, op-amps, and even resistors, where you have to specify the resistor's tolerance. So you better have those vendor specs in hand before you begin—or be a good guesser.

*Continued on page 65*
CONVERTING AN OBSOLETE computer printer into a strip-chart recorder is both easy and inexpensive. With about $40 in parts, construction of a simple circuit, and some minor mechanical fabrication, you can have a functioning chart recorder. We built the prototype as a weather station to record air temperature, but it could be used for any number of things ranging from seismography to radio astronomy.

The chart recorder works by comparing the voltage on a potentiometer to the voltage on a temperature-sensing thermistor. The potentiometer is mechanically connected to the printer carriage. A marking pen is also connected to the printer carriage. Any difference in the voltages on the potentiometer and the temperature sensor causes an op-amp to attempt to bring the voltages back in balance. In so doing, the print-head carriage moves left or right, thereby causing a mark on the paper. We drive the platen (i.e., pull the paper through the device) using a standard household timer.

How it works
Figure 1 shows the complete circuit. We use a standard 741 op-amp as a comparator. The comparator monitors the voltages at the junctions, marked TP1 and TP2 in Fig. 1, of two voltage-divider networks. The op-amp compares the voltages from the two networks at its inputs (pins 2 and 3). When the voltages are identical, the op-amp's output (pin 6) is zero, so neither driver tran-

sistor (Q1 and Q2) turns on, and therefore the motor does not turn.

But if thermistor R2's resistance changes because of a change in air temperature, a new voltage occurs at the op-amp's inverting input (pin 2). For example, assume the value of R2 decreases. The pin-2 voltage then increases, so the op-amp's output swings negative, thereby biasing Q2 on. That in turn starts the motor, which moves the carriage left or right.

Potentiometer R5 is also coupled to the carriage, so, as the carriage moves, R5's wiper moves, thereby varying the voltage on the non-inverting input of IC1. When the op-amp's input voltages become equal, the output goes to zero, both transistors turn off, and so does the motor. Now the circuit remains quiescent until the temperature changes again.

The potentiometer is a precision, 10-turn type with a value of 20K. A 50K device would provide a wider range, but with reduced resolution. You should be able to buy a surplus 10-turn unit from an electronics supplier for $1-5.

For temperature sensing, we used a common thermistor available from Radio Shack. (Internally, each device actually consists of two separate thermistors.) A thermistor is a device whose resistance changes with temperature. The thermistor is not linear; its resistance increases disproportionately fast at cooler temperatures. That nonlinearity restricts the range of the recorder. Also, the resistance range of your probe, be it a thermistor or some-
thing else, must not exceed the range of the potentiometer, or the pen will try to run off the side of the chart.

We use precision resistor R3 in conjunction with S1-a and S1-b to calibrate the circuit. When R3 is in the circuit, the carriage will move to where the value of R5, the 10-turn potentiometer, equals the value of R3. That provides a reference point for the chart printouts.

By switching in either one or two temperature sensors, switch S1 allows the choice of two ranges. Position 1 of the switch is for calibration; only R3 is connected. Position 2 connects R2, for a range of 20–108 °F; and Position 3 connects both R1 and R2, for a range of –6–76 °F.

For the prototype, we picked up a derelict daisy-wheel printer at a local second-hand store for $5. Note that a dot-matrix printer would work just as well. If you live near a university, check whether it has an equipment-disposal unit, typically a warehouse with old, broken, and outdated equipment. Another potential source is a printer repair shop.

For marking the chart paper, we simply installed a pencil, using a rubber band to maintain tension against the platen, as shown in Fig. 2. We used several different colors of soft lead drawing pencils to track temperatures for several days on a single chart. You could even glue the chart into a multi-day loop if you wish.

**Construction**

To prepare the printer, first gut it, removing PC boards, the daisy-wheel mechanism from the carriage, the wiring harnesses, the fan, etc. Don't be too quick to dispose of the gutted parts; you may be able to use some of them, particularly the cables and connectors. You should end up with the frame, the platen, and a carriage and drive mechanism.

In most printers the carriage-drive motor has several wires attached. By trial and error you can determine which wires operate the motor. In our case, there were two red and black wires. We merely tried one red and one black wire and got the motor to turn. The motor should operate on a low DC voltage—the prototype begins to turn at about 2–3 volts—but you may want to determine low-voltage DC operation for certain before you buy.

Now affix the potentiometer to the carriage. Some printers use a cable to move the carriage back and forth; others use a rubber belt. Our unit used a cable drive, but because the cable is greasy and hard to get at, we did not attach to the cable directly. Instead, as shown in Fig. 3, we fixed the potentiometer securely to the carriage and then strung a length of strong, coated twine from one side of the printer frame to the other. A small coil spring keeps the twine taut. The twine wraps once around a spindle attached to the potentiometer shaft. The diameter of the spindle should be such that the potentiometer turns ten rotations (or a little less than ten) over the length of the carriage movement.
To calculate the diameter of the spindle, simply measure the total distance the carriage moves from left to right, and divide that value by \((\pi \times 10)\). Anything that size or slightly larger will do. The spindle material is not critical; we used two hard rubber spacers bracketed by a couple of large washers, and brushed with paint to increase friction. You could also use a wooden spool, a small diameter pipe, or a stack of washers. Incidentally, the spindle must be wide enough to allow the string to worm its way across without jamming into the bracketing washers.

To drive the platen, we used a plug-in appliance timer, available at most hardware and variety stores. We glued the timer dial directly to the platen knob, giving a chart speed of about \(\frac{1}{6}\)-inch per hour, which is satisfactory for temperature recording.

That type of timer is not intended to drive anything, so you should keep a close eye on it until you are certain it can do the job without overheating. We tried three different brands, old and new, and they all worked. Be sure to minimize the drag on your platen by removing all drive gears, stepper motors, etc. Also, because of mechanical slack in the system, it may take up to an hour for the timer to begin turning the platen. If you desire a faster chart speed, other drive arrangements can be constructed, possibly using the built-in mechanics.

Your printer may have operable DC power supplies. Ours didn’t, so we bought two wall-mount DC adapters. Anything in the range of 12–15 volts DC at 500 mA should work, but check the current draw of your carriage drive motor to be safe.

**Calibration and testing**

Switch R3 into the circuit, let the carriage settle down, and then mark that point as a reference. You may want to slip the twine to move the carriage assembly to a convenient location.

The simplest way to calibrate
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AUTOMOTIVE NEON

JOIN THOSE PEOPLE WHO ENJOY CUSTOMIZING THEIR CARS BY ADDING A LIGHTED FRAME TO THEIR LICENSE PLATES OR ILLUMINATING THE UNDER-SIDES OF THEIR CARS IN RED, GREEN, OR VIOLET TO GIVE IT A “HOVERING SPACECRAFT” LOOK. THIS ARTICLE FOCUSES ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF A COMPLETE ILLUMINATED FRAME SYSTEM FOR YOUR CAR’S LICENSE PLATE, BUT THE BATTERY-POWERED GAS TUBE DRIVER CIRCUIT DESCRIBED HERE WILL PERMIT YOU TO LIGHT UP INDIVIDUAL GAS TUBES MOUNTED ON THE UNDER-SIDE OF YOUR CAR.

The driver circuit

The driver circuit ionizes and sustains the illumination of neon or argon gas-filled tubes up to four feet long bent into any shape desired. The tube will remain illuminated as long as power is applied to the circuit. However, the driver circuit permits the tube’s illumination level to be adjusted to maximize brightness or reduce brightness to conserve power depending on which is more important.

Build this driver circuit to illuminate your car’s license plate, light up its underside for a glamorous “spaceship” look, or just create portable neon or argon light displays.

ROBERT IANNINI

A note of caution

It is illegal in all states to drive a car with an illuminated license plate frame that flashes while the vehicle is moving. However, the frame can serve as an attention-getting emergency beacon if the vehicle is stopped.

Also, it is illegal in at least one state to have an illuminated license plate frame on a car unless the gas tube is so masked that only the light reflecting from the plate is visible to the driver of any vehicle that is following behind the car with the lighted frame.

How the driver works

Refer to the schematic Fig. 1. An industry standard bipolar 555 timer, IC1, is configured as a duty cycle clock to control the on and off time of the circuit’s high-frequency oscillator. With C2 switched into the circuit by switch S1, the output at pin 3 of IC1 will be a square wave with a duty cycle or pulse rate that is fast enough to sustain continuous illumination of the gas-filled tube.

Adjusting trimmer potentiometer R1 changes the brightness of the gas tube by altering the on-to-off ratio or the duty cycle of the squarewave that appears at the output of pin 3 of IC1. The squarewave output of IC1 appears at the base of NPN transistor Q1, which functions as a buffer amplifier. The output of Q1 then appears at the base of grounded-emitter NPN transistor Q2, which functions as the feedback element in a free-
running oscillator circuit. Transistor Q1 acts as the switch to turn transistor Q2 on and off by clamping the transistor's base to ground.

The oscillator oscillates at a frequency of 25 to 30 kHz, and the output voltage at the top of the 1300-turn coil of T1 is approximately 2500 volts, peak-to-peak, sufficient to ionize the gas in the tube. The duty cycle pulse of IC1, as buffered by transistor Q1, controls the base of transistor Q2. The tank circuit that determines oscillator frequency consists of capacitor C6 and the 18-turn primary coil of transformer T1.

Changes in the duration of the “on” cycle change only the brightness of the gas tube but do not affect the frequency of the oscillator. High-voltage ceramic capacitors C8, C9, and C10 correct for differences in the length of the gas tube being driven.

If switch S1 is set to the flashing mode, capacitor C1 is placed in parallel with capacitor C2, and the sum of their capacitive values will shorten the repetition rate of the squarewaves appearing at pin 3 of IC1. This will cause the tube to flash on and off at a rate slow enough to be seen as flashing (less than 50 pulses per second). The flashing time rate can be changed to a visually comfortable level by adjusting trimmer potentiometer R1.

### Building the driver circuit

Whether you plan to operate the driver only from the battery pack or directly from an automotive 12- to 14-volt supply, it is recommended that provision be made to operate the circuit from the battery pack for testing.

If the illuminated frame is to be used on a vehicle (regardless of power source), attach a heatsink to the copper tab on the TO-220 case of transistor Q2. Omit capacitors C9 and C10 if you intend to install the system in a vehicle.

The driver circuit can be built on perforated board by point-to-point wiring method. Cut a \( 3\frac{3}{4} \times 1\frac{1}{2} \)-inch rectangle of punched circuit board (0.042-inch diameter holes) in a 0.1-inch grid. With the exception of the high-voltage capacitors C8, C9, and C10 and transformer T1, all components are readily available items.

If you do not want to wind your own miniature transformer, you can purchase one from the source given in the Parts List. The neon or argon frame and plate cover assembly referenced in this article is also available from the same source. Also the high-voltage capacitors C8, C9, and C10 are available in a kit.

Refer to Parts Placement diagram Fig. 2. Before starting assembly work, cut out a rectangular relief hole in the circuit, as shown by the dotted line, to make wiring slide switch S1 easier. If you intend to install the system in a car, attach a heatsink to the tab of transistor Q2 before inserting it.

Insert all components in the approximate positions shown on Fig. 2. Insert all components in the approximate positions shown. Insert all axial-leaded resistors and diodes marked with an asterisk vertically to conserve circuit board space. A snap-on heatsink suitable for a TO-220 package is, but a satisfactory substitute can be made by cutting and folding a piece of 0.062-inch thick sheet aluminum \( 1 \times 1\frac{1}{2} \) inches. Drill a small hole in its center for mounting.
it to the hole in the heat tab of transistor Q2 with a nut and bolt.

Carefully fold back one lead of all axial components shown as vertically mounted over the body of the component so that both leads can be inserted in holes spaced 0.10-inch apart. Observe the polarities of the diodes and electrolytic capacitors before inserting them and be sure that you have identified the pin functions of transistors Q1 and Q2 before inserting them in the board.

Insert and bend all leads first before doing any soldering so that extra lead lengths can be used to form the specified connections between components.

**PARTS LIST**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>All resistors are 1/4-watt, 10%, unless otherwise specified</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>25,000 ohms, trimmer potentiometer, PC board mounting, carbon film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2, R3, R4</td>
<td>1000 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>3900 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6, R7</td>
<td>220 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8</td>
<td>1 ohm, 1/2-watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Capacitors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1, C7</td>
<td>10 µF, 35 volts, aluminum electrolytic, radial-leaded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>0.47 µF, 50 volts, aluminum electrolytic, radial-leaded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>0.01 µF, 50 volts, ceramic disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>0.1 µF, 50 volts, ceramic disc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>0.02 µF, 100 volts, polyester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>0.47 µF, 100 volts, polypropylene, radial-leaded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8, C9, C10</td>
<td>100 pF, 3000 volts, ceramic multilayer, radial-leaded DIP (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1, D2</td>
<td>1N914 silicon diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3</td>
<td>1N4001 silicon diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other components</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>transformer with 10-, 18-, and 130-turn windings, (see text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>slide switch, two-deck, three position (DP3T), PC mount, Mouser 10SL008 or equiv.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neon or argon gas tube frame assembly (see text); circuit board, (see text); circuit case (optional); 9-volt battery clip; eight-cell battery pack (optional); eight alkaline AA cells; No. 24 AWG insulated hookup wire; TO-220 heatsink, spade connectors, nut and bolt, solder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Completely assembled systems, kits of parts, and individual parts for the neon/argon license plate frame with variable brightness and emergency flashing, are available from Information Unlimited: Box 716, Amherst, NH 03031. Telephone 1-603-673-4730; Fax 603 672 5406. Include $4 for shipping & handling per order. The following options are offered:

- Driver circuit transformer, T1 (28K087) — $9.50
- Printed-circuit board PC1 — $4.50
- Kit of parts for system including all electronic components and PC board, but no gas tube or plastic frame (BATNEONK) — $19.50
- Ready-to-use aqua and purple neon tubes with plastic frames for flashing power supply (AQUA1) — $12.50; (PURP1) — $12.50
- Ready-to-install non-flashing purple license frame neon assembly (LICNPR) — $24.50
- Ready-to-install non-flashing green license-frame neon assembly (LICNGR) — $24.50
- High-brightness under-car neon assembly: Pink 4-tube kit (RG4K) — $124.50; Purple 4-tube kit (RG4L) — $124.50; Music driver for above kits (RG4M) — $39.50; Single tube kit (specify pink or purple) (RG1K) — $34.50

After soldering all components and trimming their leads, insert and solder the wires for the battery pack and vehicle's power system. Solder all the wires from transformer T1 to their specified terminal points. Connect and solder the hot and ground wires to the neon-tube frame assembly.

**System assembly**

Refer to assembly diagram Fig. 3. The neon or argon gas-filled tube has been bent to form a rectangle with an inside measurement of 11 x 5 1/4-inches so it can frame the license plates of all American and Canadian cars. The tube is embedded in RTV silicone within the lip around a transparent plastic cover that will protect the license plate.

Wires extend from both ends of the gas-filled tube for connection to the high-voltage output and ground wires of the driver circuit. Those wires can be soldered together or connected by soldering automotive spade-style connectors to their ends for more convenient connection and disconnection should it become necessary.

The battery pack needed for test purposes can also be the permanent power source, if desired. It consists of eight AA alkaline cells. If you intend to connect the system to a vehicle’s electrical system, do it with approved automotive-style sol-
the reference point on your ruler with the reference point on your chart.

Test the circuit by turning op-
Build this EPROM-based video pattern generator and put it to work testing TV sets and experiment with the generation of video patterns.

THE MULTIFUNCTION VIDEO SIGNAL generator project described in this article produces three independent video test patterns: a black and white checker pattern, a color-bar pattern, and a programmable custom picture. When any one of those patterns is combined with a sync signal and sent to a television signal modulator IC, a video signal is formed.

How does it work?

Figure 1 is a block diagram for the video pattern generator. A clock pulse generator initiates the base time clock pulses. Those clock pulses drive a counter, which sends the address signals to an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM). The EPROM contains all of the previously stored sync and pattern signals. The outputs of the EPROM, as selected by a pattern-selection switch, are synchronized by a latch, and sent to the NTSC (television) modulator. The modulator combines the sync and pattern signals to form a video output signal.

Figure 2 is the schematic for the video signal generator. The main clock pulse signal for the generator is based on XTAL1, which has a frequency of 3.579545 MHz or a period of 0.279 microseconds. (Color television sets contain a 3.58 MHz color-burst oscillator.) A horizontal sweep period based on 227 clock pulses was selected. The period is calculated as $227 \times 0.279$ microseconds, which equals 63.33 microseconds, the length of time for a horizontal line scan in a receiver conforming to the NTSC (National Television System Committee) standard. The vertical deflection contains 262 horizontal sweep lines, so that one field consists of $227 \times 262$, or 59,474 clock pulses.

Four 74HC161 binary programmable counters (IC1 to IC4) form a 59,474 clock pulse counter. The two modes of the counter are controlled by its LOAD signal. If LOAD pin 9 has a logic 1 (high) state, the 74HC161 is in its normal counting mode. However, if LOAD pin has a logic 0 (low) state, the 74HC161 enters its load mode. The clock pulses will load the program data at input pins A through D (pins 3 to 6) of the four 74HC161 binary counters.

When all four binary counters
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count to logic 1 (FFFFH). IC4's ripple-carry output (RCO) pin 15 becomes a logic 1. This signal is sent to the four counters' load input pins after inversion by 74HC00 IC6-a. Then the counters load the data at their a to d inputs when the next clock pulse occurs. In this case, 0001 0111 1010 1110 equals 17AEH will be loaded into the counters. The binary counter, which counts from 17AEH to FFFFH, requires E851H or 59.473 clock pulses. This is the required counter sum after adding one more clock pulse for loading data.

The counters' outputs are sent to a 27C512-15 64K X 8 CMOS EPROM (IC5) as address signals. For each address, IC5 provides an 8-bit output. These outputs are listed in Table 1.

Pins D0 to D2 of IC5 send the custom pattern signals red (R2), green (G2) and blue (B2). Pin D3 provides the black and white checker pattern. Pins D4 to D6 send the color bar red (R1), green (G1), blue (B1) signals. The sync signal that combines both the horizontal and vertical sync signals is obtained at pin D7.

The EPROM's outputs are latched by the 74HC273 (IC6) octal D flip-flops for synchronizing purposes. Three-pole, three-terminal switch S1 selects each of the three video patterns. As shown in Fig. 2 the S1 top position (1) selects the 14 x 18 B/W checker pattern. When this pattern is selected, the B/W signal is sent to the MC1377 television RGB-to-NTSC encoder (IC7) with equal red, green and blue values. As a result, the picture will be black if B/W is logic 0 and it will be white if B/W is logic 1.

The second pattern selected by the mid-position (2) of switch S1 is the color bar pattern. The order of the colors in the color bar pattern is white, yellow, cyan, green, magenta, red, blue and black, from left to right. The third video pattern selected by bottom position (3) of S1 is a custom picture which is composed of 237 lines and each line contains 287 pixels. Thus, the total number of pixels in the custom pattern is 43,605. Each of those pixels can be programmed as one of the eight different colors in the color bar pattern.

The RGB to NTSC encoder MC1377 (IC7) performs all of the functions of a color TV encoder. These functions are: color subcarrier oscillator; RGB to R-Y and B-Y converters; voltage-controlled 90° phase shifters; and chroma modulators. The inputs required for the proper operation of the MC1377 are 1-volt peak-to-peak red, green and blue (R, G and B) signals, and a TTL-level sync signal. The MC1377 provides a 2.5-volt, peak-to-peak, composite-video output to jack J1.

Because IC6 is a high-speed CMOS device, its output signal level will be very stable. This means that if the output is logic 0, the level will be close to zero volts. If output is logic 1, the voltage should be +5 volts. The selected pattern signals are divided by resistors R1 to R6 to meet the MC1377's input level requirements. Those resistors are specified as 1% to eliminate any error caused by different R G B levels that would cause color distortion. You can hand-select these from a group of 5% resistors by measuring and sorting them with a DMM.

Because pin 17 of the MC1377 can provide only 0.1 volts peak-to-peak subcarrier output, the signal is amplified.

The output of IC7 (the MC1377) is buffered by Q1, a 2N3904 NPN transistor, to improve its drive capability. To keep the circuit simple, the main clock pulses are generated by the MC1377. Because pin 17 of the MC1377 can provide only 0.1 volts peak-to-peak subcarrier output, the signal is amplified.

### TABLE 1—EPROM Outputs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D7</th>
<th>D6</th>
<th>D5</th>
<th>D4</th>
<th>D3</th>
<th>D2</th>
<th>D1</th>
<th>D0</th>
<th>Sync</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>G1</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>B/W</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>G2</th>
<th>B2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**FIG. 1—FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM for the Video Pattern Generator.**
Obtain outstanding performance from a home-brew radiator built from readily-available parts and materials.

WILLIAM SHEETS, K2MQJ, AND RUDOLF F GRAF, KA2CWL

SCANNER ENTHUSIASTS. AMATEUR radio operators, and UHF experimenters are interested in simple antennas that are more effective than ground-planes and whips. You can build a high-performance UHF corner-reflector antenna that is compact and easy to tune using readily available materials.

A corner-reflector antenna provides good performance radiation for directional UHF work since it has 8 to 10 dB gain, is fairly easy to build, and has reasonable bandwidth of 5% to 20%. Also, the corner-reflector antenna exhibits a good radiation pattern and front-to-back signal ratio.

The corner-reflector antenna consists of a balanced half-wave dipole placed in front of a conducting surface that is folded with an angle of 90 degrees or less. As the angle gets smaller, the gain tends to increase but the antenna structure tends to get larger and the dipole feed impedance becomes lower. The dipole may be constructed with thick dipole elements to increase bandwidth. The spacing of the dipole from the reflector can be adjusted to optimize the feed impedance.

The gain of a corner-reflector antenna with a reflector surface of one to two wavelengths is typically 8 to 10 dB over an isotropic radiator. Antenna gain can be made 14 to 15 dB or more with a large reflector (greater than 5 wavelengths) and a narrow (45 degree or less) angle.
However this is mechanically impractical at frequencies below 1000 MHz.

Dipole operation
A dipole is a balanced antenna and should not be fed directly with coaxial cable. Doing so would cause the outer conductor of the coaxial line to act as part of the antenna, and a large amount of signal would be radiated or received by the outer conductor. For casual reception this may not matter much, but the directional radiation pattern of the antenna is destroyed and reception/transmission results are no longer predictable.

In order to derive a balanced feed for the dipole some sort of a transformer is necessary. For the corner reflector described here a slot-fed balun is used (see Fig. 1). This is accomplished by splitting the outer conductor (made from a brass tube) lengthwise for a quarter wavelength and connecting the inner conductor (a much smaller diameter tube or rod) to the end of one segment, and to one dipole element. The other segment is connected to the opposite half of the dipole. This type of balun gives a 4:1 impedance transformation and can feed a simple dipole. A satisfactory impedance match was achieved (1.5:1 or better VSWR) by adjusting slot length and trimming dipole length, and adjusting dipole-to-reflector spacing. Dipole-to-reflector spacing affects the dipole's impedance (see Fig. 2).

Construction
Fig. 3 shows some details of a corner-reflector antenna that you can build. Virtually all materials for the antenna are available at hobby shops and building supply centers. Total cost should be $20 or less. The corner-reflector antenna described here was designed for operation at 900-MHz. For other frequencies, the dimensions can be scaled from the information given in Table 1 and inserted into Fig. 4. However, at lower frequencies, the antenna is larger so some compromises have to be made to keep within practical mechanical size, weight and structural stability. A good idea from a performance standpoint is to keep the reflector as large as you can, up to a few wavelengths. This becomes impractical at 400 MHz, more so than at 1300 MHz, because of the antenna's overall size. As antenna size increases the extra gain may not be worth the mechanical difficulties and cost. Also, wind loading must be taken into account as this corner-reflector antenna presents a large wind surface area from all compass directions.

The antenna shown in Fig. 3 is fairly easy to construct with hand tools. Before you begin construction, review all the illustrations from Fig. 1 to Fig. 8, including Tables 1 and 2 to obtain a visual mechanical understanding of what is to follow.

Begin by cutting a 6.5-inch piece of %4-inch O.D. (outside diameter) brass tubing with a 0.015-inch wall thickness (available at well-stocked hobby shops). See Fig. 5. This length is the sum of half of a wavelength at the desired operating frequency, plus another 1 to 2 inches to allow for the connector and mounting flange as shown. Make sure the ends are squarely cut. A tubing or pipe cutter will provide a better cut than a hack saw. Cut a piece of %4-inch tubing to a length about % inch shorter than the length of the %4-inch tubing. These tubes will form the dipoles feed assembly and balun.

Continued on page 75
Disk-space management

Judging by my e-mail, disk partition management is a very popular—but much misunderstood—topic. To help dissipate the mist, I'll discuss how partitioning affects overall system resource availability. Then I'll talk about some products that help manage those resources in a more efficient manner than operating-system-only tools: Partition Magic, System Commander, Remove-It, and the OS/2 Boot Manager.

Should you care about disk partitioning? Not if you have a high-capacity hard disk with no danger of running out of space, and you run a single operating system. But if you want to run more than one operating system on a single machine, maximize space-utilization efficiency, provide better organization of data, or add additional hard drives, then you'll want to understand this discussion.

How partitioning works

Any given physical drive can be divided into several sections called partitions. A given drive may have as many as four partitions. There are two types of partitions: primary and extended. In general, you can think of primary partitions as bootable, and extended partitions as for data. You can subdivide the extended partition into logical drives, but you cannot subdivide a primary partition. Both types of partitions can be either hidden or visible. Hidden means that the partition will be ignored by the operating system when booting, and inaccessible thereafter. The main differences between primary and extended partitions are summarized in Table.

All partition information (where it starts, where it ends, whether it's visible, its type, and so on) is stored in a data structure near the physical beginning of the disk. That data structure is called the Partition Table. You can view it using various utilities, including DOS's FDISK, the Disk Editor in the Norton Utilities, and several of the utilities discussed below.

In the past, only one primary partition could be marked visible. But recent versions of DOS (and Windows 95) can have multiple visible primaries (MVP's). However, some operating systems (such as OS/2) are confused by MVP's; consequently, data corruption can occur.

All versions of DOS, Windows, and OS/2 come with a utility called FDISK, which allows you to create, destroy, and (in a very limited way) modify partitions. Using only utilities supplied with the operating system when repartitioning a disk usually means backing everything up, repartitioning, possibly installing an operating system and restoration software, and restoring data to the new partitions.

A company called PowerQuest recognized that limitation and has developed an extremely useful partition-manipulation utility called Partition Magic, which allows you to create, destroy, move, resize, hide/unhide, and set active partitions. (Setting a partition active means designating it as the boot drive.)

Partitioning issues

When deciding how to divide up a hard disk, there are three primary issues: 1) Cluster size and disk efficiency; 2) The number of operating systems and their boot requirements; and 3) Drive letter sequences.
Cluster size. I discussed this issue in some detail in the January 96 issue, so I won't repeat it here. The bottom line is that when it comes to cluster size, big is bad. You can easily waste 150 megabytes or more on today's common 1-gigabyte drives. It is to your advantage to partition large drives in as small chunks as possible.

OS requirements. The questions to ask here are: How many operating systems do you want to run? How much space does each need? How much isolation do you want between them? Do they need to have access to each other's data? The cleanest, safest approach to running multiple operating systems on a single hard disk is to create four primary partitions, and mark only one visible at any given time. But then you can't share data among them. In addition, some operating systems "predatory:" On installation, a predatory operating system alters the partition table and the boot-strap loader on all drives so that only that operating system will be visible. Windows 95 is notorious in this respect. However, that's easy to fix using FDISK or Partition Magic.

Drive letters. When experimenting with different partitioning schemes, you quickly learn that partitions have a tendency to appear at different drive letters. That can be merely inconvenient or a major pain, depending on the types of applications you run. You can minimize this effect by understanding how drive letters are allocated. There are also utilities to help migrate applications from one drive to another, in the process updating all relevant system files.

The drive-letter assignment process works like this. Scan through all physical drives; for each that has a visible primary partition, assign a drive letter. Scan through all physical drives again; for each that has an extended partition, assign drive letters for all visible logical drives in that extended partition. Scan the physical drives again; for all unassigned visible primary partitions, assign drive letters. The process is represented in pseudocode in Listing 1.

In sum, think of the ordering process as active primaries, extendeds, and inactive primaries.

Examples

To understand how that works, let's try a few examples. Assume that our system has two hard disks with the layouts shown in Fig. 1-a. Each drive has a primary active partition and an extended partition containing a single logical drive, neither of which is hidden. In this case, drive lettering is straightforward.

Figure 1-b adds an additional primary partition to both drives; both partitions are visible. Note the new primaries are added to the end of the letter sequence.

Now suppose we hide Drive 1, Partition 1, and make Drive 1 Partition 2 active; Fig. 1-c shows the results.

Under DOS, we could leave D1P1 visible, and simply make D1P2 active; Fig. 1-d shows how that would work. Note that our former C drive (D1P1) has now become the G drive.

Suppose now that instead of one logical drive in the extended partition, we have several. Figure 1-e shows how that might work. Figure 1-f shows one way of creating a clean multi-operating system scenario using two hard drives. Drive one might be a relatively small (500-megabyte) drive divided into several primary partitions. Each partition holds a different operating system, only one of which is visible at any given time. The second drive, perhaps a 2-gigabyte monster, might contain a single extended partition subdivided into eight 256 K logical drives.

A single-drive variant of that theme appears in Fig. 1-h, which consists of a single physical drive with three prima-
ry, bootable partitions (which would share the "C" designation), and a group of extended partitions that would remain at the same drive letters.

Disk management tactics

If you can accurately forecast your partitioning needs, great. But if you find this a slippery territory requiring occasional updates, you'll appreciate several tools for handling boot, partition, and application-configuration management.

Boot management

A boot manager helps you switch among several operating systems at boot time. If you need only a few operating systems, and don't mind some inconvenience, you can always use FDISK to set a partition active (bootable).

A step up in convenience is the Boot Manager that comes with OS/2. It allows menu-based selection, at boot, of several operating systems.

A product called System Commander, by V Communications, is probably the most versatile utility in this category. It allows you to select among more than 100 operating systems, broken down as follows: 56 in primary partitions on fourteen drives, 16 in logical (extended) partitions, and 32 in the primary DOS partition.

System Commander manages the latter by storing copies of crucial boot files (e.g., AUTOEXEC.BAT, CONFIG.SYS, and COMMAND.COM) in separate subdirectories, and then copying them to the root when you select the corresponding operating system at boot time.

One key point not noted in System Commander's advertising is that you cannot arbitrarily boot any operating system from any of those 104 slots. Flexibility may be limited by the operating system itself. For example, DOS and Windows 95 must be booted from a primary partition on the first physical drive. Other operating systems, such as Windows NT and OS/2 are more flexible, and may be booted from extended partitions and other drives. System Command also supports non-DOS operating systems including NetWare, Linux, SCO UNIX, Solaris, and many more.

I found that System Commander worked fairly well. At one point it got confused and mangled a copy of MSDOS.SYS, a text file that supplies boot parameters to Windows 95. Windows 95 would not boot, and gave a spurious error message about not being able to locate HIMEM.SYS. It took only a few minutes to figure out what was going on, but that type of thing could drive a novice bonkers.

Partition management

Partition Magic is a fantastic program. It's powerful, easy to use, and the price is right. The program gives you fine-tooth control over disk partitioning. You can easily add, delete, move, and modify primary and extended disk partitions on one or several drives from a nicely done OS/2-like interface. You can also convert partitions from DOS/FAT to OS/2's HPFS format. As long as you maintain a pool of free space, it's easy to move and resize partitions at will. You should absolutely back up before performing any operations with Partition Magic. Operating your computer from a UPS is also highly advisable. If something happened while Partition Magic was doing its thing, you could end up with garbage. My only criticism of the program is that if you have several partitions packed tightly together, and want to insert one between them, you have to move those to the right of the insertion point manually. An insert function would be welcome. Also, conversions among other formats (particularly NTFS) could be useful.

Application configuration management

If you repartition a large drive into smaller drives to increase cluster efficiency, applications may end up on different drive letters. For small command-line utilities and DOS (character-mode) applications, that's not usually much of a problem. But moving Windows applications can be tricky. The best way I've found of doing so is using the Move Application function in a program called Remove-It. The primary purpose of that program is to help you safely delete DLLs, INI files, Registry settings, and other system components that are no longer necessary. The program is slow, and its user interface is frustrating. But it can help you save both time and disk space.

RESOURCES

Partition Magic 2.0 ($49.95)
PowerQuest Corporation
1093 North State Street
Orem, UT 84057
(800) 379-2566
(801) 226-8977

System Commander 2.26 ($99.95)
V Communications Inc.
4320 Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite 120
San Jose, CA 95129
(408) 296-4224

Remove-It 3.0
Vertisoft Systems, Inc.
Four Embarcadero Center, #3410
San Francisco, CA 94111
(800) 295-5875

OS/2 Warp 3.0
IBM Corp.
(800) 426-3333

The documentation for each of these programs is confusingly written, but loaded with useful tidbits, so if you're interested in this topic, well worth reading. Chapter 18 of the User's Guide to OS/2 Warp has the clearest discussion of booting and partitions. The System Commander manual does not give a good overview, but does provide detailed scenarios for installing various operating systems. Partition Magic's manual has a pretty good overview, but falls short on operation and particularly the error messages it presents. The Remove-It manual is a joke.
Experiments with your laser

Detect earthquakes and other vibrations, build an optical seismometer, and experiment with a laser listening device.

NOW YOU CAN PUT YOUR LASER TO USE AND TRY A COUPLE OF EXPERIMENTS. THE FIRST ONE WILL MEASURE GROUND MOVEMENT. THE BEST KNOWN DEVICE FOR DOING THIS IS CALLED A SEISMOMETER.

You can build a laser-based seismometer that is simple, yet remarkably sensitive and accurate.

Seismometers are best known for their use in measuring the intensity of earthquakes. However, they can also detect other vibrations, such as heart of the seismometer device is the sensor unit. It incorporates a variation of the speaker modulator described in the last column (Electronics Now, June 1996, page 51).

Figure 1 shows all three parts of the sensor unit. It is simply a 1 1/2-inch square of rigid, aluminized mylar attached to one end of a 2-inch length of medium tension spring. Epoxy, silicon, or hot-melt glue will do the job. Fasten the other end of the spring to a 2-inch square block of 1 x 2 pine. This assembly, when mounted to a very stable foundation, will vibrate in response to any shock waves traveling through the earth.

For an indoor location, use an upright stud or pillar that is sunk into your home’s foundation. Such a spot in your garage or basement will work well. Outdoors, a 6- to 8-foot fence post, or an antenna ground rod that has been driven 4 to 6 feet into the earth, will provide the needed stability and coupling to the earth.

Once you have determined the location, mount the sensor assembly firmly. If you select an outdoor spot, place a small box around the sensor to protect it from air currents and wind. Leave a 1- or 2-inch opening in the box for the laser beam. With the sensor in place, aim the laser at the mylar square. Adjust the laser beam angle so the reflected beam shines into the detector described in the previous column. Adjust the volume and gain of the receiver until you are able to obtain a uniform sound signal.

Your unit is now in its monitor mode, and the signal will remain unchanged until it detects vibrations. Strike the foundation gently and notice the change in the audio output. Drop a heavy object near your detector and again note the change in the audio output. Experiment with a variety of different objects and actions that causes the sensor to react. You will soon see a pattern develop that will let you estimate shock intensity by hearing the change in the sound.

If you have a frequency meter, you’ll be able to draw some interesting graphs based on a plot of the

WARNING! !!

This article deals with and involves subject matter and the use of materials and substances that may be hazardous to health and life. Do not attempt to implement or use the information contained herein unless you are experienced and skilled with respect to such subject matter, materials and substances. Neither the publisher nor the author make any representations as for the completeness or the accuracy of the information contained herein and disclaim any liability for damages or injuries, whether caused by or arising from the lack of completeness, inaccuracies of the information, misapplication of the information or otherwise.
actual frequency readings. If you connect a peak meter, an LED bargraph, an analog meter, or even a lamp and relay, you will be able to obtain all kinds of different data. If you want an alarm, use a relay to trigger a lamp or some other alarm device based on the sensor's output frequency.

**Building a seismograph**

While all of these demonstrations are interesting and informative they do not produce any record of the result. So for a more ambitious effort, you can build the simple seismograph based on the photographic recorder shown in Fig. 2. This device will receive the modulated laser beam, collimate it to a pinpoint of light, and record it on ordinary photographic print paper (the kind used to make black and white copy prints or enlargements).

In the prototype a threaded rod is coupled to a clock motor, which rotates the rod. Nuts that match the thread of the rod are cemented to a plate that holds a strip of photographic paper. This plate assembly is then threaded onto the rod, through the nuts. As the motor rotates, the plate moves from right to left. A metal guide is positioned at the bottom to keep the plate from spinning around the rod; a Teflon strip attached to the metal guide reduces friction. As the plate moves, it passes through the laser beam. This exposes the paper to whatever pattern is present.

With normal activity, the beam will create a rather straight line with a little background noise. But when the sensor detects significant movement, the line will break, and peaks will be displayed on both sides of the center line. This movement will be in direct proportion to the intensity of the vibration.

The project is not as simple as it sounds. Your detector will have to housed in a light-tight box as shown. Note the baffle that runs the length of the box, to further reduce stray light. The way it is set up, only laser light enters the lens and is sharply focused on the photo paper. The window in the light baffle must be kept as small as possible—mine measures only 3 inches by \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch. Notice the medium-red filter on the inside end of the collimator (lens tube). It helps keep ambient white light out of the box.

The rate at which the plate carrying the photographic paper moves is determined by the number of threads per inch that the rod has. The greater the number of threads per inch the slower the plate will move. If you use a rod with 20 threads per inch, the plate will move about 1-1/4 inches in a 24-hour period.

The unit is shown set up to record vertical (up-down) movements. To detect horizontal (side-to-side) movements, simply set the recorder on its end. Either way you will have an accurate and permanent copy of the movements you monitor.

When your unit is complete, load it with a piece of photographic paper (in total darkness or under a red photographic safe light). Then seal the box and you are almost ready to go. Line up the laser and the recorder and turn on the motor. Come back the following day and retrieve and develop your photographic paper. It's simpler than it sounds and you should have a lot of fun with this simple device.

---

**FIG. 2—FOLLOW THIS PLAN TO BUILD YOUR OWN photographic recorder.** It makes a permanent record of vibrations and other earth movements over a 24-hour period.

**FIG. 3—PHOTOTRANSISTOR SENSING STRIP is easy to make and can be coupled to an LED display panel. Complete details are in the text.**
Detecting small or slow movements

You can also put lasers to work to detect an object’s small or slow movements that might otherwise escape the naked eye—the growth of a plant, for example, or the settling of a new building's foundation. This kind of study requires long-term monitoring. One method to try is to attach a small piece of reflective mylar to the object being observed, and to reflect a laser beam off the mylar at a slight angle. The position of the return beam can be marked on a scale. As the object moves, the angle of the reflected beam will change and the spot will appear at a new location on the scale. Note these changes at regular intervals and you can chart the movement.

Let's use a clock's hour hand as a specific example—it will provide results quickly. As the hand moves around the dial, mark the reflections on a piece of graph paper. Then draw a curve using the points you have plotted. Remember, this is only an example to let you see results quickly. If you come up with an interesting test procedure, let us know.

To perform this kind of measurement you will need a collimator, a convex lens, to concentrate the laser beam into a small spot to make the markings more accurate. If an electronic display is needed, take a look at Fig. 3. On a strip of plastic or some other mounting material, set up a row of phototransistors edge to edge, keeping them as close together as possible. The miniature plastic types will let you squeeze in about 10 to the inch. Connect a 220-ohm resistor to each phototransistor's collector. Then tie the anode of a standard LED to each phototransistor's emitter. Make sure that the LED cathodes are all connected to the negative side of a 6-volt DC power source. The free end of each resistor connects to the positive side of the supply. Whenever the laser beam hits one of the phototransistors, the corresponding LED lights.

Reflected sound modulation

The last experiment in this section uses the high-gain amplifier described in the laser column in the June 1996 issue of Electronics Now, as a receiver. It demonstrates how sounds can create vibrations in solid materials. The degree of movement depends upon the volume of the sound present and is usually unnoticeable to the human eye. Yet it is there, and the receiver is sensitive enough to detect it. To illustrate this principle, aim your laser at a surface on a nearby building and align your receiver so it can pick up the reflected beam as shown in the diagram of Fig. 4.

Glass or metal surfaces are best, as both tend to vibrate better than more solid materials. When you bounce the beam of a pane of glass, only part of the light comes back, while the rest passes on through to strike whatever surface it finds. For more detailed information about the process see the article Laser Listener by Richard Pearson, in the October 1987 issue of Radio-Electronics magazine.

Adjust the receiver's gain and volume and you should be able to hear sounds within or around the building. Scan the beam around the structure to find the points of best reception. This type of system has been employed for clandestine eavesdropping, and such use is illegal.

It is interesting to note the sensitivity of the equipment and the variety of sounds received. For the best possible reception, try using a metallic parabolic dish to increase the concentration the incoming light and maximize the strength of the incoming audio signal (see Fig. 5) at the dish's focal point.
In addition to circuit simulation, EE Works comes with a healthy helping of circuit-design routines, like the filter design in Fig. 1, that calculates the value of the various components after you enter the desired response. There's a schematic-capture routine, of sorts, that lets you build your own design and submit it to the rigors of this cruel simulator.

Because of the modular design, though, EE Works' myopic view of the world results in very fast simulations. It can do in 10 seconds what it takes a Spice-modeled simulator three minutes to do. Moreover, it delivers more information than you can possibly digest in a single session. While the graphics are a bit skimpy, what graphics it does have are dynamite—if you know how to read the results. In addition to an X-Y plot, you're given a table of values that created the plot, plus a list of the DC parameters at each sampling. These can then be used to optimize the circuit.

Fast, accurate, and thorough are the trademarks of EE Works. However, it's a real nut-buster program that requires a lot of preparation to work and an engineering background to use to the fullest.

**Product:** Analyser III  
**Version:** 1044C  
**Price:** $149  
**Platform:** DOS  
**Distributor:** BSOFT Software, Ohio Automation

Analyser III is a DOS-based, non-SPICE analog simulator from Number-One Systems Ltd., the same people who make the Easy-PC line of schematic-capture and PC-board layout software. Analyser III is an AC-only analyzer, specifically measuring magnitude, phase, and delay times. It doesn't do DC analysis or operating-point analysis. However, it can display these values by gain, input impedance, or output impedance of the circuit under test.

At the heart of Analyser III is a sweep generator with a frequency range of 0.001 Hz to 1.000 GHz. To do a simulation, you load the circuit, set the desired frequency sweep, and press the "go" button. Analyser III does everything else for you by automatically setting the input voltage level and adjusting the X-Y scales so that the waveforms fill the display area (Fig. 2).

You can either import the design from a schematic you drew in Easy-PC Professional, or you can create the circuit with Analyser III's assistance. Because Analyser III doesn't have a schematic-capture function, though, you have to "build" the circuit as an ASCII netlist using Analyser III's text editor. You simply list the components, and use node numbers to identify their interconnections. Analyser III then translates the list into the proper netlist format. Unfortunately, the process isn't intuitive; it's not easy to keep track of the many nodes used in a complex circuit. Consequently, you'll find it a lot easier if you sketch a diagram of the design before you begin the netlist building process.

Analyser III comes with a library of 100 components and includes a good mixture of bipolar transistors, field-effect transistors, and operational amplifiers. Additional components can be added to the library using a text editor and information gathered from the device data sheets.

For straightforward gain-versus-frequency analysis, there's nothing faster or easier to use than Analyser III. Moreover, it can do simulations well into the GHz range, making it ideal for evaluating transmission lines, open stub filters, and stripline filters.

**Product:** B²Spice for Windows  
**Version:** 1.1  
**Price:** $149  
**Platform:** Windows  
**Publisher:** Beige Bag Software

By the time you read this, the B² Spice for Windows program reviewed here will be replaced with a newer version. Unfortunately, we couldn't get the beta version of the new simulator (version 2.0) to work without it crashing our system. So rather than rate it over the coals, we went with what works—Version 1.1. We are told the look and feel is about the same in V2.0, but more about that later.

Unlike most SPICE simulators, which easily run from an ASCII netlist, B²Spice for Windows has to run from a schematic-capture program. It cannot import SPICE decks. Fortunately, the schematic-capture function is included in the $149 price. Unfortunately, it's not the best-looking drawing program, and the nomenclature is always expressed in scientific notation (Fig. 3).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Analyser III</th>
<th>B²Spice</th>
<th>CircuitMaker</th>
<th>EE Works</th>
<th>Electronics Workbench</th>
<th>ICAP/4Lite</th>
<th>SuperSPICE</th>
<th>TurboSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>$129.99</td>
<td>$299</td>
<td>$40</td>
<td>$149</td>
<td>$149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>DOS</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>DOS</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Windows</td>
<td>Windows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM required</td>
<td>640K</td>
<td>2MB</td>
<td>2MB</td>
<td>640K</td>
<td>4MB</td>
<td>4MB</td>
<td>2MB</td>
<td>4MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math processor req.</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(1)</td>
<td>Y(1)</td>
<td>Y(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schematic capture</td>
<td>Y(1)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkeley SPICE</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed mode</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBS file</td>
<td>analyser.zip</td>
<td>cmdemo.zip</td>
<td>ee_works.zip</td>
<td>ewb_demo.zip</td>
<td>intusoft.zip</td>
<td>supercad.zip</td>
<td>turbosim.zip</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis support</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC operating point</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC sweep</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC sweep</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distortion</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourier transfer</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pole zero</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal sources</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM generator</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function generator</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(3)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piece wise</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring devices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammeter</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bode plotter</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic analyzer</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logic converter</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimeter</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscilloscope</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltmeter</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word generator</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N(2)</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
<td>Y(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Separate program
2) Version 2.0 only
3) Separate instruments
4) Advanced version only
SuperSPICE is a demanding simulation program that barely makes it under our S350 cap. No, the program itself is not pricey—SuperSPICE costs only $149. But it has to be linked with SuperCAD for Windows. Mental Automation's S149 schematic capture program, before it'll work. It also requires a math coprocessor, which means you'll probably have to be running at least a 486DX2 processor on your PC.

When you install SuperSPICE into your system, it upgrades your existing SuperCAD models to include SPICE parameters. Also loaded into the SuperCAD libraries by SuperSPICE is an amazing assortment of test instruments. The signal sources includes a sinewave, pulse, FM modulated, and AC sweep generator. The list of sources also includes a piece-wise generator that lets you create your own customized waveforms—an instrument that's found in only one other simulator, CircuitMaker. The monitoring devices include a multiple-trace oscilloscope, Bode frequency analyzer, curve tracer, and an unlimited number of voltage and current meters (Fig. 4).

To start a simulation, you first start SuperCAD for Windows and load the desired schematic design. The netlist is created by SuperCAD when you click on the Simulate option. The current version of SuperCAD only allows one kind of primary analysis at a time. The three analy-
s supported are DC sweep, AC sweep, and transient. You can also select the DC operating point by changing the information in the setup menu and fiddling with the settings of the signal generators. Quitting SuperSPICE returns you to SuperCAD.

While SuperSPICE works best with analog circuits that fit on a single sheet, you can work with multiple sheets—but you'll probably have to switch from one sheet to another to view the simulation results. On the other hand, SuperSPICE, doesn't do mixed mode simulations. So by using different schematic sheets to split up analog and SPICE digital devices, it makes it easier to move information from one function to the other.

SuperSPICE is a venerable circuit design veteran that has been around for a decade. It interfaces flawlessly with its schematic capture program, the test instruments are second to none, and it's easy to use. Demos of both SuperCAD and SuperSPICE can be downloaded from the Electronics Now BBS.

Product: TurboSIM
Version: 1.1
Price: $149
Platform: Windows
Publisher: Island LogiX

TurboSIM is new to the low-cost circuit CAE (computer-assisted engineering) fray. So new, in fact, that it almost escaped our attention. Despite its youth, this is a well-thought-out program that's loaded with a lot of really good features.

TurboSIM can be broken down into three components: a schematic-capture module, a SPICE simulator, and a digital simulator. Both simulators can link to the schematic-capture editor for simulation input, or read directly from a netlist file. However, the simulators are totally separate and independent of each other. Therefore, you can't mix analog and digital devices in the same circuit.

Actually, there are two versions of TurboSIM. There's the standard version which has all three modules. It supports DC operating point, DC sweep, AC sweep, and transient simulations (Fig. 5). For most users, this is all the simulation you'll ever need to find out if your design will fly or not. But heavy-duty designers will probably want the added benefits of noise, distortion, sensitivity, Fourier, and pole zero analysis that the Advanced version (also $149) serves up. Because of programming limitations, though, there isn't enough room for the schematic capture program or digital simulator. All you get is a fully-packed TurboSPICE simulator program with the monitoring instruments.

TurboScope is the oscilloscope display module that comes with all versions of TurboSIM. It works in real time, updating the display as the SPICE simulation progresses. And lets you easily jump from one wire or node to another without interrupting the simulation. Scale adjustment for the best display is automatic. If you really want to roll up your sleeves and get your hands dirty, TurboScope recognizes a long list of math functions that lets you display your waveform in just about any format you can think of—and some that you've probably forgotten.

TurboSIM is easy to use and perfect for electronics students and hobbyists—yet powerful
enough to handle complex simulations demanded by engineers and technicians who handle hierarchal schematics and circuits containing multiple sub-circuits and pages.

**Mixed-mode simulators**

Sometimes it's necessary to mix analog and digital components in a single design. A good example is any circuit that uses an analog-to-digital (ADC) or digital-to-analog (DAC) converter. A short list of typical mixed mode applications include timers, PWM controllers, Class D audio amplifiers, switching power supplies, and ADC and DAC circuits. Until recently, there was no easy way to handle analog and digital simulations simultaneously, and the process was generally broken down into two steps: an analog simulation followed by a digital simulation. Obviously, this makes it hard to get an overall view of circuit operations. Since then, many of the basic digital functions, like NAND and NOR, have been defined in analog terms using SPICE models. This allows you to do limited digital simulation as well as mixed mode simulation.

Although all the following mixed-mode simulation programs are SPICE based with a schematic capture front end, they are quite diverse in the way they work and play their trade. The first, ICAP/4, does what you'd expect from a mixed mode simulation program—which is basically SPICE models put through their paces. This program is for the professional designer or hobbyist who knows what's happening and knows how to interpret the results. The next two programs, CircuitMaker and Electronics Workbench, have added the added in that they teach you about electronics as you proceed through the tutorials. So you don't have to be a rocket scientist to use them.

ICAP/4Lite is an interesting analog-mostly simulator with as many twists as an Agatha Christie novel. To begin with, ICAP/4Lite is a 32-bit program that runs wonderfully well under Windows 95 and Windows NT. Unfortunately, it has some problems coping with Windows 3.1. Specifically, the included Windows 32S driver, which converts Windows 3.1 into a 32-bit operating environment, has a penchant to lock out the keyboard at the slightest whim.

The most interesting aspect, though, is its price—which is $899. Before you blast past this program as too expensive, you should know that you can buy a student version for a very low $40. Sure, the student version has limitations. For example,
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**Analysys III**

BSOFT Software, Inc.
444 Coltran Rd.
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(614) 491-0832
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Ann Arbor, MI 48105
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Orem, UT 84057
(801) 226-4470

**EE Works**

Geoban Engineering
418 N Inyo St.
Ridgecrest, CA 93555
(800) 645-6806
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Interactive Image Technologies Ltd.
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Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5V 2H1
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E-mail: bieglesley@interactiv.com
http://www.interactiv.com
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P.O. Box 710
San Pedro, CA 90733-0710
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**SuperSPICE**

Mental Automation
5415 136th Place S.E.
Bellevue, WA 98006
(206) 641-2141

**TurboSIM**

Island Logix Inc.
P.O. Box 157
Waukegan, IL 60079
(708) 360-0458

---

**FIG. 5—TURBOSIM IS A POWERFUL WINDOWS SIMULATOR** that comes in two versions. For most of your designs, the basic package will fill all your analog and digital simulation needs — plus it includes a schematic capture front end. If you need to do noise, distortion, or zero pole analysis, then you'll prefer the Advanced version, which costs the same but doesn't include schematic capture.
the component library is smaller, and you're limited to designs of 15 parts or less. But in this day of highly integrated circuits, 15 parts can go a long way.

ICAP/4LITE is actually a medley of four interactive programs. The first is a text editor that you use to compose SPICE netlists. IsSpice is the next program, and the SPICE engine that runs the simulation. The IntuScope program is the waveform analyzer and main display (Fig. 6). Finally, there's the schematic capture function.

There are three types of analysis performed by ICAP/4LITE: DC sweep and operating point, AC Bode plots, and transient analysis. ICAP/4LITE can also do temperature analysis and simulation breakpoints. Breakpoints are IsSpice4 commands that can be used to stop a simulation when certain conditions are met. For example, you could have the simulation stop when the voltage on pin 7 of IC3 exceeds 4.5 volts. ICAP/4LITE can pull this off because IsSpice4, intusoft's proprietary SPICE programming language, is a superset of Berkeley SPICE 3F.2.

While ICAP/4LITE isn't the easiest analog simulator to use, it certainly has more power than most. Best of all, though, it's the least expensive at just $40, if you can live with the limited parts count of the student version. A fully-functional ICAP/4LITE demo can be downloaded from the Electronics Now BBS or from intusoft's WEB site (http://www.intusoft.com).

CircuitMaker is a powerful yet easy-to-use schematic capture program and circuit simulation program. However, while CircuitMaker claims to be a mixed mode simulator, it's sharply divided between the analog and digital world. A single icon makes all the difference. Click on the AND gate and you're in the digital simulation mode. Click on the transistor and... well you get the message. Fortunately, CircuitMaker is SPICE based, so you can mix simulations if a SPICE model exists for the digital device you are considering inserting into your analog design.

All simulations begin with a schematic. However, the schematic-capture program has changed considerably since the last time we looked at it. It used to be that there were ten or so columns of parts, L1 through L10, each holding 24 devices. Now there are only two columns, with Browse at the beginning of the first column. Clicking on Browse opens up a whole new world of device options (Fig. 7) that weren't available in the CircuitMaker we looked at a year ago. The remaining forty listings let you bypass the browse menu and quickly place commonly-used components, like capacitors and resistors.

What makes CircuitMaker so powerful as a simulator is its Probe and Trace tools. As its name suggests, the Probe is a touching tool that taps into the inner workings of a circuit. In the digital mode, the Probe acts like a logic probe, indicating whether your test point is logic high or low. In the analog mode, it becomes a voltmeter (Fig. 8). The Trace button is a digital-only tool that indicates the current state of the simulation by changing the colors of the wires. A wire at logic high is red, zero logic is blue, and three-stated (high-impedance) is green. While it's really cool to see these wires change colors, it's fairly slow — but that's for a good reason. Imagine trying to follow the changing colors at a rapid pace!

We were totally impressed with the signal generator. Not only does it do the necessary sine, pulse, and sawtooth functions of a mixed mode simulator, you'll also find an exponential generator, piece-wise generator, and an FM generator for spectrum analysis. Of all the circuit simulators, CircuitMaker has the most robust signal source.

We like the fact that CircuitMaker is a tutor as well as a schematic capture program and simulator, and that the test instruments are super. However, I'd certainly check out Electronics Workbench, which fol-
FIG. 7—CIRCUITMAKER IS A POWERFUL, yet easy to use, schematic capture and simulation program. It has a long list of test instruments, and the best looking display of any of the simulators.

When it comes to mixed mode simulation, Electronic Workbench takes top honors. You're allowed to field both types of instruments, analog and digital, including a logic converter (Fig. 9). You can even change instrument settings as the simulation progresses. For example, if the oscilloscope's time base isn't showing what you want to see, simply click on the time base button and watch your display expand or collapse—as you simulate. Unfortunately, Electronics Workbench is not a fast simulator. Version 4.1, a 32-bit program, promises to speed along at about five times the speed of the sample we tested.

Like CircuitMaker, Electronics Workbench is a teaching tool as well a circuit simulator. The Help library goes into immaculate detail about the small-

Whether you're using Electronics Workbench to draw schematics or simulate your newest brainstorm, you'll find it extremely easy to use and a welcome design partner. The reason why Electronics Workbench is so easy to use is because it has the look and feel of a real test bench, like the kind you'd expect to find in a professional R&D laboratory environment.

Even the test instruments have the look and texture of the real thing. For example, to set up the oscilloscope you simply click on buttons to incrementally change the voltage and time base settings like you would on a real oscilloscope. This is in contrast to the imaginary instruments used by many simulators where you have to fill in a table of settings from the keyboard, and hope they are within the range of the instrument. The equipment inventory includes an oscilloscope, function generator, Bode plotter, multimeter, word generator, logic analyzer, and logic converter. In addition, there's an unlimited number of DVM current and voltage meters that can be inserted into the circuit at any point.

est components, like the battery. It is a great supplement for someone starting out in electronics career.

Whether you're a novice or a nerd, you'll find Electronics Workbench a gem of a program and a great teacher. It's well worth the $299 asking price.

Next month, we'll look at the wide world of logic simulators.
VIDEO PATTERN GENERATOR

continued from page 56

fied by gate IC6-b of IC6, a quad 2-input NAND IC and shaped by gates IC6-c and IC6-d to drive the counter consisting of the four 74HC161 synchronous binary counters.

Figure 3 is a schematic for a dual +12-volt and +5-volt power supply that can be built on a separate perforated board or be integrated with the rest of the circuit on the main circuit board. It contains two integrated circuit voltage regulators, IC9, an MC7805 positive 5-volt regulator and an MC7812, a positive 12-volt regulator.

EPROM code listing

The EPROM codes can be conveniently generated by a personal computer. The program in Listing 1 is the C program for forming the sync, B/W checker and color bar codes. However, the listing does not include the code for the custom pattern. This program will generate a VIDEO.DAT file with 59,474 pixels. Any EPROM programmer can be used to program the 64 K × 8 74HC512 EPROM, IC5.

Building the generator

Refer to the video pattern generator schematic, Fig. 2, the dual power supply schematic, Fig. 3, and the parts placement diagram, Fig. 4. The author built the video pattern generator and the dual power supply on a rectangle of perforated board that measures 3¾ × 4½ inches. The perforations are 0.10-inch apart on centers, and the board has foil pads and power buses.

Before beginning any assembly work, drill the four mounting holes in the four corners of the circuit board, and drill a hole large enough to admit the bushing of panel-mounted switch S1. Make a paper template of the circuit board hole spacing and bushing hole location for later transfer to the base of the plastic project case as a hole-drilling pattern.

Begin circuit construction by
inserting and soldering the eight DIP sockets approximately in the positions shown on Fig. 4. Insert and solder the axial-leaded 470 µF aluminum electrolytic capacitors C16 and C18 so they lie horizontally on the circuit board. Insert and solder the TO-220-packaged 7805 and 7812 voltage regulators at approximately the locations shown. Insert panel-mounted, rotary switch S1 on the circuit board in the pre-drilled hole, and fasten it with the ring nut and washer provided.

Insert and solder all resistors, radial-leaded ceramic disc and aluminum electrolytic capacitors, silicon diodes, and crystal case at the locations approximately as shown on Fig. 4.

**Mechanical work**

A standard commercial two-piece plastic project case was selected for this project. It measures 7½ × 4¾ × 2¼ inches. This case is large and tall enough to accommodate the AC-line to 15-volt AC transformer T1. Locate transformer T1 at one end of the case as shown in the assembly drawing Fig. 5, and use the holes in its mounting bracket as a template for drilling the two mounting holes. Then drill those holes.

Position the paper template at the bottom of the case and tape it in position. Drill the four mounting holes and the hole for the switch shaft and bushing. Then drill a hole in the end wall of the case nearest the transformer location for the line cord, and drill another hole at the opposite end of the case for mounting the coaxial jack J1.

**Final assembly**

Refer to assembly diagram Fig. 5. Fasten ¼-inch standoffs to the underside of the circuit board at all four corners with screws or nuts. (The author selected standoffs with internal and external threads.) Solder a short length (approximately 6 inches) of RG174 or RG58 coaxial cable from capacitor C16 to the coaxial jack J1. Solder one end of the braided shield to the ground terminal of J1 and the other end to pin 3 of IC1.
LISTING 1—C PROGRAM TO FORM VIDEO.DAT

#include <stdio.h>
int main()
{
    int line, pixel, x, y, buffer;
    int cross = 0x08;
    long data;
    FILE *stream;
    /* open EPROM code file "VIDEO.DAT" */
    if ((stream = fopen("VIDEO.DAT", "wb+")) == NULL)
    {
        fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output file.\n");
        return 1;
    }
    /* generate first four line codes */
    for (line=1; line<4; line++)
    {
        for (pixel=0; pixel<227; pixel++)
        {
            if (pixel<210)
                data = 0;
            else data = 0x80;
            fwrite(&data, 1, 1, stream);
        }
    }
    /* generate 4-25th line codes */
    for (line=4; line<25; line++)
    {
        for (pixel=0; pixel<227; pixel++)
        {
            if (pixel<17)
                data = 0;
            else data = 0x80;
            fwrite(&data, 1, 1, stream);
        }
    }
    /* generate 25-262th line codes */
    for (line=25; line<263; line++)
    {
        if (line-7==((line-7)/21*21))
            cross = cross & 0x08;
        for (pixel=0; pixel<227; pixel++)
        {
            if (pixel < 17)
                data = 0;
            else if (17<=pixel && pixel<38)
                data = 0x80;
            else if (38<=pixel && pixel<61)
                data = 0xf0;
            else if (61<=pixel && pixel<84)
                data = 0xe0;
            else if (84<=pixel && pixel<107)
                data = 0xb0;
            else if (107<=pixel && pixel<130)
                data = 0xa0;
            else if (130<=pixel && pixel<153)
                data = 0xd0;
            else if (153<=pixel && pixel<176)
                data = 0xc0;
            else if (176<=pixel && pixel<199)
                data = 0x90;
            else
                data = 0x80;
            if (pixel==pixel/13*13)
                cross = cross & 0x08;
            if (pixel==37 && pixel < 223)
                data = data & cross;
            fwrite(&data, 1, 1, stream);
        }
    }
    fclose(stream);
    return 0;
}
Cut two slots lengthwise along one end of the \( \frac{5}{8} \) tubing, on opposite sides of tubing. Use a hacksaw or small saw and cut both slots at the same time with the saw passing through the center axis of the tube. The slot lengths should be \( \frac{1}{4} \) wavelength at the operating frequency. For 923 MHz operation this cut should be approximately 3.2 inches. The slot width is not very critical.

Next, drill holes for the dipole elements as shown in Fig. 5. Leave about \( \frac{1}{16} \)-inch space between the edge of the hole and the end of the tube. The dipole elements can be either \( \frac{1}{16} \) or \( \frac{1}{8} \)-inch diameter brass rods or \( \frac{1}{32} \)-inch diameter brass welding rod. Use a drill that is the same diameter as the dipole elements for a snug fit. Cut a length of brass rod that is to be used for the dipole elements to 1.05 wavelengths long at the desired center frequency. See Table 2 for data on the dipole length.

Carefully clean up and deburr the cut edges on the \( \frac{5}{8} \)-inch and \( \frac{1}{4} \)-inch tubes. File the ends of the dipole element rods to remove burrs and sharp projections. Solder one end of the \( \frac{1}{4} \)-inch tubing to the center pin of a type N connector so that the center line of the tube is aligned with the centerline of the center pin on the type N connector. Allow \( \frac{1}{8} \)-inch of space between the tube and the type N connectors flange as shown in Fig. 5. If necessary, build up the diameter of the center pin with some bare copper wire for a snug fit to ensure concentricity. Place the \( \frac{5}{8} \)-inch tube over the \( \frac{1}{4} \)-inch tube, and check to see that the end of the center tube is flush with or is slightly shorter than the outer tube by approximately \( \frac{1}{16} \) inch, or less. Trim the center tube as needed. Clean the square flange on the connector with fine steel wool for soldering later.

Slip a \( \frac{1}{2} \)-inch copper pipe coupling (use the kind that has no internal pipe stop) over the outer \( \frac{5}{8} \)-inch tube. The commonly used \( \frac{1}{2} \)-inch copper pipe has a \( \frac{3}{8} \)-inch outside diameter so a smooth slip fit should result. If OK, remove and drill a hole at one end to pass a \#4 machine screw. See Figs. 6 and 7. A \#33 drill is large enough, but a \#28 drill was used to allow extra clearance. Polish the copper pipe coupling with fine steel wool to a bright finish. Using rosin core solder, solder a \#4 brass nut to the coupling centered over the hole. Use a stainless steel \#4 screw about 1-inch long to hold the brass nut in place while soldering. Solder will not stick to stainless steel.

Remove the screw after the solder joint cools.
LIST OF MATERIALS
Parts specified for 800-1300-Mhz range. Lengths given in brackets are for 400-470-Mhz range.

1—$$\frac{3}{4}$$-in. O.D. x $$\frac{3}{8}$$-in. I.D. brass tubing, 0.015 nominal wall thickness, 6.5-in. long (14-in. long)
1—$$\frac{1}{4}$$-in. O.D. brass tubing or rod, I.D. not critical, 6- $$\frac{3}{4}$$-in. long (13$$\frac{3}{4}$$-in. long)
1—$$\frac{1}{4}$$-in. to $$\frac{3}{8}$$-in. O.D. brass rod, or $$\frac{3}{8}$$-in. brass welding rod, 15-in. long
1—Type N UG58A/U UHF connector, flange mount, or BNC UG290A/U RF connector, flange mount (either item preferably silver plated)
1—3-in. sq. ft material for reflector, 0.019-inch thick, perforated or grille aluminum recommended (see text)
1—4-40 brass hex nut
1—4-40 x $$\frac{1}{2}$$-in. brass screw
1—4-40 x 1-in. stainless-steel screw
1—0.032 brass or copper plate, 2 x 2-in. square, or double sided G-10 material, 2 x 2-in. x 0.062-in. thick
1—$$\frac{1}{2}$$-in. stop-less copper pipe coupling, sweat type
1—Wood, 1- x 2- x 12-in.
8—#6 x $$\frac{1}{2}$$-in. sheet metal or wood screws

Also: Solder (both resin core and solid), fine steel wool, hardware as needed, miscellaneous wood blocks, $$\frac{1}{2}$$ x $$\frac{1}{2}$$-in. wood lengths for bracing as required, suitable plastic container for optional cover.

A catalog describing kits for ATV transmitters, ATV receiving converters and other projects useable with the antennas described in this article is available from North Country Radio, PO Box 53, Wykagyl Station, New Rochelle, NY 10804. Please include a #10 SASE and $1.00 to cover handling and postage.

E-mail: Ncradio200@aol.com
Compuserve 102033,1572

Note: Materials illustrated and listed are for a corner-reflector antenna operating at about 900 MHz. Antennas for lower frequencies are larger and will require correspondingly larger or more materials. Brass tubing for inner and outer conductors can also be any other reasonable dimensions as long as they have approximately a 2.3 to 1 ratio of ID (outer) to OD (center). See Table 2 for other suitable sizes and corresponding impedances.

Prepare a mounting flange from a 2 x 2-inch square plate made of copper, brass, or surplus PC board G-10 material. See Fig. 7. At its center, punch a hole in the flange to the outside diameter of the pipe coupling.

Solder the coupling in place about the entire circumference. Make sure coupling is perpendicular to the plate. Slip the flange assembly over the $$\frac{3}{8}$$-inch tube, the slit end opposite the nut as shown. Clean both ends

FIG. 5—PRE-ASSEMBLY DETAILS of the feedline/balun tubes. For 400 to 470-MHz operation of the corner-reflector antenna the outer tube length should be increased to 14 inches; the inner tube, 13.785 inches.

FIG. 6—TWO VIEWS OF THE DIPOLE AND FEEDLINE construction details. In the end view drawing note that the right dipole element connects to the inner and outer tubes and shorts them together. The left dipole element connects just to the outside tube. The ends of both dipole elements are equi-distant from the center of the inner tube.
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of the outer tube with fine steel wool to facilitate soldering in the following steps.

Insert the ¼-inch tube and type N connector assembly into the outer ½-inch tube placing type N connectors flange flush against outer tube (see Fig. 6). Check to see that pre-drilled holes for dipoles are aligned. You can insert the dipole elements and fasten them in place with tape to check for correct alignment. When the tubes are concentric, solder connector flange to ½-inch tube all around the edge. Use as little solder as you can for a neat job, and if possible use a hot 100-watt iron with a ¼-inch tip. A few wooden blocks drilled with ½-inch diameter holes will be useful for holding parts during assembly and soldering operations.

Clean all solder residues deposited in the previous step with isopropyl alcohol, flush with water and blow dry. Do this outdoors away from flame or sparks. Remove the dipole elements and make sure no electrical contact (short) between the outer and inner tubes exist.

Solder the dipole elements in place. The outer and inner conductor are shorted together by one dipole element. This is normal. Make sure they are aligned as shown in Fig. 6. Measuring from center of center tube, the dimensions of each side of the dipole should be equal in length and symmetrical.

You now have a half-wave, slot-fed dipole. Connect it to a receiver and check to see if it works as a receiving antenna. It should work as well as your whip antenna or better. Try orienting vertically and horizontally for best signal reception.

If you have the test equipment, use an RF source and a SWR or power meter to check the VSWR. It should be 2.0 or better. The dipole elements can be trimmed for lowest VSWR later. This will be affected by reflector spacing, slot length, and also presence of nearby reflecting objects. If the antenna pulls in no signals, check for shorts from burrs, solder drops, steel wool fragments, or other foreign material.

**The reflector**

Almost any perforated, stiff aluminum material can be used to make the reflector. A 0.019-inch thick perforated aluminum sheet was used. It is available in hardware stores for making grilles and covers for radiators, etc. The holes reduce the overall weight and wind resistance. Solid sheet aluminum, copper, wire mesh, or screening can be used since all you need is a conducting surface. Plywood or heavy cardboard covered with aluminum foil can also be used. If weatherproofing is not needed, for experimental or temporary use. Hardware cloth (aluminum or copper screening material) is also useful but hard to handle.

Referring to Fig. 3, you see that the reflector is made by bending a 1 x 2-foot sheet of perforated aluminum sheet. The exact reflector dimensions are not critical, larger being better. Instead of one 90-degree bend, two 45-degree bends were used leaving a 1½-inch valley that provides a surface for a good mechanical support. A piece of 1½ x ¾ x 12-inch wood is used to support the reflector and to mount the dipole in the center of the reflector. This piece of wood can also be used for mounting a bracket to hold the completed antenna to a mast or other support.

Bracing can be added to the reflector if desired as shown in the photo. Use wood, plastic, fiberglass, or other non-conducting material. Conductive materials in front of dipole will cause detuning and pattern distortion. If thin sheet metal is used alone for the reflector it is wise to cut the metal 1-inch larger in width and length and use this extra material to form a folded edge around the perimeter to stiffen the reflector surface. A block of wood can be used to form the bends, as the material is easily worked by hand. Make bends along perforated lines in the aluminum for sharp and true bends.

After the reflector is formed, cut a hole in the center of the valley fold as shown in Fig. 3 and fasten the flange on the dipole assembly to the reflector. The dipole should be parallel to the bend in the reflector. Initially set the dipole about 0.3 wavelengths from the reflector. Install a 4-40 screw in the nut previously soldered to the flange assembly to lock the dipole in place. Final adjustment can be made later by setting the dipole position for lowest VSWR, with an RF source and reflected power meter or SWR bridge. For receive only applications, no further adjustments are needed. You could try peaking...
the adjustments on a weak signal if you are fussy, but you will find that they are very broad and have little noticeable effect.

Next, mount the antenna in its final location. Make sure to mount the antenna for correct polarization. Polarization is same as dipole (e.g. vertical for vertical polarization). Vertical polarization is generally used for amateur and commercial two way FM, but horizontal is used for SSB amateur work and some amateur TV. UHF TV is generally horizontal or circular. As a compromise, the antenna could be mounted at 45 degrees to vertical.

You will find that the antenna has pronounced directivity, maximum pickup occurring along a line bisecting the reflector angle, in the direction the dipole faces. The pattern is clean and well defined. Pickup towards the sides or rear is much less. Therefore, face the antenna in the direction of desired reception. Two or more of these antennas can be used if multi-directional reception is desired, or a rotator can be used. Bandwidth depends on the VSWR desired, but this antenna should work well over a range of 10 percent or so. An antenna made for 900 MHz will easily work well from 800 to 1000 MHz, and reception at 450 MHz and 1280 MHz will be adequate, but not optimum. You should find this antenna easy to make and quite effective and may even wish to build several for different frequency ranges. Simply scale the dipole element length and reflector size as needed.

For outdoor use, it would be a good idea to cover the dipole and slotted feedline assembly with a plastic cover to keep out water and insects. Use a clear, plastic-food container that is microwave safe. If it does not heat up in a microwave oven, it probably has low RF losses and will not affect the antenna. The container can be slit and placed over the dipole with the slit facing down. The lid can be used to cover the open end of the tubing. Clear silicone seal can be used to seal edges and joints against leakage. Clear materials are preferred since pigments such as metal dust or carbon can be lossy for RF. Make sure to leave a small hole in the bottom of the container to allow escape of condensation.

**How it performs**

The corner-reflector antenna provides noticeable improvement over an omni-directional or ground-plane antenna. It can be used indoors as well. Fig. 8 shows the antenna mounted on a photographer’s tripod for initial testing. The transmitter (or antenna) is mounted on the rear surface of the aluminum grille. This corner-reflector antenna is not intended for moon-bounce, weak-signal SSB, DX contests or other such exotic amateur radio uses but it will be a darn good antenna for much scanner listening and routine ham use, or as a temporary, cheap antenna to use before investing in a larger Yagi or other expensive setup. With a low-loss feedline, an 8 to 10 dB antenna will give very good results both in transmission and reception.

The author has used two of these antennas for amateur TV transmission at 923 MHz, one antenna at the home station about 30 feet above ground, the other in a vehicle with a portable TV set and a receiving downconverter to allow reception of the 923 MHz amateur TV signals on VHF channel 3. A 1-watt transmitter was used at the house. Excellent pictures were received 8 miles away and, although snowy, a picture was seen at 17 miles. The tests were repeated at 1289 MHz with a pair of corner-reflectors designed for this frequency and similar results were obtained. The transmitters and receiving downconverters were described in articles published in the April and May 1996.
CABLE TV Universal Descrambler

NEW PRODUCT

MODEL 5000 Fully Assembled $199.95
Our fully assembled product is tested and Guaranteed to work on your system. We will also include an AC adaptor and complete hookup instructions. This unique product will be available for a limited time only!

4000 And 5000 Features
• The latest in Video Amplification Technology.
• New clocking circuits to stabilize color and picture performance.
• The most advanced picture locking circuitry.
• Inverted Video Option is available.
• Connects easily to your VCR.
• NO converter box is necessary.

Model 4000 Kit $84.95
The 4000 KIT comes with electronic components and Cad designed PC board. We provide schematic, parts list, wiring diagram, tutorial guide, and FREE in-house support.

Model 4000A Enc. Pack $44.95
The 4000A Enclosure Pack provides the hobbyist, a custom enclosure, AC adaptor and finish accessories to give your kit the professional look.

Model 4000A Enc. Pack $44.95
The 4000A Enclosure Pack provides the hobbyist, a custom enclosure, AC adaptor and finish accessories to give your kit the professional look.

Anyone implying theft of cable service will be denied assistance.

New! Tiny One Ounce Video Camera, Under $100!

"Supercircuits has the biggest selection of cutting edge video cameras & video transmitters I've ever found...many are just plain AMAZING!"

- Dave Klingerman, Olde Antenna Labs

If you're thinking about an exciting robotic or surveillance video project, doesn't it make sense to find an experienced guide? A microvideo pioneer, Supercircuits has the most advanced microvideo transmitters and cameras at the lowest prices. In fact, Supercircuits microvideo is used by the DEA, CIA, FBI, Air Force, Army, Navy, NASA and many others. But with prices starting at under $100 for tiny high resolution video cameras that Video Magazine recently gave 5 star ratings in a hands-on test, it truly is technology that is as affordable as it is amazing. Call us today, or send $5.00 (refundable) for our 50 page Microvideo Catalog, loaded with photos, configurations, specs & more. Please visit our award winning website at www.scx.com.

SUPERCIRCUITS Call Us Today! 1-800-335-9777 ext. 4011
One Supercircuits Plaza, Leander, Texas 78641
Learn MICROCONTROLLERS EMBEDDED SYSTEMS and PROGRAMMING...

...with the AES learning system/ embedded control system. Extensive manuals guide you through your development project. All programming and hardware details explained. Complete schematics. Learn to program the LCD, keypad digital, analog, and serial I/O. for your applications.

THREE MODELS AVAILABLE. Choose from an Intel 8051, Intel 8088, or Motorola 68HC11 based system. All models come with:

- 32K Byte ROM, 32K Byte RAM • 2 by 16 Liquid Crystal Display • 4 by 5 Keypad, Digital, Analog, and Serial I/O • Interrupts, Timers, Chipsets • 26 pin expansion connector • Built-in Logic Probe • Power Supply (can also be battery operated) • Powerful ROM MONITOR to help you program • Connects to your PC for programming or data logging (cable included) • Assembly BASIC, and C programming (varies with model) • Program disks with Cross Assembler and many, well documented, program examples • User's Manuals: cover all details (over 500 pages) • Completely assembled and ready to use • Source code (for all drivers and MONITOR) • Optional Text Book

Everything you need. From $279. Call for Free Info Pack or see Money Back Guarantee at www.aesmicro.com

Call 1-800-730-3232

RF POWER TRANSISTORS AND TUBES

In depth stocking of popular and hard-to-find Electronics Parts for Transmitters & Linear Amplifiers

Popular Transistors
2SC1969
2SC2166 • 2SC2290
2SC2312C • 2SC2879
MRF454 • MRF455
MRF455A • MRF477
MRF482 • MRF497
SRF3749 • SRF7000-90

Popular Tubes
6KD6 • 6L6F • 6LQ6
M2057 • 6146B • 6146W
3-500Z • 3-5002G
811A • 572B • 7199
7558 • 8417 • 8873
8874 • 8875 • 8877

Order your FREE copy of our new Catalog by writing or calling us now:
Tel: (619) 744-0700 • Fax: (619) 744-1943

RF PARTS
435 SOUTH PACIFIC STREET
SAN MARCOS, CA 92069
DIGITAL is the Future
Introducing...

“The New Kid on The Block”

We’ve been hearing a lot lately about the new little dishes. The DISH™ Network System is the latest, and he arrived as a shining star. He is small, attractive and the latest in technology, but what really sets him apart is the programming he delivers to your Television screen.

The DISH™ Network is chock full of the most popular programming at prices much lower than the competition. Call us now for more information. Digital just may be in your future.

18” DIGITAL DISH

The Dish is Small
The Programming BIG

Beat The Rush Call Now
800-500-9264
Special Digital Hotline

30%-60% Savings!
Compare to Other 18” Dish Programming!

If you have one of these...

“Keep it Running Strong”
With a Discount Buyer’s Guide

If you are the owner of a C/Ku-band Full View Satellite System, we know you’ll want to keep it up and running strong. The Skyvision Discount Buyer’s Guide will give you advice and products to get the job done right.

You Will Find a Wide Selection of:
• Complete Systems
• Advanced Upgrades
• Parts & Accessories
• Tune-Up Tools & Advice
• Technical Tips Galore
• Discount Skypac™ Programming

For Your Free Issue Call Now
800-334-6455

Need a repair item Fast??
“We’ll Get It Out Today”

The most complete
Big Dish Satellite
Discount Buyer’s Guide!
Get your FREE copy now
New and Pre-Owned Test Equipment

Substantial SAVINGS on New & Pre-Owned B+K Precision, Fluke, Hewlett-Packard, Goldstar, Leader, Tektronix, and more ...

Goldstar
New Oscilloscope Specials

Model OS-9100P $999.00
Full 100 MHz Bandwidth! SUPER SALE!
- Dual-Channel, High Sensitivity
- TV Synchronization Trigger
- Calibrated Delayed Sweep
- Includes Two Probes, 2 Year Warranty

Pre-Owned Oscilloscope Specials
Tektronix 465 100 MHz $589.00
Tektronix 465B 100 MHz $689.00
Tektronix 475 200 MHz $749.00
Tektronix 475A 250 MHz $849.00
- Professionally Refurbished
- Calibrated to Original Specifications
- Dual Channel, Calibrated Delayed Sweep
- 90 Day Warranty

LOWEST PRICES EVER!
New Fluke Multimeters

The Industry Standard in Multimeters:
Model 75 Series II ...$128.00
Model 77 Series II ...$153.00
Model 79 Series II ...$172.00

Power Supplies
Model 1680 Fixed 13.8V, 6A $50.00
Model 1682 Fixed 13.8V, 15A $99.00
Model 1740 0-40V, 6A Dual LED Meters $499.00
Model 1760 Tri-Output (2)0-30V, 2A (1)4-5.6V, 5A $649.00

Counters, Generators, Video Test, & More....
Model 1856A 2.4 GHz Multi-Function Counter $499.00
Model 1823 175 MHz Universal Counter $399.00
Model 1806 100 MHz Multi-Function Counter $249.00
Model 1211D Color TV Pattern Generator $235.00
Model 1249A NTSC Generator w/RGB $569.00
Model 4017 10 MHz Sweep/Function Generator $369.00
Model 1653 Isolated AC 1-150V, 2A Supply $319.00

Full line of Oscilloscopes, RF, Video & Audio Test Equipment, Power Supplies, Meters, Probes and Accessories.

TOLL FREE 1-800-99-METER 1-800-996-3837

Availability of Equipment Subject to Prior Sale Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

FOTRONIC CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 708
Medford, MA 02155
(617) 665-1400
FAX (617) 665-0780

CIRCLE 219 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
09 Day Warranty / 10 Day Right of Return

N.I.S.T. Traceable Calibration Available on Most Items

**SPECTRUM ANALYZERS**
- TEK 492/D1/D2 Spectrum Analyzer 50KHz to 21GHz: $6,995
- Option D1: Adds Internal Preselection and D2: Adds Digital Storage: +$1,775
- Option 51: 150KHz to 500MHz Waveguide: +$750
- TEK 496 1KHz 18GHz Spectrum Analyzer: +$4,750
- TEK 7112 100KHz to 1800MHz Spectrum Analyzer Plug-in: +$1,950
- TEK 7113 1KHz to 18GHz Spectrum Analyzer Plug-in: +$2,695
- TEK 185300 Tracking Generator w/ TM500 Power Supply: +$1,450
- HP 1411/8552/8555A 10 MHz to 18GHz Spectrum Analyzer: +$2,195
- HP 1411 Variable Persistence/Storage Display: +$550
- HP 1431 Non-Storage Display: +$425
- HP 5353B 1KHz to 110MHz IF Section: +$495
- HP 5354 10MHz to 1250MHz IF Section: +$550
- HP 5354B 100MHz to 1500MHz Spectrum Analyzer: +$750
- HP 5355A 10MHz to 1800MHz IF Section: +$995
- HP 5356A 204 MHz to 3000MHz LF Section: +$450
- HP 5358F Section: +$650
- HP 5353A Economy IF Section: +$250
- HP 8443A 0.1 to 110MHz Tracking Generator: +$550
- HP 8444A 0.1 to 1300MHz Tracking Generator: +$795
- HP 8445B 18 to 1800MHz Preselector: +$1,650
- HP 1821 Manifort: +$495
- HP 1821/8557A 10KHz to 350MHz Spectrum Analyzer: +$1,495
- HP 1821/8558B 100KHz to 1500MHz Spectrum Analyzer: +$3,350
- HP 8557A 10KHz to 3500MHz Spectrum Analyzer Plug-in: +$1,250
- HP 8558B 100KHz to 1500MHz Spectrum Analyzer Plug-in: +$2,395
- HP 8558A 0.01 to 21GHz Spectrum Analyzer Plug-in: +$4,450

**OSCILLOSCOPES**
- TEK 405 200MHz Portable Scope: +$950
- TEK 475 200MHz Foxable Scope: +$795
- TEK 485 300MHz Portable Scope: +$995
- TEK 2485 300MHz Foxable Scope: +$2,195
- HP 14141 100MHz Portable Scope: +$495
- HP 1725A 275MHz Portable Scope: +$695
- HP 54202A 50MHz/200M/sx DigiScoping: +$2,250
- HP 54202B 50MHz/200M/sx DigiScoping: +$2,690
- HP 542010 200MHz/200M/sx DigiScoping: +$2,995
- HP 54110 150MHz/40MHz DigiScoping: +$5,995
- HP 541100 150MHz/100MHz DigiScoping: +$6,895
- TEK 7534 w/ 7418D (K2) w/ 7534A Scope: +$695
- TEK 7104 w/7429D (K2), 710D & 715S Scope: +$995

Over 600 Tek 7020, 5020, & TM Series Maniforts and Plug-ins

Call for pricing on oscilloscopes.

**WAVE - DISTORTION - MODULATION**
- HP 3301A Distortion Analyzer 1Hz - 600KHz: +$1,695
- HP 3302A Distortion Analyzer with AM Detector: +$1,950
- HP 3303A Distortion Analyzer with Auto Nailing & High Pass Filter: +$395
- HP 3344A Distortion Analyzer with Auto Nailing/High Pass Filter/AM Detector: +$495
- HP 3581C Selective Linear Meter: +$995
- TEK A5051 Distortion Analyzer: +$1,195
- BOONTON 82AD/01/03/04 Modulation Meter: +$1,095
- Marcon 2503 2.3GHz Modulation Meter w/ EE Recorder: +$4,995

**STANDARDS & CALIBRATORS**
- FLUKE 5100B/03/05 Multifunction Calibrator: +$5,750
- FLUKE 33208 DC Calibrator: +$1,995
- FLUKE 33208A Portable Calibrator AC/DC/RES: +$1,695
- FLUKE 33208C DC Calibrator: +$595
- FLUKE 5025A AC Amplifier: +$2,650
- FLUKE 5450A Resistance Calibrator 100mH to 1000mH: +$1,995
- FLUKE 5705A Transfer Standard: +$450
- FLUKE 705A Reference Divider: +$450
- FLUKE 720A Kelvin V barley Divider: +$1,895
- ES/RJ/T2 DC Divider: +$1,295
- GAGE G900D/DU Digital AC Standard: +$2,495
- BOONTON 250A Power Meter Calibrator: +$450
- BOONTON 2500A Power Meter Calibrator: +$450
- HP 747A Power Meter Calibrator: +$495
- HP 11683A Range Calibrator: +$775
- TEK 5050E Calibration Generator: +$1,350
- TEK 7050A Time Mark Generator: +$1,350
- TEK 52503 Levied Wave Signal Generator 250KHz to 250MHz: +$1,350
- TEK 525304 Levied Wave Signal Generator 245MHz to 1050MHz: +$1,350
- RFC 8259 Multi-Function Calibrator: +$1,495

**FREQUENCY COUNTERS**
- HP 5314A 100MHz Universal Counter: +$225
- HP 5315B 100MHz Universal Counter: +$495
- HP 5316A 100MHz Universal Counter: +$695
- HP 5326A/01 100MHz Universal Counter: +$695
- HP 5332A/01/031 135MHz Universal Counter: +$1,295
- HP 5340A/01/0180MHz Universal Counter: +$1,995
- HP 5344A/01 180MHz Universal Counter: +$2,750
- HP 5352A/01/031 350MHz Universal Counter: +$1,395
- HP 5257A Transfer Oscillator for HP 5245 Counters: +$175
- HP 5255A 3 to 12.5GHz Frequency Counter: +$175
- HP 5359A Time Synthesizer: +$1,895
- MIL SPEC 70461/575 20Hz to 26.5GHz Universal Microwave Counter: +$225
- TEK 5050B Programable 135MHz Universal Counter: +$695
- TEK 5050A 105MHz Universal Counter Plug-in: +$295
- TEK 5050B 1.3GHz Universal Counter Plug-in: +$450

**SIGNAL SOURCES**
- HP 8640A/001 512MHz Signal Generator w/ Power Source: +$1,895
- HP 8640A/001 102MHz Signal Generator w/Audio Oscillator: +$2,795
- HP 8650A 100KHz to 100MHz Synchronized Signal Generator: +$2,995
- HP 8650A/001 150MHz Universal Counter: +$3,995
- HP 8660A/001 160MHz Universal Counter: +$3,995
- HP 8690A 2 to 18GHz Universal Counter: +$1,750
- HP 8690A 2 to 18GHz Universal Counter: +$2,395
- HP 8690A 2 to 18GHz Universal Counter: +$2,995
- HP 8699A 2.1 to 18GHz Universal Counter: +$2,395
- HP 8699A 2.1 to 18GHz Universal Counter: +$2,995
- HP 8699A 2.1 to 18GHz Universal Counter: +$3,995
- HP 8699A 2.1 to 18GHz Universal Counter: +$4,995
- HP 8699A 2.1 to 18GHz Universal Counter: +$7,995
- HP 8699A 2.1 to 18GHz Universal Counter: +$17,995
- HP 8699A 2.1 to 18GHz Universal Counter: +$45,995

**OVER 3000 ITEMS IN STOCK!**
Inventory Changes Daily!

**OVER 500 DC & AC POWER SUPPLIES!**
Any Voltage - Any Current - CALL

**CALL FOR FREE 40 PAGE CATALOG**

---

**We Buy & Sell Service Manuals**
Coax/Waveguide Components

**WANTED!**
Surplus Electronic Test Equipment

**FAX US YOUR LIST!**

FAX: 908-280-0111
**ALFA ELECTRONICS**

741 Alexander Rd., Princeton, NJ 08540

(800) 526-2532/(609) 520-2002

FAX:(609) 520-2007

**HIGH QUALITY TEST EQUIPMENT**

**BEST PRICE**

Fluke Multimeter
Fluke 12 $84.95
Holster C-10010
Fluke 701 $75.95
Fluke 73 $97.50
Fluke 75 II $129
Holster C-70516
Fluke 77 II $155
Fluke 79 I $175
Fluke 29 I $175
Fluke 76 $175
Fluke 867 $1199
Fluke 97 $1199
Scope Meter $1785
Fluke 105 $1599

**LCR Meter 131D $229.95**

Most Advanced LCR

- Dual display LC or CD
- Inductance, 0.01-1000H
- Capacitance, 0.1pF-10.00uF
- Impedance, 1M-100M
- 0.7% basic accuracy
- Auto/Manual range
- Dissipation factor & Q factor
- Serial & parallel mode
- Relative mode for comparison and to remove parasitics
- Statistics, tolerance
- Best for design, incoming testing & production
- SMD and chip component test probe $25.00

**LCR Meter 814 $189.95**

Best Resolution LCR

- Inductance, 0.1pH-200H
- Capacitance, 0.1pF-20.00uF
- Resistance, 1M-200M
- 1% basic accuracy
- Dissipation factor indicates leakage in capacitor and Q factor in inductor
- Zero adjustment to reduce parasitics
- Best for high frequency RF
- SMD and chip component test probe $25.00

**20 MHz Oscilloscope with Delay Sweep PS-205 $429.95**

Dual Trace, Component test, 6" CRT, X-Y Operation, TV
Sync, Z, Modulation, CH2 Output, Graticule Illum, 2 probes each has x1,x10 switch. Best price with delay sweep:

- PS-200: 20 MHz DUAL TRACE $396.95
- PS-400: 40 MHz DUAL TRACE $494.95
- PS-405: 40 MHz DELAY SWEEP $589.95
- PS-805: 60 MHz DELAY SWEEP $789.95
- PS-1000: 100 MHz DUAL TRACE $999.95

Scope Probe: 50mHz x1, x10 $15, 100MHz x1, x10 $22
250MHz x1, x10, 500MHz x10 $39

**DC Power Supply PS-303 $159.90**

- 0-30 VDC, 0-3A output
- Constant voltage & constant current mode: 0.02%+2mV line regulation
- 0.2%+3mV load regulation: 1mVrms noise and ripple
- Short circuit and overload protected
- Dual output with digital voltmeter $179.90
- Also available: 30V/3A, 60V/3A, 60V/5A

**RF SIGNAL GENERATOR SG-4160 $124.95**

- 100 kHz-150 MHz sine wave in 8 ranges
- RF Output 100mVrms to 35 MHz
- Internal 1kHz, External 50kHz-200kHz
- AM modulation
- Audio output 1 kHz, 1 Vrms

**AUDI0 GENERATOR AG-2601A $124.95**

- 10kHz-1MHz in 5 ranges
- Output, 0-10Vms sine wave
- 0-10Vp-p squarewave
- Synchronization: ±3% of oscillation frequency per Vrms
- Output distortion: 0.5% 50Hz - 50kHz
- 0.5% 50kHz - 500kHz
- Output impedance: 600 ohm

**FUNCTION GENERATOR FG-2100A $169.95**

- 0.2 Hz-2 MHz in 7 ranges
- Sine, square, triangle, pulse and ramp
- Output: 5mV to 10V
- 1% distortion, DC offset ±10V
- VCF, 0-10V control frequency to 1000:1

**FUNCTION GEN/COUNTER FG-2102AD $229.95**

- Generates signal same as FG-2100A
- Frequency counter 4 digits
- Feature TTL and CMOS output

**SWEEP GENERATOR GEN./COUNTER $329.95**

- 0.5Hz to 5MHz in 7 ranges
- Source: Linear 10:1,Log 1:10 to 2ms to 2s
- AM Modulation
- Gated Burst, Voltage Control Generator
- Control Voltage & 8 digit counter 1Hz-10MHz for internal & external sources

**ALFA ELECTRONICS**

- 15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
- 1 YEAR WARRANTY

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

Visa, Master Card, American Express, COD, Purchase Order Welcome

CIRCLE 213 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

www.americanradiohistory.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Test &amp; Measuring Instruments</strong></th>
<th>ISO 9002 CERT. #934163</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**100 MHz Cursor Readout Scope**

- 4 channels, 8 traces
- Time/ Voltage cursor measurement
- ALT triggering function for 4 ch
- Sweeps to 200ns/div, Delayed Sweep
- TV Sync, CH 1 output, Z-axis input
- 2 probes (x1, x10)

- **OS-6101**
  - **Price**: $1,499.95

**DC Linear Power Supplies Single Output**

- Constant voltage and constant current mode
- Voltage regulation ±0.01%
- Current regulation ±0.2%
- Low ripple and noise
- Overload and reverse polarity protection
- Features 2 analog or 1 digital meter (PS series)
- Features 4 analog or 2 digital displays (PC series)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Output Voltage</th>
<th>Output Current</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PS-1830</td>
<td>(0-18V, 0-3A)</td>
<td>$209.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-1850</td>
<td>(0-18V, 0-5A)</td>
<td>$219.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-1850D</td>
<td>Digital Display</td>
<td>$219.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-3000</td>
<td>(0-30V, 0-5A)</td>
<td>$234.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS-3000D</td>
<td>Digital display</td>
<td>$234.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-6100</td>
<td>(0-18V, 0-10A)</td>
<td>$349.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-6060</td>
<td>(0-30V, 0-6A)</td>
<td>$314.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-6030</td>
<td>(0-60V, 0-6A)</td>
<td>$314.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR-6003D</td>
<td>Digital display</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**100 MHz Scope, 4 ch. 8 traces Best value all purpose scope**

- **OS-6100B**
  - **Price**: $1,329.95

**50 MHz Triggering Oscilloscope**

- Dual Channel
- Hold Off Function
- Delayed Sweep
- Built-in Delay Line
- TV Sync

- **OS-653**
  - **Price**: $699.95

**20 MHz Oscilloscope**

- Dual trace, X-Y operation
- TV Sync, Z-axis input, CH 1 output
- High sensitivity 1 mV/div
- Trigger level knob
- 2 probes (x1, x10)

- **OS-622B**
  - **Price**: $344.95

**Digital Display Function Generator**

- Frequency Range: 0.02Hz to 2MHz
- Three instruments in one: Function generator, Pulse generator & Frequency counter
- Sin. Triangle, Square, TTL Pulse and CMOS output
- Built-in 6 digit counter with INT/EXT function
- 1000:1 tuning range
- Variable DC offset control

- **FG-8016G**
  - **Price**: $239.95

**Digital Multimeter & C Meter**

- **DM-8034(3½ digits)**
  - **Price**: $179.95

**Programmable DC Power Supplies**

- Two variable 0-30VDC, 0-3A outputs
- One fixed 100V/60A output
- Auto tracking
- Auto serial and parallel operation
- Constant voltage and constant current mode
- Variable DC offset control
- Continuous/current load can be selected
- Auto power off
- Overload protection
- Audible continuity check
- Digital display
- Auto range, relative mode, Max/Min

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Output Voltage</th>
<th>Output Current</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC-3030</td>
<td>(0-30V, 0-3A)</td>
<td>$499.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-3030D</td>
<td>Digital display</td>
<td>$549.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Model DM-392 (3½ digits)**

- Auto/manual ranging (38 ranges)
- 42 Segment analog bar graph
- Data Hold/Max/Min memory
- Relative mode
- Auto power off
- Overload protection
- Audible continuity check
- Digital display
- 20 Amp range
- Double high energy fused (1A, 20A)
- 0.3% DCV accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Output Voltage</th>
<th>Output Current</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DM-392</td>
<td>(0-20V, 0-2A)</td>
<td>$549.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-393</td>
<td>(0-30V, 0-5A)</td>
<td>$549.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM-395</td>
<td>(0-400V, 0-5A)</td>
<td>$549.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ALFA ELECTRONICS**

741 Alexander Rd., Princeton, NJ 08540

(800) 526-2532/(609) 520-2002

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 2 YEAR WARRANTY

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG AND QUANTITY DISCOUNT.

Visa, Master Card, American Express, COD. Purchase Order Welcome

CIRCLE 213 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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### Four Instruments in One Instrument

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MT-100 (Reg. $599)</td>
<td>$419.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG-140 (Reg. $249)</td>
<td>$149.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FG-150 (Reg. $399)</td>
<td>$229.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC-200 (Reg. $399)</td>
<td>$219.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2MHz Function Generator

- **FG-140** (Reg. $249)
  - 2MHz Function Generator
  - Frequency Range: 0.2 Hz - 2.0 MHz
  - Modes: Sine, Square, Triangle, Pulse, Skewed Sine, Ramp, Skewed Sine
  - Features: 4 Digital LCD Display, VCF, Symmetry, Variable DC Offset Control

### 2MHz Sweep Function Gen. w/Freq. Counter

- **FG-150** (Reg. $399)
  - 2MHz Sweep Function Generator
  - Frequency Range: 0.2 Hz - 2.0 MHz
  - Features: 4 Digital LED Display, VCF, Symmetry, Variable DC Offset Control

### 1.05GHz Frequency Counter, High Resolution

- **FC-200** (Reg. $399)
  - 1.05GHz Frequency Counter
  - Features: 3-1/2 Digit LCD, Triple output: 1.0 Hz, 100MHz

### DC Power Supply

- **PS-500** (Reg. $249)
  - DC Power Supply
  - Frequency Range: 0-1500 VDC

- **PS-540** (Reg. $399)
  - DC Power Supply
  - Frequency Range: 0-160 VDC

### Deluxe Oscopes w/Phillips CRT

- **OS-3304** (Reg. $399)
  - 25MHz, Dual Trace
  - Features: Digital CRT, 240x240 pixels, 500:1, 100V/div, 2000ns/div

- **OS-3324** (Reg. $599)
  - 25MHz, Triplet DC Power Supply
  - Features: DC Power Supply, 5VDC, ±12VDC, Variable Hold Off

- **OS-3344** (Reg. $899)
  - Frequency Counter
  - Features: Frequency Counter, 100MHz, 7 Digit LED Display

### BEST BUY!

- **OS-3315** (Reg. $599)
  - 40MHz, Dual Trace Sweep Delayed
  - Features: DC to 40 MHz, Delayed Sweep, 100ns to 1.0s

### Digital Engine Analyzer

- **DM230** (Reg. $119)
  - 3.5 Digit LCD
  - Features: Heavy Duty, 20A AC/DC, 0.1% Accuracy, Overload Protection

### Capacitance Meter

- **CM210** (Reg. $499)
  - 3.5 Digit LCD
  - Features: Diode, Continuity, Zero Adjust Knob, Test Leads & Built-in Socket

### Pen-Type DMM w/Logic

- **CM150** (Reg. $599)
  - 3.5 Digit
  - Features: Auto & Manual, AC/DC, Overload Protection

### Multifunction DMM

- **CM4050** (Reg. $64.00)
  - 3.5 Digit
  - Features: Auto Power Off, Data Hold & Peak Hold, Frequency, Amp, Ohm, Continuity, Auto Power Off

### Features (DM5050C/DM5100)

- **DM5050C** (Reg. $199)
  - Features: Basic DCC Accuracy: ±0.25%
  - **DM5100** (Reg. $89.00)
  - Features: AC/DC Volt, Amp, Ohm, Diode, Continuity Beepers, Alligator Clip Test-Leads, Lead Holders/Velcro Strap Holster

### Capacitance (DM5050C, DM5100)

- **DM5050C**
  - Features: 9 Function / 42 Range
- **DM5100**
  - Features: 11 Function / 45 Range

### Contact Information

- **BMC**
  - Order & Free Catalog: 800-532-3221
  - P.O. Box 744, Lake Forest, CA 92630-0744
  - (714) 586-2310 Fax (714) 586-3399
  - www.americanradiohistory.com
301 Standard PanaVise
Designed for the professional and hobbyist, the model 301 turns, tills and rotates to achieve the desired position. Durable nylon jaws open 2-1/4". Net weight: 3 lbs.

$39.95 EACH

#EN-305-305

Headband Magnifier
Features double lens for choice of 2.3x or 3.3x magnification and Velcro type headband. Net weight: 1/2 lb.

$39.95 EACH

#EN-360-672

150 MHz Oscilloscope Probe Kit
Deluxe probe kit features a modular design for longer life, switchable 10:1 probe with 150 MHz bandwidth, 2.8 ns rise time, and adjustable capacitance from 10-35 pF. 60" in length. Kit includes 6" detachable ground lead, sprung hook, trimming tool, 2 channel identifier clips, and replacement tip. Includes plastic case.

$29.95 EACH

#EN-390-100

Sure Shot 18" Dish for DSS
Built heavier and stronger than OEM models, able to withstand both sides of a gust! "Perfect Curve" manufacturing process allows for maximum signal reflectivity. Ideal for replacement of damaged OEM dishes or for additional viewing locations. Sure Shot comes complete with mounting hardware and instructions. Limited lifetime warranty. LNBF not included. Net weight: 13 lbs.

$139.95 EACH

#EN-210-405

Grundig LNBFs
Made in England quality! Designed to work in extreme real world conditions. Features "true circular polarization." For use with the Sure Shot and Hot Shot dishes or as a replacement for lightning damaged RCA DSS LNBFs. Available in single or dual feed. 18 month warranty. Net weight: 1 lb.

$99.95 EACH

#EN-210-420

Phone FM Transmitter Kit
Easy to build and tune in the upper part of the FM band. Reaches over 1/2 mile (depending on conditions). Uses RF translator for its final stage. Requires a 9V battery (not included). High quality PCB and components. Circuit schematic provided.

$9.95 EACH

#EN-320-067

FREE CATALOG CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-338-0531

340 E. First St., Dayton, OH 45402-1257 • Phone: 513-222-0173 • Fax: 513-222-4644

-30 day money back guarantee • $20.00 minimum order • We accept Mastercard, Visa, Discover, and company C.O.D. orders • 24 hour shipping • Shipping charge = UPS chart rate + $1.80 (5% minimum charge) • Hours 8:00 am - 9:00 pm ET, Monday - Friday • 9:00 am - 5:00 pm Saturday • Mail order customers, please call for shipping estimate on orders exceeding 5 lbs. • Foreign destination customers please send $5.00 U.S. funds for catalog. • Quantity pricing available.

CIRCLE 262 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CAIG DeoxIT Deoxidizer
DeoxIT is a fast-acting deoxidizing solution that cleans, lubricates, and improves conductivity on all metal connectors and contacts. Seals and protects all electrical connections. Reduces intermittent failures, arcing, wear, and abrasion. Temperature range: -34 degrees F to 200 degrees C. Use as a general treatment for connectors, contacts, and other metal surfaces.

$14.95 EACH

#EN-335-525 (Standard lens)

$19.95 EACH

#EN-335-530 (Pin hole lens)

$17.95 EACH

#EN-120-1100 (12VDC power supply)

$17.15 EACH

B & W CCD Board Cameras
Ultra miniature, high performance 1/3" CCD single board cameras feature a built-in 3.6mm wide angle lens and 400 lines of resolution. Requires a 12 VDC power supply (our #120-1100). Dimensions: 1-1/2" W x 1-3/4" H x 1" D.

$19.95 EACH

#EN-335-525

$16.95 EACH

#EN-335-530

$7.15 EACH

#EN-120-1100

GoldStar Oscilloscopes

GoldStar

Weller WLC100 Soldering Station
The Weller WLC100 solder station is adjustable from 5 to 40 watts. Includes 40 watt pencil iron. UL approved. Net weight: 1-3/4 lbs. One year manufacturer warranty.

$39.95 EACH

#EN-372-120

Part # GoldStar # Description Price
EN-394-116 OS100P 100MHz $899.95
EN-394-115 OS900D 65MHz 699.95
EN-394-110 OS4000 40MHz 599.95
EN-394-105 OS8025 20MHz w/generator 448.95
EN-394-100 OS0020A 20MHz 349.95

Part # Description Solution Price
EN-341-200 DeoxIT DS, 5 oz. Spray 5% $7.95 $7.15 $6.45
EN-341-202 DeoxIT Mini Spray, 15 g. 4.95 4.50 3.95
EN-341-205 DeoxIT D100, 2 oz. Spray 100% 10.95 9.85 8.85
EN-341-210 DeoxIT Pen Applicator 100% 9.95 8.95 8.05
EN-341-215 DeoxIT Vial w/brush, 7/4 ml. 6.95 6.25 5.65
EN-341-220 DeoxIT Precision Dispenser 100% 14.95 13.45 11.10

Phone FM Transmitter Kit
This small circuit, when connected to a phone line, transmits both sides of a telephone conversation into the FM radiation in the 90-95MHz area. The phone line itself is used as an antenna. Includes all components and instructions.

$139.95 EACH

#EN-320-067

2 Stage FM Transmitter Kit

$10.95 EACH

#EN-320-066

CAIG LABORATORIES, INC.
**Liquid Crystal Displays**

160 x 128 dot LCD with built-in controller (T6963C)
20 character x 16 line $79.00 or 2 for $149.00
Mfr: Toshiba TLX-1013-EO.
Unit is EL back-lit. Dim: 3.5” L x 4.5” H.
The built-in controller allows you to test text and graphics.

240x64 dot LCD with built-in controller. $79.00
Mfr: AND 4021ST-EO. Unit is EL back-lit. or 2 for $149.00.

**Alphanumeric—parallel interface**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16x1</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>20x2</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16x1 (g char.)</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>20x2</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16x2</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>20x4 (g char.)</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16x2 (g char.)</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>24x4</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16x4</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>32x4</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5V power required. Built-in CMOS LCD driver & controller. Easy "microprocessor" interface. 98 ASCII character generator. Certain models are backlit, call for more info.

**Graphics and alphanumeric—serial interface**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64x480 (backlit)</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>400x128</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640x400 (backlit)</td>
<td>$25.00</td>
<td>256x128</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640x200</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>240x128</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480x128 (backlit)</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>240x128</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assembly required for laser printer. Includes laser diode, polygon motor (6 sided) and mic. optics and lenses.

**Laser Diode**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laser Diode</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HeNe Laser Head</td>
<td>$99.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Scanner Assembly</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Visible Laser Diode:** 5mw at 670nm $15.00. 10mw at 670nm $35.00. 50mw at 670nm $50.00. Coded index. Threshold current 40 ma typical.

**Polygon Motor Unit & Driver**

Ten-sided first surface mirror mounted on an armature that spins at 125 revolutions per second yielding a beam sweep rate of 125 sweeps per second. The driver for the polygon unit requires 4 volts plus and minus 12 volts to operate. There is also an f-theta lens in front of the polygon scanning mechanism with a three inch diameter. Great for optical experiments, etc. Very high quality units. (MFR: JAPAN ELECTRONICS)

**Network**

Proton ProNet-4 Model p1347 Token Ring Board $79.00
16 bit + 4 Mbps + IEEE 802.2 and 802.5 compatible + twisted pair + Interoperable with IBM Token Ring network.

**Pos & Bar Code**

**Magnetic Card Reader** $25.00
Includes: 20 character dot matrix display with full alphanumeric capability + keypunch + full alphanumeric entry + separate 7.5 VDC/0.5 Amp power supply + standard telephone interface extension cord + lithium battery + barcode reader.

HP bar code word (HBCS 2300)...

**Power Supplies**

73 Watt Switching $15.00 or 2 @ $30.00. 12V 0.5 to 1.0 A, 12V 0.5 to 0.1 A, 12V 0.1 to 0.05 A.

6 Watt Switching $12.00 or 2 for $24.00. 15V 0.25 A, 12V 0.25 A, 12V 0.1 A.

**Miscellaneous**

**ADAPTEC 4070A (RL) or 4000A (MFM)**

SCSI Controller, your choice $25.00
IBM 387 option XT and AT emulation boards $35.00

Minimum Order: $20.00. Minimum shipping and handling charge $5.00. We accept cashiers checks, MC or VISA. No personal checks or COD's. CA residents add 8.25% sales tax. We are not responsible for typographical or clerical errors. Technical information subject to prior sale. We reserve the right to change prices without notice. 20% restocking fee for returned orders.
STOP! Just Take Two Steps to do Your Measurement

Plug in and Measure

TiePieSCOPE

HS508 Complete set for US $1054

You can simply plug the new TiePieSCOPE - HS508 into the parallel port of your portable or desktop PC. With the advanced software, you can use this two channel, 8 bits, 50 MHz measuring instrument as a fast digital storage oscilloscope, including a lot more features than a single oscilloscope! Moreover, the TiePieSCOPE - HS508 contains a multiple display voltmeter (up to 5 MHz true RMS), a spectrum analyzer with an harmonic distortion meter and a transient recorder for recording a variety of signals.

The TiePieSCOPE - HS508 is supplied complete with user manual, software, and two probes.

Call now for a free demo diskette and our catalog!!
Toll-free: 1-800-626-6929

CONWAY Engineering, Inc.
8393 Capwell Drive, Oakland, California USA 94621-2113
Tel.: 510 568-4028 - Fax: 510 568-1397 BBS Tel.: 510 568-6533
Internet Address: http://www.crl.com/~conway/

CIRCLE 310 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
Answering Machine Code-a-phone #1750
FEATURES: 'One touch play back 'Ring delay(1,2,3,4)'Auto out going message check 'Variable out going message' Built in cassette 'No call disconnect'Voice-activated recording 'Led message display 'Fast forward rewind.pause & rr
(removed from service good cond.)
Original COST $179.00
COMMERCIAL Quality
SALE PRICE $7.95

3M STATIC CONTROL
FLOOR & TABLE MATS
8200 series - 2 ft. X 5 ft
3 LAYER CONSTRUCTION
COLOR BROWN
SPECIAL ... $25.00

ROHM # SLR47VR3F
RED LED T 1-3/4
5MM DIFFUSED LED
100 PCS. @$10 EA.
500 PCS. @ $7 EA.
1000 PCS. @ $5 EA.

# HE381
Power Products
Linear power supply module
Input: 115VAC 50/60 271 ma
Output: 6VDC 5000 ma
PRICE ... $20.00

TELEDYNE SOLID STATE RELAY
PART # 615-8500
CONTROL VOLTS: 3-32VDC
RATED: 10AMP @ 250VAC
50/60HZ -
OPTO ISOLATED - SPST
Connection: screw or
quick Connects
PRICE... - $1.99 PCS. 100 PCS. - UP
$10.95 $9.95

PHOENIX CONTACT # CM62-PS-120AC/24
Linear Regulated compact
power Supply
Input: 120vac
Output: 24vdc 1amp
fuse & overload prot.
UL & CSA APPR.
Slide mountable.
Size: 3"w x 5½"h x 2½"h
PRICE... $49.95 EA.

ASTROSYN MINIANGLE Stepper Motor
#23LQ-CQ202-01H
*144 STEPS *30 oz. in. Hold torque
*BI POLAR - 2 PHASE
*4 WIRE *1.9 Vdc/PHASE
* 0.75 AMP/PHASE
*WEIGHT 3/4 LB
* SIZE: 1-1/2"H X 2-1/4"
*Mounting plate 2-1/4".
SPECIAL SALE...
... $6.95 EA.

ROTRON - TARZAN FAN # TN3A2
HIGH VOLUME FAN - 350 CFM
*SIZE: 7"SQ. X 4-11/32"Deep
*Weight 5 lb.
*115vac 50/60 Hz
*85 watt - 1.55amps
*Bail bearing
*3300 rpm
*5 blade impeller
great for electronic cabinets & chasis
BRAND NEW...
$49.95

HI VOLUME FAN - 115 VAC
NIDEC-TORIN TA600S
.250/20 AMP 3200 RPM
IMPEDANCE PROTECTED.
50/60 HZ - MODEL # A32060-10
SIZE: 6.25"DIA. X 1 1/2"THICK
BRAND NEW FACTORY BOXED.
PRICE... $14.95 EA.
5 for $80.00

STEPPING MOTOR - AIRPAX
100 STEPS/REV. * 3.6 Step angle
*bi polar wound-
bi-directional*2 PH
*Torque 75 oz/in
*SIZE: 1.5"SQ X 1 3/8"+
*3.2VDC $6.80AMP $2.25

CURTIS INDUSTRIES #F1200AA20
10 AMP 250VAC - 20AMP 115VAC
50/60Hz-size: 2"w x 2 1/8"h
250QUICK Conn.
Brand new
factory Boxed
BRIGAR SALE
PRICE ...... $3.50

SMITH CORONA #S-67181
External CHARGER -Wall Transformer
Input: 120v 60Hz 12w
Output: 9vdcc 3.6w
4amp
6" zip cord with
2.5mm male plug
2 blade input
UL listed.
PRICE ...$2.25

GRAY FLAT RIBBON CABLE
#YP3301 50 COND. 28 AWG (7/36)
.010" Thick pvc insul. 300V - 105°C
awm style 2651 mil-c-49055/1-13a
ul approved .050 Cond. Spacing
black polarity stripe. Will terminate to any
standard idc connector -2.5"Wide
Brand New Factory Boxed.
300 FT. REEL ... $69.00

CIRCLE 312 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
Get the best, most accurate diagnostics for problem PCs...

Low-Level Formats IDE Drives!

The Universal Diagnostics Toolkit
Compatible with any PC & Operating System!

Call Now for Information on Special Pricing:
1-800-864-8008
or Fax (818) 547-0397
1100 East Broadway, Suite 301, Glendale, California
Phone 818/547-0125 • Fax 818/547-0397
International Orders please call:
Micro 2000 Australia .......... 61-42-574-144
Micro 2000 UK .................. 44-462-483-483
Micro 2000 Amsterdam ...... 31-206-384-433

New Releases:
Call about our Tutorial and Trouble-Shooting Series on video cassettes!
A wealth of technical help at your fingertips.

Micro-Scope 6.1
Universal Diagnostic Software

Fully O/S Independent diagnostic software...

MICRO-SCOPE Universal Computer Diagnostics was developed to satisfy the expanding need for accurate system diagnosis in the rapidly growing desktop computer market. Patterned after super-mini and mainframe diagnostic routines, MICRO-SCOPE runs independently of any standard operating system, and is therefore at home on any machine in the Intel world. Speed, ease-of-use, and razor sharp accuracy are a few of the advantages that arise from this system independence. Jerry Pournelle awarded MICRO-SCOPE & POST-PROBE the User's Choice Award in the May 1994 issue of Byte Magazine, saying: "You name it, this tests it. If you maintain PCs you'll love it."

- LOW-LEVEL FORMAT—Performs low-level format on all drive types including IDE drives. This function cannot hurt IDE drives. This function cannot hurt IDE drives. 
- TRUE HARDWARE DIAGNOSTICS—Accurate testing of CPU, IRQ's, DMA's, memory, hard drives, floppy drives, video cards, etc.
- IRQ CHECK—Talks directly to hardware and shows I/O address and IRQ of devices that respond. 
- O/S INDEPENDENT—Does not rely on O/S for diagnostics. Talks to PC on hardware level. All tests are full function regardless of O/S (i.e., Windows, Novell, Unix, O/S/2).
- IRQ DISPLAY—Shows bits enabled in IRQ chip for finding cards that are software driven (Network, Tape Backup, etc.).
- MEMORY EXAMINE—Displays any physical bit of memory under 1 Meg. Very useful for determining memory conflicts and available memory space.
- AND MUCH MORE... We don't have enough space here for everything this software can do!

Post-Probe
First-Ever Universal POST Card for All PCs

Use this Power-On Self-Test card to debug any "dead" PC that won't boot...

"This is the only card that will function in every system on the market. The documentation is extensive, and not only covers the expected POST codes for different BIOS versions, but also includes a detailed reference to the bus signals monitored by the card." —Scott Mueller from his globally recognized book, 'Upgrading & Repairing PCs, Second Edition'

- Includes pads for voltmeter to attach for actual voltage testing under load.
- 4 LEDs monitor +5vdc -5vdc +12vdc -12vdc.
- Monitors Hi & Lo clock and OSC cycles to distinguish between clock chip or crystal failure.
- Monitors I/O Write and I/O Read to distinguish between write and read errors.
- Accurately monitors progress of POST for computers without POST codes.
- Reads POST codes from any IBM or compatible that emits POST codes.
- ISA/EISA/MCA.
- Compatible with Micro Channel computers.
- Dip switch allows easy selection of I/O ports to read.
- Includes tri-state LOGIC PROBE to determine actual chip failures.
- Manual includes chip layouts and detailed POST procedures for all major BIOS's.
- AND MUCH MORE... call for more details.

Award Winning

MICRO 2000

July 1996, Electronics Now
CALL TOLL FREE
(800) 292-7711
Se Habla Español

C&S SALES
EXCELLENCE IN SERVICE

WRITE FOR A FREE 60 PAGE CATALOG!

M-6000
Features:
• Computer Interface and Software with RS-232 Output
• Frequency to 4MHz
• Capacitance to 40nF
• Large 3 3/4 LCD display
• Temperature to 1999°F
• TTL logic
• Data/Peak hold
• Audible continuity
• Auto power off
• Unit indicator
• Diode Test

$99.95

TK-3000
$89.95

Tools Included:
• SR-2 - Deluxe Soldering Iron
• SH-4 - Soldering Iron Stand
• ST-7 - Long Nose Pliers
• ST-9 - Deluxe Wire Stripper
• SE-1 - Solder Easel Kit
• ND-3 - 3 pc. Nut Driver Set
• TL-8 - Precision Screw Drivers
• STX-4 - Screw Driver Slected 2/16”
• ST-6 - Screw Driver #1 Phillips
• ET-10 - IC Puller
• SP-3 - Solder Pump
• ST-20 - Safety Goggles
• ST-9 - Pocket Screw Driver
• ST-4 - Solder Tube
• SW-3 - Solder Wick

2MHz Function Generator
Model 4010
• Sine, Square, Triangle, Pulse and Ramp output
• Variable duty cycle

$195.95

MX-9300
Four Functions in One
• One instrument with four test and measuring systems:
  - 1.3GHz Frequency Counter
  - 2MHz Sweep Function Generator
  - Digital Multimeter
  - Digital Triple Power Supply

$479.95

Model XP-581
4 Fully Regulated DC Power Supplies in One Unit
4 DC voltages: 3 fixed - +5V @ 3A, +12V @ 1A, -12V @ 1A
1 variable - .5 - 20V @ 3A

$85

Digital Multimeter
Model EDM-83B
$169

- 18 Functions including freq to 20MHz, cap to 40μF, inductance to 40H, True RMS, Data Hold/min/max/avg., TTL logic.

Digital Multimeter
Model M-1700
$42.95

- 11 functions including freq to 20MHz, cap to 20μF. Meets UL-1244 safety specs.

Kit Corner
over 100 kits available

PT-223K
$15.95

Phone kit with training course.

Fiber Optics Technology with training course
Model FO-30K
$19.95

Model AM/FM-108K
Transistor Radio Kit
$29.95

M-1005K
Compact Multimeter Kit
$19.95

- 6 Functions & Transistor Test

Elenco's advanced designed Digital / Analog Trainer is specially designed for school projects. It is built on a single PC board for maximum reliability. It includes 5 built-in power supplies, a function generator with continuously sine, triangular and square wave forms. 1560 tie point breadboard area.

XK-550 Digital / Analog Trainer
$169.95

XK-550K - Kit
$139.95

Tools and meter shown optional

15 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FULL FACTORY WARRANTY
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

C&S SALES, INC.
150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE
WHEELING, IL 60090
FAX: (847) 541-9904 (847) 541-0710

CIRCLE 218 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
UPS SHIPPING: 48 STATES 5%
OTHERS CALL ($5 min. / $15 max.)
IL RES. 8% TAX

www.americanradiohistory.com
FREE PROBES
WITH ALL
SCOPES
Japan Quality
But not Japan Prices!
Hitachi
Laptop Color
Digital Scopes
NEW!

OSCILLOSCOPES
Lowest Prices of the Year!

Quality Scopes by Elenco

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Sensitivity (mV/div)</th>
<th>No. of Channels</th>
<th>Sweep Rate Max (ns/div)</th>
<th>Delayed Sweep</th>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Component Tester</th>
<th>Beam Find</th>
<th>Time Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-1345</td>
<td>50MHz</td>
<td>10/20/50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25/50</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-1345</td>
<td>50MHz</td>
<td>10/20/50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25/50</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-1330</td>
<td>25MHz</td>
<td>10/20/50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-1325</td>
<td>25MHz</td>
<td>10/20/50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Year Warranty

B&K Precision at Discount Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>40MHz Dual Trace</th>
<th>60MHz Dual Trace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1541C</td>
<td>$695</td>
<td>$949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2160</td>
<td>$1225</td>
<td>$1379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2190A</td>
<td>$1795</td>
<td>$2945</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UPS SHIPPING: 48 STATES 5%
OTHERS CALL ($5 min. / $15 max.)
IL RES. 8% TAX

C&S SALES, INC.
150 W. CARPENTER AVENUE
WHEELING, IL 60090
FAX: (847) 541-9904 (847) 541-0710
CIRCLE 218 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
From Auto-Routing to CNC Routing to Electronic Assemblies... Capital Electronics is Your Best Route For Printed Circuit Boards.

**ADAPTER REQUIRED**
P1C6CSX, P1C6CS6X, P1C6C7X, P1C6C8X
87C75, 8741, 42, 48, 49, 8751, 87C51, 8752
MICROCONTROLLERS-
74SXXX AND 82SXXX
BIPOLAR
9306, 46, 56, 66, 16811, 9111, 8001A, 8002, 8004, 8005, 8006, 8007
SERIAL EEPROMS-
EEPROMS
SUPPORTS OVER 600 CHIPS
87C251, 87C51, 87C52, 87C701, 87C751, 87C752, 87C756, 87C757, 87C758, 87C759
MICROCONTROLLERS-
87C251/87C252/87C256/87C257/87C259/87C751/87C752/87C756/87C757/87C758/87C759
*ADAPTER REQUIRED - ASSEMBLED ADAPTERS AVAILABLE / DETAILED DIAGRAMS INCLUDED

- SOFTWARE READ, VERIFY, PROGRAM, COPY, DISK FILE LOAD & SAVE, CHECKSUM, PLUS A FULL SCREEN BUFFER EDITOR WITH 20 COMMANDS
- READS INTEL HEX, MOTOROLA S-RECORD AND BINARY FILES
- FAST - MANY DEVICES PROGRAM IN UNDER 10 SECONDS
- RUGGED (9"X6"X3"), PORTABLE ENCLOSURE WITH CARRY HANDLE DESIGNED FOR BENCH AND FIELD SERVICE.
- ACCESSORY CONNECTOR FOR FUTURE EXPANSION
- LED INDICATORS SHOW POWER, PROGRAMMING & SYSTEM STATUS
- MADE IN THE USA - 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - 1 YEAR WARRANTY
- SYSTEM INCLUDES: PROGRAMMING UNIT, POWER PACK, CABLE PRINTED MANUAL AND SOFTWARE

**ANDROMEDA RESEARCH**
P.O. BOX 222
MILFORD, OHIO 45150
(513) 831-9708
Fax (513) 831-7562

**$289**
ADD $5.00 SHIPPING - $5.00 C.O.D.
CABLE READY PLUS

Back panel

These were made to restore the VCR features you like to use that your cable box takes away. Allow you to record a selected station tuned in on the cable box while watching a completely different one from your VCR tuner. Also restoresPIP on TV's that have this feature.

These are the "eyes and brains" of a fax machine. Consists of a small lens coupled to a circuit board containing the popular NEC UPD 940 or NEC 7990 charge couple optical scanning IC, resistors, capacitors, etc. We don't have the specs or schematics but for anyone building, repairing or experimenting with fax or optical scanning these are a must. Size about 1 3/4"W x 1 3/4"L x 1 3/4" thick. Sold as is only because these may have a damaged part or two.

100 WATT AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER IC LM3875

High performance audio power amplifier IC capable of delivering 100 watts instantaneous peak output power or 40 watts continuously into an 8 Ohm speaker 20Hz-20KHz. Ssrc: signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 90dB(min), output short to ground protection, supply voltage min. -28VDC, max. -40VDC, thermal protection, single supply operation is 5-15VDC.

For stereo power amplifiers (requires 2 units), self-powered speakers; surround sound amplifiers, etc.

LM3875 11 pin power package. Prime with specs and simple application circuit diagram.

G6943 $4.50
G7018 $3.95

NOTE: All sale prices advertised are valid only through the month of the cover date.

SUPER LED ASSORTMENT

Assortment of all types, colors, sizes and shapes of prime quality LEDs. Our largest and most spectacular assortment contains 250 pieces.

G6436 $10.00

ANTISTATIC MAT

Brand new big colored antistatic mat. Has convenient snap attachment on left or right side of flat plus flexible covered cord with clip to attach to your wrist strap. Great for when changing out hard drives, working with computers, static sensitive ICs, etc. You get a 112" x 22" roll that has 2 built-in snaps and a snap-on cord card with clip.

G7171 $8.95

CALL NOW! FREE!

FREE! FREE!

SEND YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR LATEST CATALOG CONTAINING ABOUT 4,000 ITEMS OF SOME OF THE BEST ELECTRONIC BARGAINS AVAILABLE! WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF ELECTRONIC PARTS, SMD COMPONENTS, SCIENTIFIC AND HOBBY ITEMS. Send or call for your free copy today!

NOTE: All foreign catalog requests (except for Canada) must include $3.00 shipping & handling for cataloging. For Phone Orders Call (602) 451-7454 or Fax Your Orders to (602) 451-9495

Minimum Order: $10.00 (plus $5.00 Shipping and Handling). We accept MasterCard, Visa and personal checks, however, we cannot accept personal checks on orders outside the United States. Canadians and others that need U.S. AIR, send minimum order $5.00 D.A. Minimum Foreign Order Amount: $50.00 (plus shipping and handling).

CIRCLE 241 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

For Electronic Goldmine, please send your name and address to:

Electronic Goldmine
PO Box 5408
Scottsdale, AZ 85261

Phone Orders (602) 451-7454
Fax Orders (602) 451-9495

G7170 $16.95

SUPER LED ASSORTMENT

For those hard to receive FM stations with this attractive sleek design amplified FM antenna and G5/400 by Gemini. High quality, brand new unit in manu-facturer's box features gain control and AC adapter with instructions. Blowout Price

G7170 $16.95

LASER LIKE LEDS

One of our brightest case case Jumbo T1 3/4 red LED produces a brilliant red output.

G6167 4/$1.00

MISSILE/ARTILLERY NOSE CONE

We are not sure what these are from, perhaps a Howitzer shell or some military missile. What we do know is that they are brand new, yellow and made out of what we believe is spun aluminum that has been polished. They are precision made and have an attached bracket with 4 small screw points on the outside of the nose cone to tighten it onto the body of the missile. The overall size of the cone is about 6 1/4" tall x 3 3/4" dia. at base. Brand new but may have some tarnish from being stored (just polish them up). Great conversation piece.

G7172 $8.00 ea. 4/$30.00

G7172 $8.95

SECRET ALERT ALARM

This attractive small silent alarm in briefcases, medicine cabinets, dressers, drawers, cabinets, etc. and it will silently "stand guard" As soon as someone opens the briefcase drawer, cabinet, etc. It will start sounding a loud shrilling sound. Operates on one 9 volt battery (not included) and uses a light sensitive IC circuit with built-in alarming delay. The alarming delay allows you 5 seconds to put the unit in a safe place. Then, as soon as light strikes it (from someone opening the cabinet door) it will alert sounds and warn you of any ordinary intrusions to areas that children and intruders should stay out of. These have a Versac® peel and stick piece on the back of each unit, that allows you to secretly hold the unit to the back of a cabinet. Although these alarms are new, they were manufactured several years ago and the adhesive on the double side velcro surface has out dried out on the G6948 units which means none on you'll have to use glue on the adhesive sides of the unit if you wish to mount them (mounting is totally optional). The G6949 do not have this problem. Both types are exactly alike but it's only the velcro, adhesive problem. Red plastic clip is approximately 3" x 1 1/2" x 1/8".

G6948 (Bad Adhesive) $2.00
G6949 (Good Adhesive) $2.49

AMPLIFIED FM ANTENNA

New Item!

NEW ITEM!

Bring in those hard to receive FM stations with this attractive sleek design amplified FM antenna and G5/400 by Gemini. High quality, brand new unit in manufacturer's box features gain control and AC adapter with instructions. Blowout Price

G7170 $16.95

PHONE ORDERS (602) 451-7454
IF YOU CAN'T FIND WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR, CALL FOR A FREE COPY OF OUR LATEST CATALOG. THIS CATALOG CONTAINS OUR ENTIRE PRODUCT LINE OF ALMOST 4,000 ITEMS AND IT IS STILL GROWING!

G7170 $16.95

YELLOW LED COLORS:

RED
ORANGE
YELLOW
&
GREEN

Original Value $129.95
Now Only $79.95

For Phone Orders Call (602) 451-7454 or Fax Your Orders to (602) 451-9495

Electronics Now

July 1996

www.americanradiohistory.com
Toronto Surplus & Scientific Inc

608 Gordon Baker Rd. Willowdale, Ontario Canada  zip: M2H-3B4
TEL: (416) 490-8865

***SHIPPING IS NOT INCLUDED IN THESE PRICES, PLEASE CALL FOR RATES***

WALLACE & TIERNAN PRECISION PRESSURE GAUGE

NEVER USED PRC-66 BATTERIES

Contains 80 Energizer "AA" Alkaline cells $10.00 ea

MINIATURE TAUGHT-BAND RATE

GYRO (NEW) $20.00

ARC 116 UHF POWER

AMPLIFIER (NEW) $75.00

CANON C-mount TV zoom lens

(15-150mm) F1.2, 8 $68.00 each

RF COAXIAL SWITCH TNC Connectors (NEW) $24.00

HIGH VOLTAGE VACUUM CAPACITORS $20.00 ea

100pf @ 20kV or 250pf @ 5kV

Eimac 2-240 Rect Tube Classic bulb shape new in box $17.50 ea

RECTIFIER/RELAY KIT: Motorola rectifier MR1265FL300V @700 AMP (new) $22.00

CHATILLON FISH SCALE

0-30lbs or 0-15kga $35.00

SIMPSON 63-VOM

Used but good condition, not tested with case: $35.00

HEWLETT PACKARD 8640B SIGNAL GENERATOR


Price: $1695.00 OPT 001 add $100.00
OPT 003 add $150.00

HEWLETT PACKARD HP3312 SWEEP/FUNCTION GENERATOR

Well designed and easy to use, this function generator combines economy and quality into one compact unit. Freq range is 0.1Hz -13MHz, output into 50 ohms is 10.0VP-P. Sweep-AM,FM, or tone burst. This unit features-sync, out, trg. phase, symmetry, offset and more.

Price: $935.00 ea. Fully checked.

PRC 25 - MILITARY TACTICAL TRANSCEIVER

Fabulous quality and design are standard in this 30Mhz-75.95 Mhz tactical transceiver. Output power level from 1.1-2 watts 150Hz squelch. The units we just received are reconditioned (newly painted) ready for issue, and include the battery box. Price: $245.00

We also have PRC-77s available with some accessories. Price: $495.00

HP54111D 500-MHz, 1 GSa/s DIGITAL COLOR SCOPE

This user friendly oscilloscope features, up to 8 bits of vertical resolution, pretrigger, automatic measurements. HP-IB, up to 2 gigasample capture when used with 54114A, excellent single shot transient signal capture, full trinitron color display programmable any way you like it. Instant print.

Uses include:
* High Energy Physics
* ECL Design
* High speed Semiconductor design
* High Speed Pulse analysis

Looks like brand new.  Price: $5,500.00

(No catalog available yet!)

All Prices in U.S. $ Please include telephone/fax # with mail-in orders. Orders must be prepaid by guaranteed instrument.

Prices do not include shipping.

Please call us if you have any questions

Manuals available at extra cost
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MARCONI SYNTHESIZED SIGNAL GENERATOR Model 2018
Freq range 80kHz-520MHz with calibrated output levels from -127 dBm to +13dBm. Resolution 10Hz. It can be freq, phase or amplitude modulated from ext or int modulation sources. RF output resolution is 0.1dB, reversepower protection of up to 50W is possible without damage to the instrument. This instrument is microprocessor controlled and very easy to use, a must for any serious repair or development lab. Price: $1750.00 Checked

MILITARY STANDARD D.C. GENERATOR
Superior QUALITY plus rugged design are features of this deluxe 2 cylinder 4 stroke gasoline generator. The control panel contains meters for voltage & current indication, main circuit breaker and voltage adjustment. Shielded wires and plugs comprise the RFI suppression system eliminating most radio noise. These units are "new" in the original carton complete with operators manual and only require fuel and oil for operation; output voltage is adjustable. 10-32v (28v nom) @ 53.3A (1.5Kw) continuous duty load.
Price: $379.00 New in Orig. Carton. You will be impressed!!!

COLLECTOR ALERT - $39.00
8-DAY AIRCRAFT CLOCK
1-7/8" dial
Great collectors item for the ham shack, fifties vintage function/kill.

"CAL" ASTRONAUTICS
MOBILE SATELITE COMMUNICATIONS STATION
This is a box chock full of "current" high-end communications technology. These units were designed so that mobile land based vehicles could keep in touch (via Geostationary Inmarsat satellite network) with home base using an intelligent data terminal. The terminal features a back-lit 4 line LCD display and illuminated keys; one of the transceiver's most impressive features is an "L" Band 1.2-1.5GHz 60 watt amplifier. The fabulous helix antenna (with LNA built-in) is an amazing design with all kinds of active and passive devices surface-mounted on to the antenna reflector. We consider this the "ultimate" gadgets pack with all kinds of up-to-date RF satellite ground technology. These systems come complete in their original shipping container with all cables and mounting bracket. Best of all they operate on 12 VDC. Operators manual supplied (but, there isn't any subscriber data).

ESI MODEL 250 DA IMPEDANCE BRIDGE
Resistance range- 0.1milliohms - 11megohms, capacitance 0.1pF-1100mF, inductance 0.1 uH to 1100H. Dissipation factor (R/X or F) @ 0.001 to 1000. Internal oscillator 1 KHz. Used, not functionally checked. $95.00
Functionally checked. $165.00

PDR-63 PORTABLE RADIAK METER
This portable radiaic set is loaded with all kinds of extras featuring six ranges of sensitivity for both Gamma or Beta radiation measurements. The 1st scale 0-1 rad/hr up to 0-5000 rad/hr. The unit comes supplied with headset & bat/charger. Reg's only 4 AA Batteries. Price: $149.95
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No room on the bench? Too much to carry? Why lug a scope around? Just toss an O-SCOPE into laptop case or tool kit. When you need a Digital Storage Scope, Spectrum Analyzer, Data Logger, or DVM, plug the O-SCOPE into a PC printer port and see it all on the monitor. Continuous, delayed, or triggered sweeps can be frozen on the screen, printed out or saved to disk. Frequency spectrums DC to 500KHz.

Both single and dual channel models accept standard scope probes and works on 286 or faster desktop and laptops.

**FEATURES:**
- SMALL & PORTABLE
- USES PRINTER PORT
- USES STD. PROBS.
- DC TO 500 KHz (O-SCOPE)
- 10k/div. To 50 mV/div.
- X-Y DISPLAY (O-SCOPE)

**OPTIONS:**
- PROBE SETS
- EXTERNAL TRIGGER
- DUAL TRANCE
- ALTERNATIVE PROBES
- BATTERY PACK
- SOFT & HARD CASES

**MADE IN U.S.A.**

**SOMETHING NEW**

**SOMETHING OLD**

**SAME DAY SHIPPING**

**INCLUDES CABLE, SOFTWARE & MANUALS**

**O-SCOPE**
- Ip (DC-50KHz, single trace) $189.
- Ip (DC-500KHz, dual trace) $349.

**SEND CREDIT CARD INFO, M.O., OR CHECK, OR CALL**

1-800-980-9806

Allison Technology Corporation
8343 Carvel, Houston, TX, 77036 U.S.A.

http://www.atcweb.com

**DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE**

**FROM** $189.

O-SCOPE MODULES CONVERT PCs INTO MULTIPURPOSE TEST AND MEASURING INSTRUMENTS.
Why Design Circuits the Hard Way?

**B² SPICE** and **B² LOGIC** are the most powerful and affordable integrated analog and digital circuit design, simulation, and analysis packages available. **B² SPICE** and **B² LOGIC** neatly integrate the schematic editor, simulator, and graphics post processor. They are fully integrated and interactive and are extremely easy to use for **Windows™**, **Macintosh™**, and **Power Mac™**. Both **B² SPICE** and **B² LOGIC** are currently in use at over 100 major universities and many leading Fortune 500 companies such as The University of Michigan, Stanford, AT&T, General Electric, and Hewlett Packard, to mention a few!

---

**Beige Bag Software**
1756 Plymouth Road • Suite 370
Ann Arbor • Michigan • 48105

Phone 313.332.0487
Fax 313.332.0392
E-Mail info@beigebag.com
Url http://www.beigebag.com
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No costly school. No commuting to class. The Original Home-Study course prepares you for the "FCC Commercial Radio-telephone License." This valuable license is your professional "ticket" to thousands of exciting jobs in Communications, Radio-TV, Microwave, Maritime, Radar, Avionics and more...even start your own business!

You don't need a college degree to qualify, but you do need an FCC License.

No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School
This proven course is easy, fast and low cost! GUARANTEED PASS—You get your FCC License or money refunded. Send for FREE facts now! MAIL COUPON TODAY!

Or, Call 1-800-932-4268 Ext. 210

COMMAND PRODUCTIONS
FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept. 210
P.O. Box 2824, San Francisco, CA 94126
Please rush FREE details immediately!

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY  STATE  ZIP
PROFESSIONAL DESOLDERING with the

Bob Monroe - M.A.R.C. Electronics - Virginia Beach VA 804-468-3923
Bob's investment we've made. Saves time, especially with multi-sided PCB's. Extremely pleased with warranty. Failed within 6 months and replaced by DEN-ON overnight.

Dick Manning - Dicks Electronics - Hartland WI 414-367-8339
The ease & speed of component removal greatly increases productive time. The SMD lot makes SMD removal a breeze, even for inexperienced Techs.

Dave Hayes - E.H Engineering Ltd - Lincoln NE 402-466-6720
Has been a durable & desoldering unit. Our use has been both lab & field application over the last 2 yrs. with positive results.

Bob Sorrells CET/CSM Polytronics Microcomputer - Shreveport LA
We've used our SC7000 almost every day for about three years with virtually no problems. Just clean it before you turn it off for the day.

George Hefner - Hefner Electronics - Coleridge NE 402-283-4333
Being a one-man service center, I hesitated to spend the money on a desoldering tool, however all that changed when I nearly ruined a $400 computer logic board. It has cut my desoldering time by 50 to 75%.

Steven Gray - Electronic Wizards - Wichita KS 316-686-8324
By far the best desoldering tool we've ever used. Much more suction than other similar types we've tried. No trouble with postage stamp IC's or anything else.

Dennis McManis - Thorn Services International - Mabelton GA
The SC7000 has decreased my use of wick by 75% and at $25 a roll, it pays for itself within months. My total bench time is reduced by approx. 20%.

Don Cressin - Certified Electronics Service - Ellicott City MD 301-461-8808
We have obtained excellent results with the SC7000 including repairing high density U/V tuners. It is one of the best purchases we have made.

Doug Pettit - LuRay Electronics - LuRay VA 703-743-5401
We found that the SC7000 not only saves money vs. wick, but saves valuable time in troubleshooting. It allows you to be more accurate in removing SMD's.

Paul Horvat - Service Excellence Inc. - Bergenfield NJ 201-387-7776
It has made a almost impossible job (desoldering a 64 pin CPU) a piece of cake.

Specifications

- Totally Self Contained diaphragm vacuum pump and AC motor for high vacuum suction or reversible hot air blow for SMD removal.
- 100Watt Ceramic heater with zero-crossover switching heater control circuit which prevents spikes and leakage currents.
- Unique patented long lasting filter cartridge design. Solder builds up on easily cleaned baffle, while air flows around the outside of baffle.
- Totally ESD Safe. The housing contains carbon and the tip is at ground potential for complete ESD Protection.
- Maximum vacuum of 600mmHg is attained in 0.2 seconds.
- Temperature adjustable from 300°C - 450°C or 572°F - 842°F

DEN-ON SC7000

Mike Murphy - Service Center - Van Nuys CA 818-785-7905
The single best investment of repair equipment we've made. It outperforms all other desoldering tools we've used. Easier to use and least expensive.

FREE TRIAL

Available on Request

Call Now for Prices to Low to Advertise

Visa - M/C - Discover - American Express - Terms to Qualifying Companies

30 Day Money Back Total Satisfaction Guarantee - One Year Parts and Labor Warranty

Toll Free U.S. and Canada

1-800-394-1984

International

(316) 744-1984

or Fax (316) 744-1994
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1. Largest selection of HOME AUTOMATION products in the World!

Browse us on the WEB!
http://www.techmall.com/smarthome

Hundreds of hard-to-find automation, X10, and wireless control products. Computer control of your home, security systems, surveillance cameras, infra red audio/video control, HVAC, pet care automation, wiring supplies, and much more!

Home Automation Systems, Inc.
151 Kalmus Drive, Ste L4, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Questions 714-708-0610  FAX 714-708-0614
800-SMART-HOME 800-762-7846

ONLY COOL-AMP SILVERPLATES ON THE JOB.

From a customer testimonial:
"Ok, your edge connectors don't connect. Or you want to plate your own PC creations, but you don't want to bother with electro-plate solutions. The plating on the socket…has worn off and no longer makes reliable contact…what are you going to do now?"

"Give the people at Cool-Amp a call. They have a silver plating compound I have used for the past couple of years that solves all of the above problems and more. This white powder has an infinite shelf life… and is easy to use."

"It will actually put a permanent silver plate on copper, brass or bronze…There are no messy or dangerous chemicals. Application could not be easier. Use a clean rag and a little bit of water and just rub it on a clean surface. In minutes you can permanently silver plate a circuit board or replate a power amp lube or socket."

"It has saved me time, money and my sanity."

Cool amp has even outperformed electroplating in recent tests. It is time-proven since 1944.

AND CONDUCTO-LUBE.
THE SILVER-BASED CONDUCTIVE LUBRICANT.

The upstart, since 1952. Developed for switches, uses continue to expand to all applications needing a conductive lubricant.

ORDER FACTORY DIRECT:
503-624-6426 or FAX 503-624-6436

1-800-USA-NAVY.
World Wide Web: http://www.navyjobs.com
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Electronic CAD for Windows

Professional Windows tools at an affordable price with powerful features to make designing faster. WinBoard PCB layout delivers sophisticated interactive routing for complex designs, plus it has the tools needed for high-speed circuits, analog, RF and SMT designs.

WinDraft® Schematics
- 32 bit Windows application with multiple document interface and floating toolbar.
- Supports hierarchical designs and electrical rules checking.
- Over 11,000 unique library parts and symbol editor included.

WinBoard™ PCB layout
- Supports 16 layers, multiple copper pours, and advanced features for RF designs.
- Complete through hole and SMD library.
- CAM Support includes BOM, in-circuit test, NC Drill, Gerber, Pick & Place, DRC.

Prices start at only ... $250

Information is available on the Ivex World Wide Web. An evaluation copy with a complete 80 page Getting Started Guide is only $20.

World Wide Web: http://www.ivex.com

Tel: (503) 531-3555
Fax: (503) 629-4907
BBS: (503) 645-0576

Complete Low Cost Data Acquisition System for Windows - $67

- 8 channel recording (4 analog & 4 switch monitoring channels).
- Record up to 5000 data points per channel per recording.
- Real-time graphical displays of data acquisition e.g. analog & temperature.
- No analog to digital hardware required, uses the PC game (joystick) port.
- Selectable sample rates (from minute range to 20 hertz), option for user defined hi- and low- alarms.
- Software calibration features allow calibration of sensors and joystick port.
- Save data in ASCII & BMP formats, supports OLE with EXCEL.
- Built in spreadsheet, ASCII data editor & graph plotting windows.
- Includes extensive documentation, plus examples of PC data acquisition projects (circuits & component suppliers) e.g. temperature, light, voltage, position sensing & switch sensing. For most hardware interfaces little more is required than a resistor to link a voltage or sensor to the joystick port.
- Visual Basic code can be purchased.

Purchase Price $69 + Shipping and Handling $6 (USA) or $7.50 (Canada)
Phone for further information Ph. (805) 499-7990
Measurement Software, 2238 Adrian St., Newbury Park, CA 91320, USA
Miniature Transmitters and Receivers

Small, Attractive, High End Quality, 2 Channel 318 MHz Transmitter 59,049 Settable Codes, 120'-300' Range, 1-1/4” x 2” x 9/16”, Assembled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF300T</td>
<td>150' Range Transmitter</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF300XT</td>
<td>300' Range Transmitter</td>
<td>29.95</td>
<td>24.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Small, High End Quality, 2 Channel Receiver for the RF300 Transmitters 1-1/4” x 3-3/4” x 9/16” PCB w/.1” spaced pads for standard connectors

Input: 8-24 vdc Output: Gated CMOS Momentary and Latching Lines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF300R</td>
<td>Receiver, Fully Assembled</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF300RK</td>
<td>Receiver, Complete Parts Kit</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF300PA</td>
<td>Pre-Amplifier. Doubles Range</td>
<td>14.95</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Small, Economical, Single Channel Transmitter and Receiver Set
Set Code, 60' Range, 1-7/8”x2-3/8”x7/16” (T), 2”x2-3/4”x9/16” (R)

Receiver Input: 5 vdc Output: Gated TTL Momentary Line

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF60</td>
<td>Transmitter and Receiver Set</td>
<td>24.95</td>
<td>19.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visitec Inc.
P.O. Box 14156 Fremont, CA. 94539 (510) 651-1425 Fax (510) 651-8454

---

FREE

Monthly Special! Free window clip antenna with these radios!

Trident Spectrum Analyzer
1-1300MHz in two bands with a Span that's variable from 500 MHz to 10 MHz. 80db on Screen Range, marker generator, 200K/10K selectable bandwidth, 117dBm Sensitivity, outputs to any x/y o'scope. $699.00

These are a few of our products and price values. For more information dial toll free or see our web site, or get instant specs & info. from our fax back service.

Toll Free, 24 Hours! For orders. 317 543 9771 for tech support. For Fax Facts Instant catalog sheet service, dial 317 849 8683. ACECOMMS@aol.com Email Web: www.aceomms.com. Mastercard, Visa, Checks, Approved P.O.'s & COD (add $5.50) & AMEX, Discover.

Prices, specs and availability subject to change. Ground shipping and handling charge $7.95
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ARE YOU BEING "BUGGED"?

OUR FINEST Counter-Surveillance Device

THE ULTIMATE IN "BUG" DETECTION EQUIPMENT "DEBUGS" ROOMS AND TELEPHONES!

If you require GUARANTEED PROTECTION against electronic telephone monitoring devices and COMPLETE CONFIDENTIAL PRIVACY in certain rooms and areas, we highly recommend the COUNTER-SURVEILLANCE DETECTOR CSD-18.

CONDUCT A PROFESSIONAL SEARCH...ANYTIME...ANYWHERE!

Every newspaper and magazine article and every radio and TV story discussing some new episode involving "bugging" devices, comments on the ever growing demand for electronic detectorCounter-Surveillance "sweeps" and equipment. The very limited supply of competently trained and equipped Counter-Surveillance specialists has created a situation where "sweep" rates exceeding $250 per hour are now considered reasonable and appropriate.

This is an exciting, immensely interesting and profitable field that you can enter with a minimum investment. Two hours actual practice with the CSD-18 will have you "reading" and "clearing" telephones and rooms with professional ease and competence. The average fee for "debugging" a single telephone is over $200.00. It requires about 45 minutes to complete the job and once it gets around that YOU can provide this service, you'll quickly have more clients than you can handle. Even if you choose to provide "sweeps" for only a small number of friends and associates, your initial investment will quickly be returned many times over.

FREE WITH ORDER!

SUBMINIATURE "BODY WIRE" DETECTOR!

If you fear the possibility of being overheard and are seeking to protect your confidential data banks, voice and detailed analysis of electronic telephone conversations, you'll want to receive our

"Full Range Dynamic Headphones"

EXCLUSIVE "LISTEN-IN" FEATURE!

The CSD-18 will even allow you to "listen-in" to exactly what the eavesdropper is surreptitiously monitoring. And, without the eavesdropper ever becoming aware that he has been detected! We are unaware of any other detection equipment having this combined capability AT ANY PRICE!

THE ONE "BUG" TO FEAR MOST!

While most individuals are now somewhat guarded in their telephone conversations, they still rather naively feel secure in the "privacy" of their own home or office. However, the most common type of "tap" presently used by eavesdroppers now picks up ALL SOUNDS AND CONVERSATION WITHIN A ROOM ... WITH THE TELEPHONE STILL ON!

Due to this devastating capability, this "infinity" tap (referred to as "Infinity Transmitter", Hookswitch Bypass, 3rd Wire, Harmonica Bug, etc.) has become the "bug of choice".

In flagrant violation of federal law prohibiting their use and sale, these devices in various forms are openly advertised in many technical publications for as little as $30. Literally thousands of these devices are now in the hands of unscrupulous individuals all over the country!

In response to this ever-growing threat, a uniquely engineered feature of the CSD-18 now also detects Infinity type devices anywhere "down the line".

In other words, IF ANYONE...ANYWHERE...is utilizing the telephone tip and/or ring wires to monitor your private room conversations while your telephone is on the hook, you'll immediately be made aware of it via a flashing "LED".

100% POSITIVE INDICATION

The CSD-18 also flawlessly detects "Series" and "Parallel" telephone transmitters and "Telephone Recording Devices". And, a separate feature silently indicates when extension phones are picked up or being used. The CSD-18 completely eliminates all doubt and guesswork!

EXTREME SENSITIVITY!

This is our finest piece of detection equipment! The CSD-18 quickly locates electronic eavesdropping devices in homes, offices, vehicles, boats, or concealed on the body. It will actually pick up many eavesdropping transmitters at ranges up to 25 ft. Extreme sensitivity is obtained by a 2-stage efficient amplification circuitry directly following the RF detection stages. Excellent quality, dynamic headphones exclude outside sounds to further enhance detector output.

Encompassing an extremely wide-band frequency coverage of up to 1.5 to over 3 Gz, the CSD-18 quickly "home-in" on any eavesdropping transmitter and immediately pinpoints its location. The closer you get to the "bug", the further the needle moves to the right. It's as simple as that.

"FLASHING" LED WARNS YOU INSTANTLY!

And, for maximum telephone security, the CSD-18 automatically analyzes a pre-programmed series of electronic measurements along the telephone line and converts the analysis into an easy to follow, step by step, test procedure. No technical knowledge is required or necessary. A visual indication (via a flashing LED) immediately reveals the presence of the various types of telephone "taps" and the flashing sequence identifies the actual type of eavesdropping device.

DETECTS THE LATEST "SUPER-BUGS"

Exclusive GSS proprietry circuitry assures the utmost privacy protection possible today. The CSD-18 detects even the very latest ultra-sophisticated eavesdropping devices specifically designed to defeat detection, including sophisticated Frequency Hoppers and "Burst Bugs". Also includes multi-line option for testing business phones.

MAXIMUM PROTECTION

The CSD-18 detects and locates ALL major categories of surveillance equipment including:

- BUMPER BEEPERS,
- "BODY" TRANSMITTERS,
- TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICES,
- SERIES & PARALLEL PHONE TRANSMITTERS,
- "INFINITY", MICRO-WAVE AND "LASER" BUGS,
- ALL TYPES OF CONCEALED TRANSMITTERS including Video, Computer and Fax Transmitters.

CSD-18 $495 Complete
Includes headphones, antenna/probe, all plugs and adapters, batteries, the Free SBD-5 & Info Package.

HOW TO ORDER

Order NOW by Mail or Telephone. 10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE if you're not 100% pleased and completely satisfied. We pay shipping charges on all prepaid & credit card orders. Add $15 for CODs.

FOR FASTEST SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE ORDER BY PHONE 1 800 732-5000

July 1996, Electronics Now
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Check Out What We Have To Offer:

Fantastic DMM Offer!!!
Don't let the price fool you. This meter is a digital multimeter designed for engineers and hobbyists. Equipped with 5 functions and 19 ranges. Each test position is quickly and easily selected with a simple turn of the FUNCTION/RANGE selector rotary switch. Rubber Boot Included

General
Display: 3-1/2 Digit LCD. 21 mm Figure Height with Automatic Polarity
Overrange Indication: 3 Least Significant Digits Blank

Temperature
Temperature Ranges:
Operating: 0°C to 40°C (32°F to 104°F)
Storage: -10°C to 50°C (14°F to 122°F)

Power: 9V Alkaline or Carbon-Zinc Battery (NEDA 18650)
Low Battery Indication: BAT on Left of LCD Display

Dimensions: 188mm long x 87mm wide x 33mm thick
Net Weight: 400g

DC Voltage (DCV):
Range: Resolution: Accuracy:
200mV 100µV 2000mV ±(1%rdg +2dgts)
20V 10mV ±(1%rdg +2dgts)
200V 100mV 1000V 1V ±(1%rdg +2dgts)
Maximum Allowable Input: 1000V DC or Peak AC

DC Current (DCA):
Range: Resolution: Accuracy:
200µA 100µA ±(1%rdg +2dgts)
20mA 10mA ±(1%rdg +2dgts)
200mA 100mA ±(1%rdg +2dgts)
10A 10mA ±(1%rdg +2dgts)
Overload Protection: mA input 2A/250V fuse

AC Voltage (ACV):
Range: Resolution: Accuracy: 750V 1V 45Hz-450Hz
Frequency Range: 45Hz-450Hz
Maximum Allowable Input: 750V rms
Response: Average Responding. Calibrated in ms of a Sine Wave

Resistance: (Ω)
Range: Resolution: Accuracy:
200Ω 1Ω ±(1%rdg +2dgts)
2kΩ 1Ω ±(1%rdg +2dgts)
20kΩ 1kΩ ±(1%rdg +2dgts)
200kΩ 10kΩ ±(1%rdg +2dgts)
Maximum Open Circuit Voltage: 2.8V

Continuity:
The beeper will sound when the resistance of circuit under measurement is less than 30Ω.

Frequency:
The beeper will sound when the resistance of circuit under measurement is less than 30Ω.

Diode Test:
Measures forward voltage drop of a semiconductor junction in mV test current of 1.5mA Max.

NHE Test:
Measures transistor NHE.

Switchable Scope Probe Sets
(Selectable X1/Ref/X10) These high quality scope probe sets are for oscilloscopes up to 100MHz (model HP9060) or 150MHz (model HP9150). Each set includes a handy storage pouch and include an IC test-hook adapter for the probe. The BNC connector rotates to avoid cable tangling or kink. Cable length is 1.4 meters.

Positive Photo Resist Pre-Sensitized Printed Circuit Boards
These pre-sensitized printed circuit boards are ideal for small production runs. They provide high resolution and excellent line width control. High sensitive positive resist coated on 1oz. copper foil allows you to go direct from your computer plot or art work layout. No need to reverse art.

Single-Sided, 1oz. Copper Foil on Paper Phenolic Substrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT NO</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE EACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PP101</td>
<td>100mm x 150mm/3.91&quot; x 5.91&quot;</td>
<td>$2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP114</td>
<td>114mm x 185mm/4.6&quot; x 6.6&quot;</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP152</td>
<td>150mm x 250mm/5.91&quot; x 9.84&quot;</td>
<td>5.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP153</td>
<td>150mm x 300mm/5.91&quot; x 11.81&quot;</td>
<td>6.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Double-Sided, 1oz. Copper Foil on Fiberglass Substrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT NO</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE EACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GS101</td>
<td>100mm x 150mm/3.91&quot; x 5.91&quot;</td>
<td>$3.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS114</td>
<td>114mm x 185mm/4.6&quot; x 6.6&quot;</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS152</td>
<td>150mm x 250mm/5.91&quot; x 9.84&quot;</td>
<td>8.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS153</td>
<td>150mm x 300mm/5.91&quot; x 11.81&quot;</td>
<td>10.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Developer
This product is used as the developer on our positive photo-resist printed circuit boards. Includes instructions, 50 gram package, mixes with water.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT NO</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE EACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GD101</td>
<td>100mm x 150mm/3.91&quot; x 5.91&quot;</td>
<td>$5.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GD114</td>
<td>114mm x 185mm/4.6&quot; x 6.6&quot;</td>
<td>5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GD152</td>
<td>150mm x 250mm/5.91&quot; x 9.84&quot;</td>
<td>10.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GD153</td>
<td>150mm x 300mm/5.91&quot; x 11.81&quot;</td>
<td>11.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Etching Chemicals/Ferric Chloride
A dry concentrate that mixes with water to make 1 pint of etchant, enough to etch 400 sq. inches of 1oz board.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT NO</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE EACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ER-3</td>
<td>Makes 1 pint</td>
<td>$3.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Etching Tank
This handy etching system will handle PC boards up to 8" x 9", two at a time. Ideal for etching your PCB's! System includes an air pump for etchant agitation, a thermostatically controlled heater for keeping etchant at optimum temperature and a tank that holds 1.35 gallons of etchant. A tight fitting lid is also supplied to prevent evaporation when system is not being used. Typical etching time is reduced to 4 minutes on 1oz. copper board!

Desoldering Pumps
These powerful plastic body desoldering pumps are designed for easy one hand operation for fast, efficient desoldering. Double O-ring piston seals for maximum suction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT NO</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE EACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08-366S</td>
<td>Large Desoldering Pump</td>
<td>$15.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08-366E</td>
<td>Regular Desoldering Pump</td>
<td>10.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08-366TIP</td>
<td>Replacement Tip</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Electronic Soldering System**

Here's the ideal solution when Temperature Control is required. Easy to use slide control allows user to set system from 300°F to 840°F. Voltage from iron control unit is 24V Iron heating power is 48W. Replaceable 5.3mm tip is standard. Replacement irons and tips are available.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT NO</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE EACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SL10</td>
<td>Temp Controlled Soldering Iron</td>
<td>$56.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL24V</td>
<td>Spare 24V Soldering Iron</td>
<td>$10.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Electronic Soldering System with LED Display**

Deluxe temperature controlled system with LED display for maximum accuracy. Temperature is adjustable from 160°F-400°C (320°F-900°C). Iron heating power is 48 Watts. Runs on 24V from control unit. Replacement irons and tips are available. Tip size is 5.3mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT NO</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE EACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SL30</td>
<td>Deluxe Soldering System w/ LED</td>
<td>$85.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL24V</td>
<td>Spare 24V Soldering Iron for SL10 or SL30</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Replacement Tips for SL10/SL30**

We now offer a variety of replacement tips for the SL10/SL30 soldering stations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT NO</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE EACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>821</td>
<td>1/32&quot; Pencil Tip</td>
<td>$1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>822</td>
<td>1/32&quot; Pencil Tip</td>
<td>$1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>823</td>
<td>1/64&quot; Pencil Tip</td>
<td>$1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>824</td>
<td>1/64&quot; Chisel Tip</td>
<td>$1.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ball Bearing 12V DC Fans**

These High Quality Fans feature Ball Bearings and Brushless DC Motors. All of them are designed to meet UL, CSA & VDE Standards. Design these fans into power supplies, computers or other equipment requiring additional air flows for heat removal. These fans are regular Circuit Specialists stock items — they are not surplus.

**INDUSTRY BEST PRICING!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIMENSIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSD 4010-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSD 6025-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSD 8025-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSD 9225-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSD 1225-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOLDER**

We stock high quality 60/40Sn/Pb, .031" and .037/,.031" diameter. This prime JIS certified solder that we maintain as a regular stock item (it is not "Left-overs, Rejects or Surplus") and you can buy it from us at a fraction of the price that you are used to.

**CCD Camera - IR Responsive**

This black and white monochrome CCD Camera is totally contained on a PCB (70mm x 40mm). The lens is the tallest component on the board (27mm high from the back of the PCB) and it works with light as low as 0.1 lux. It is IR Responsive for use in total darkness. It comes with six IR LED's on board. It connects to any standard monitor, AUX or video input on a VCR or through a video modulator to a TV. Works with a REGULATED 12V power supply (11V-13V). Hooks up by connecting three wires: red to 12V, black to ground (power & video) and brown to video signal output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAT NO</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE EACH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RH60-4</td>
<td>IR Camera</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH60-TUBE</td>
<td>IR Camera</td>
<td>$8.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS, INC.**

**SINCE 1971**

**SEE OUR ON-LINE CATALOG AT**

http://www.cir.com

**RECEIVE OUR LATEST 132 PAGE CATALOG!**

It's chock full of all types of electronic equipment and supplies. We've got IC's, capacitors, resistors, pots, inductors, test equipment, breadboarding supplies, PC supplies, industrial computers, data acquisition products, personal computers and computer parts. Plus much, much more. Fax your name and address or call 800-811-5203, ext. 5, to leave a message on our catalog request line.
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TACTICAL ELECTRONICS

Plans • Ready-to-Use • Easy-to-Build Kits

3 Mi Voice Transmitter
- Ultra-Sensitive Mic
- Crystal Clear
- Tuned 80-130 Mhz.
- FMV1K Kit/Plans $39.50

3 Mi Telephone Xmitter
- Tune-able 80-130 Mhz. • Undetectable
- Only transmits when phone is used
- WVP77K Kit/Plans $39.50

Extended Play Telephone Taping System
- Taped Phone Conversation • Extends Tape
- TAP70X Ready to Use $88.50

3 Mi Tracker Transmitter
- Tunable Output
- Uses FM Radio
- Excellent Signal Beacon
- HODK7 Kit/Plans $39.50

Window Bounce Laser Listener
- Aim at window and listen to sounds from reflected light. CAUTION - Not for illegal use.
- LW2B0 Ready to Use $100.00
- LW2B0 Ready to Use (req'd vid input) $195.50

INFORMATION
UNLIMITED

Dept ENS-2, Box 716, Amherst, NH 03031
Phone: 603-673-4730 FAX: 603-672-5406
MC, VISA, COD, Checks accepted Please add $5.00 S & H

CONTROL
RELAYS • LIGHTS • MOTORS

MEASURE
TEMPERATURE • PRESSURE • LIGHT LEVELS • HUMIDITY

INPUT
SWITCH POSITIONS • THERMOSTATS • LIQUID LEVELS

MODEL 30 . . . . . . . S79
- Flunk into PC Box
- Day Lines Digital 1/0
- 8 Channel
- 9 Bit A/D 7 IR
- 1 Bit Counter
- Up to 148 MHz/SEC

MODEL 45 . . . . . . . S189
- 8-320 INTERFACE
- Bias 100 KEA/A
- 8 Lines Digital 1/0
- 1 Analog Inputs
- 2 Analog Outputs
- 2 Counters 24 Bit

MODEL 100 . . . . . . . $279
- 32 Bit Interface
- 4 Analog Outputs
- 3 Timer Counter
- 24 Digital 1/0

MODEL 60 . . . . . . . S179
- 2 Analog Interface
- 16 Digital 1/0
- 1-8 Bit Analog Interface
- 2 Counters 24 Bit

MODEL 70 . . . . . . . S239
- 8-320 INTERFACE
- 16 Bit A/D
- 2 Analog Inputs
- 1 Analog Output
- Optional 12 Bit A/D

MODEL 40 . . . . . . . $99
- 8-320 INTERFACE
- 8 Lines Digital 1/0
- 2 Analog Inputs
- PWR Output
- Optional 12 Bit A/D

LONG RANGE MICROPHONE
- 24" dish focuses signals to an ultra-high gain amplifer.
- PM8K Kit/Plans $149.50
- Optional wireless module transmits captured sounds to an FM radio.
- WM8K Kit for Wireless Option $28.50

CYBERNETIC EAR
- Enhances normal hearing 3-4 times!
- Adjustable volume control, fits easily into either ear. Many, many uses.
- CYBERBEAR Ready to Use $19.95

INVISIBLE PAIN FIELD INTRODUCER DETERRENT
- System detects invasions and turns on a sonic field of pain, causing disorientation, acute paranoia, nausea and more.
- The perpetrator • man or animal • soon vacates!
- PPGY Kit/Plans $129.50
- PPGY Ready to Use $198.50

CONTROL THEIR MINDS!
- Programmable audible and visual stimus induces hypnocnic trances.
- HYP2K Kit/Plans $28.95
- HYP2K Book of Hypnosis $14.95

TURN YOUR PC INTO A DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE!
mission technology, inc.'s PC-MultiScope now sold by Amaze Electronics

As reviewed in the May 1996 issue of Electronics Now!

At right: Actual scope screen as seen on your PC monitor.

FEATURES:
1. Dual channel; external triggered
2. Digital storage; Windows based
3. Connects to PC parallel port
4. 20Mhz max. digital bandwidth;
   2Mhz max. analog bandwidth
5. Programmable gain from 5v/div to 5mv/div
6. Frequency analyzer function
7. Strip chart recorder function
8. Integrated 16 bit output

AMAZE ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
amaze@hooked.net www.hooked.net/users/amaze
Phone: 800-996-2008 Fax: 408-996-0366
Quality Reconditioned
Test Equipment from Danbar

Hewlett-Packard 3586B
Selective Level Meter
Makes carrier measurements to 32.5 MHz, voice channel measurements from 50 Hz to 100 kHz, can use the 3336B Level Generator as an automatic tracking generator. Opt 004. Like new condition.
$850.00

Hewlett-Packard 3336B
Synthesizer/ Level Generator covers the frequency range from 10 Hz to 21 MHz, making the 3336B useful for telephone circuit loop testing on most FDM systems. Includes opt 005. Like new.
$850.00

Hewlett-Packard 3325A
Synthesizer/ Function Generator, 1 µHz to 21 MHz, wideband sweeper, programmable, 11 digit resolution.
$2000.00

Hewlett-Packard 3314A
Function Generator, .001 Hz to 19.99 MHz with an amplitude range of .01 mV to 10 V p-p, sine, square and triangle waves, arbitrary signals, AM/ FM/ VCO, gate and counted burst.
$3800.00

Hewlett-Packard 214B
Pulse Generator, high power 100 V, 2 A output into 50 Ω, 10 MHz repetition rate, constant duty cycle.
$1995.00

Hewlett-Packard 8901A
Modulation Analyzer, 150 kHz to 1300 MHz, measures AM and FM to 1% accuracy, measures RF frequency and power, completely automatic, options available.
$5500.00

Hewlett-Packard 8903A
Audio Analyzer, measures distortion, SINAD, signal-noise, frequency (20 Hz to 150 kHz), ac and dc level, options available.
$2750.00

Tektronix 475A DM44
Oscilloscope
250 MHz bw, dual channel, 5 mV/ div sensitivity, 1nS/ div sweep rate. With differential/time/ DMM option. Includes 2 probes.
$975.00

Tektronix 465 Oscilloscope
100 MHz bw, dual trace, 5 mV/ div sensitivity, 5 ns/ div sweep rate, 8 x 10 cm CRT. Includes 2 probes.
$590.00

Tektronix 485 Oscilloscope
350 MHz bw, dual trace, 5 mV/ div sensitivity, 1 ns/ div sweep rate, 3.0 div/ ns writing speed, selectable input impedance.
$1000.00

Tektronix 7834 Package
Dc to 400 MHz Storage Oscilloscope Mainframe with the following plug-ins: (1) 7A19 amplifier, (1) 7A26 dual trace amplifier, (1) 7B65 delaying time base, and (1) 7B80 time base.
$1000.00

Tektronix 7904 Package
Dc to 500 MHz Oscilloscope Mainframe with the following plug-ins: (1) 7A24 dual trace amplifier, (1) 7A26 dual trace amplifier, (1) 7B80 time base, and (1) 7B85 delaying time base.
$1100.00

Fluke 1900A
Multifunction Counter, 5 Hz to 80 MHz, provides frequency, period, period averaging and totalize measurements, 6 digit display, 1 MHz low-pass filter.
$189.00 Special

JFW 75PD-001 Power Divider
2 Way Power Divider, Dc to 1000 frequency range, power division asymmetry (Dc to 500 MHz ± 2 dB, 500 to 1000 MHz ± 4 dB), 75 Ω impedance, input power 1W average @ 25ºC, 1000 W peak (1 microsecond).
$22.00 or 5 for $100.00

Hewlett-Packard 8656B
Synthesized Signal Generator, 100 kHz to 990 MHz, 10 Hz resolution, +1.0 dB absolute level accuracy, 150 ms frequency switching speed, HP-IB.
$5000.00

Hewlett-Packard 8569B
10 MHz to 22 GHz, input preselection, 1.7 to 22 GHz, resolution 100 Hz to 3 MHz.
$9200.00

Tektronix 492 Spectrum Analyzer
50 kHz to 21 GHz, 80 dB dynamic range, amplitude comparison in 0.25 dB steps. Options 01, 02.
$7500.00

Available with Opt 01, 02, 03 $8250.00

Boonton 920A
RF RMS Millivoltmeter, 200 µV to 3V, 1% accuracy, 10 Hz to 2.5 GHz, true rms, display in mV, dBm, dB, dBmV, dBV or dBW.
$325.00

Hewlett-Packard 3311A
Function Generator, 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz, sine, square, triangle and pos. pulse waveforms.
Special
$350.00

Please call for our Free 1996 Catalog
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ATTENTION CABLE VIEWERS

CABLE VIEWERS...get back to your BASIC Cable Needs

Call 800-577-8775
For information regarding all of your BASIC cable needs.

5 GOOD REASONS TO BUY OUR FAR SUPERIOR PRODUCT

- PRICE
- EFFICIENT SALES AND SERVICE
- WE SPECIALIZE IN 5, 10 LOT PRICING
- ALL FUNCTIONS (COMPATIBLE WITH ALL MAJOR BRANDS)
- ANY SIZE ORDER FILLED WITH SAME DAY SHIPPING

We handle NEW equipment ONLY - Don't trust last years OBSOLETE and UNSOLD stock!
COMPETITIVE PRICING—DEALERS WELCOME

HOURS: Monday-Saturday 9-5 C.S.T.

BASIC ELECTRICAL SUPPLY & WAREHOUSING CORPORATION
P.O. Box 8180 • Bartlett, IL 60103 • 800-577-8775
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ATTENTION CABLE VIEWERS • CABLE VIEWERS...get back to your BASIC Cable Needs

Call 800-577-8775
For information regarding all of your BASIC cable needs.
“HI-8” VIDEO CASSETTE (USED)

SONY Hi-8

Top quality, metal particle 120 minute video cassettes. Used for a short time, then bulk-erased. Each cassette has its own plastic storage box. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

$3.00 each
CAT # VCU-8
10 for $28.00 • 100 for $250.00

CAMCORDER BATTERY QUICK-CHARGERS

“Power-Up™” quick-charger conditioners can charge nickel cadmium batteries in about 10% of the time (usually less than one hour) it takes to charge by conventional trickle charger. Conditioning cycle discharges battery before recharging to increase battery life. Easy to read LED’s allow precise monitoring of charging cycle. Includes a cigarette lighter cord, so it can be used in your vehicle as well as indoors. Available for two kinds of 6 Vdc camcorder batteries:

For Panasonic Palmcorder and other compatible batteries. CAT # QCC-16 $25.00 each
For Sony Handycam and other compatible batteries CAT # QCC-66 $25.00 each

QUALITY PARTS

FAST SHIPPING

DISCOUNT PRICING

CALL, WRITE, FAX or E-MAIL For A Free 64 Page CATALOG.
Outside the U.S.A. send $2.00 postage.

SUPER NINTENDO POWER SUPPLY

Nintendo # SNS-002
New, original wall transformer with 9 foot cord and coax plug with center pin. Output: 10 vdc @ 850 ma. UL and CSA listed.

$4.00 each
CAT # DCTX-1085
10 for $35.00

MAGNETIC CARD READER

Magtek # 21045002
Credit card or ID card magnetic strip reader consists of break-resistant plastic card guide with decoder pc board and head. Head is mounted on spring steel strip which keeps it pressed against the card surface. Terminated with a socket connector at the end of 5 color-coded leads.

3.57" X 0.9" X0.95"
CAT# MCR-2 $6.00 each

FLASH TUBE ASSEMBLY

Complete, functioning flash assembly with horseshoe flash tube, originally designed to be part of a highway warning sign. Flashes at rate of 28-30 flashes per minute when connected to 3 vdc.

3.32" X 1.17" X 0.7" high.
CAT# FSH-3 $3.75 each

ULTRA-BRIGHT LED

Rohm # SLA-580MT-E49 T-1 3/4
GREEN, water clear in off state. 500+ mcd @ 2.1 v, 16ma.
CAT# LED-33 $2 for $1.00
100 for $40.00 • 1000 for $300.00

GOOD-LOOKING, WELL CON-STRUCTED CANVAS CARRYING CASE

Good-looking, well constructed 7.5" X 6" X 1.95" canvas carrying case with zipper on two sides. Webbed nylon hand strap and ample foam padding inside. Probably originally designed for transporting memory storage media.

The black foam padding inside can easily be reconfigured to accommodate photographic, audio or video components. The removal of one large chunk of foam gives you a well padded interior volume of 5.9" x 4.3" x 0.75". All black with red and white embroidered “K-stor” (tm) logo on front.

CAT# CSE-3 $3.75 each
10 for $35.00
60 for $180.00

PHOTO RESISTOR

Silonex # NSL 4582
Cadmium Sulfide photocell. 22 ohms in bright light. 2 meg ohms dark. Plastic encapsulated.

CAT # PRE-12 75¢

FAX/MODEM LINE PROTECTOR

Ora Electronics # MP700
Protects against data interruptions and eavesdropping of private conversations when fax machine, modem or phone shares a line with other similar devices. Easy to install. Plugs inline between wall jack and telephone line. Requires one for each instrument sharing the same line.

$3.00 per package of 3 devices
CAT # MP-700

ORDER TOLL FREE

1-800-826-5432

MAIL ORDERS TO:
ALL ELECTRONICS CORP.
P.O. BOX 567
VAN NUYS, CA 91408-0567

FAX (818) 781-2653 • INFO (818) 904-0524
http://www.allcorp.com/
E-MAIL allcorp@allcorp.com

NO MINIMUM ORDER • All Orders Can Be Charged to Visa, Mastercard, American Express or Discover • Checks and Money Orders Accepted by Mail • Orders Delivered in the State of California must include California State Sales Tax • NO C.O.D. • Shipping and Handling $5.00 for the 48 Continental United States • ALL OTHERS including Alaska, Hawaii, P.R. and Canada Must Pay Full Shipping • Quantities Limited • Prices Subject to change without notice.

MANUFACTURERS - We Purchase EXCESS INVENTORIES... Call, Write, E-MAIL or Fax YOUR LIST.

CIRCLE 214 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

July, 1996, Electronics Now
Robot Kits

EASY TO BUILD You do ALL electronic & mechanical assembly using 2-color Instruction Books with step-by-step, well-illustrated directions for assembly, experiments and testing. Each Robot Kit applies different electronic & robotic principles. Learn how Robots work and have fun at the same time!

606A "Scrambler" All Terrain Robot This 6-legged Robot walks over rough terrain. Uses high-tech infrared beam to sense and avoid objects in its path. 32 page Book. $37.95

602A "Blinky" Pathfinder Robot Follows path made with a marker pen or tape. Red/green LEDs react to steering changes, adding fun and interest. 28 page Book. Infrared emitter/detectors. $36.95

DEPENDABLE PRODUCTS Since 1963, Graymark's ONLY business has been producing educational electronic kits. We do one thing and we do it right. That's why Graymark has the largest selection of electronic kits. And, our "It works or we fix it" policy guarantees success for YOU!

ORDER TODAY! Phone: VISA/MasterCard Mail: Check/Money Order, VISA/MasterCard Add: $4.00 Shipping

Graymark P.O. Box 2015, Tustin, CA 92681 800-854-7393

CALL FOR FREE 40 PAGE CATALOG

Audio Transformers

We also stock over 75 small parts for audio construction! SESCOM has it all; just one call!

New Boxes for '96 BOX-IT ENCLOSURES

Large Project Boxes

MODEL W x D x H. A* B** OPT.
MPB-1 4 x 4 x 2.15 4.00 4.25
MPB-2 4 x 4 x 3.25 6.00 6.25
MPB-3 4 x 4 x 4.25 8.00 8.25
MPB-4 4 x 4 x 5.00 10.00 10.25
MPB-5 4 x 4 x 6.00 12.00 12.25
MPB-6 4 x 4 x 7.00 14.00 14.25
MPB-7 4 x 4 x 8.00 16.00 16.25
MPB-8 4 x 4 x 9.00 18.00 18.25
MPB-9 4 x 4 x 10.00 20.00 20.25
MPB-10 4 x 4 x 11.00 22.00 22.25
MPB-11 4 x 4 x 12.00 24.00 24.25
MPB-12 4 x 4 x 13.00 26.00 26.25
MPB-13 4 x 4 x 14.00 28.00 28.25
MPB-14 4 x 4 x 15.00 30.00 30.25
MPB-15 4 x 4 x 16.00 32.00 32.25

WRITE OR FAX FOR CATALOGS

CONSTRUCTOR'S HARDWARE, AUDIO SIPS & AUDIO TRANSFORMERS

Fax Orders: 949-853-1559 U.S. & Canada (Mexico dial 95 first) 800-551-2749 Australia 1800-12-8491

ORDER TODAY HOURS

ALL PRICES INCLUDE WORLDWIDE SHIPPING $30.00 MINIMUM ORDER MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

SFCOM, INC. 2100 WARD DRIVE HENDERSON, NV 8 NATION WIDE
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Readers Specials!
Take advantage of these tremendous offers on select items for the workbench...
Call today, time is limited!
To take advantage of these offers, you must supply this special price code:
CODE: ENS25

Value and Selection
From One source...

Test Equipment from Tenma, Fluke, Hitachi, Leader, & K
Name Brand and Low Cost Generic Technicron's Tools,
OEM and Generic TV/VCR repair parts,
Over 10,000 American and Original Japanese Semiconductors

MCM offers a full line of tools and test equipment engineered for the repair of computers, TVs, VCRs and more. In addition, you will find a wide variety of TV/VCR parts, passive components and semiconductors, over 25,000 items in all, stocked and ready to ship.

30 Piece Security Screwdriver Kit
SAVE 13%
Ideal for those service applications made difficult by using security screws. Kit contains removal tools for opening many items including IBM PS/2 monitors, cable boxes, telephone equipment and more.
#22-1475
Reg. $39.95
Sale $34.95

MCM VCR Repair Tech Disk
SAVE 13%
Ideal for anyone in the VCR Service Business. Contains over 4800 VCR problems with practical repair suggestions. Shows case histories by model number. You can add your own problems and solutions for future reference. Requires DOS 3.0, 1MB hard drive space.
#81-1735
Reg. $39.95
Sale $34.95

TENMA™
Digital Solder Station
Digital display accurately shows temperature. 320-900°F adjustment and grounded tip make this ideal for most soldering applications.
#21-1590
Reg. $139.00
Sale $99.00

FREE Catalog
Prices effective July 1 through August 9, 1996

Call Today For your FREE catalog.
1-800-543-4330

MCM ELECTRONICS®
650 CONGRESS PARK RD.
CENTerville, OH 45459-4072
A PREMIER Company

CIRCLe 296 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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Device Programmers

Connects to standard PC parallel printer port

PB-10 Internal Card for PC

- Easy to use software, on-line help, full screen editor
- Fast Programming (EMP-20)
  - 27C010A, 23 seconds
  - 28C020, 34 seconds
  - 27C040, 95 seconds
- Made in USA
- 1 Year Warranty
- Technical Support by phone
- 30 day Money Back Guarantee
- FREE software upgrades available via BBS
- Demo SW via BBS (EM20DEMO.EXE) (PB10DEMO.EXE)
- Eeproms 2716 - 8 megabit, 27210-27240, 27C400 & 27C800
- Flash 28F256-28F020, (29C256-29C010 (EMP-20 only))
- Micros 8741A, 42A, 42AH, 48, 49, 48H, 49H, 55, 87C51, 87C51FX, 87C751, 752
- GAL, PLD from NS, Lattice, AMD -16V8, 20V8, 22V10 (EMP-20 only)

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

4630 Beloit Drive, Suite 20
Sacramento, CA 95838
(Monday-Friday, 8 am-5 pm PST)

CIRCLE 257 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

---

The GIANT Black Book of Computer Viruses

Enter the secret world of computer viruses with this incredible book! Find out how viruses work, while learning coding secrets that make your computer software capable of amazing feats. Explore the PC as well as Windows and OS/2 internals. Learn how to get a super user account on a UNIX system with a virus. Get the inside scoop on the incredible KOH virus - a beneficial virus that will keep your data encrypted for you. More than just a dry textbook, this book is an excellent tutorial in assembler that will hold your interest with a fascinating subject! It includes full source and explanations of 37 different viruses and four different anti-virus programs!

ALL NEW

672 page Book $39.95
Program Disk $15.00
Shipping $3

Call (800)719-4957 now!

to order (Visa/MC/COD) or call or write for free catalog!

American Eagle Publications, Inc.
P. O Box 1507
Show Low, AZ 85901

CIRCLE 319 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

---

DESCRAMBLERS FOR CABLE TV AND DIRECT TV SATELITE
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER.
$250.00 FOR OUR VIPER SERIES

THE MOST SOPHISTICATED 1 PIECE SYSTEM ON THE MARKET!
11 EXTRA FEATURES • REMOTE CONTROL • SLEEP TIMER
• PARENTAL LOCK OUT • FAVORITE CHANNEL PROGRAMMING AND MORE!

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
LOWER PRICE SYSTEMS AVAILABLE

CALL NOW!
1-800-555-1451

CIRCLE 257 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
Robot Kits Kits Kits!!

New Low Price!
Hyper Peppy Robot #3-296 $29.95
A great, low-priced kit. “Bump & run” operation like Hyper Peppy above. Molded body, red/green LED. great 48 pg manual. 14 cm L x 12 W x 7 H. Requires soldering. A fast moving first robot! Two AA NiCads INCLUDED!

Sonic Rover Robot #3-174 $27.95
A great, low-priced kit. “Bump & run” operation like Hyper Peppy above. Molded body, red/green LED. great 48 pg manual. 14 cm L x 12 W x 7 H. Requires soldering. A fast moving first robot! Two AA NiCads INCLUDED!

New Low Price!
Spider Walking IR Avoider Robot #3-136 $79.95
Funtastic & maneuverable 6-legged walker with IR for object avoidance. Complete instructions, requires soldering. 15 cm L x 13 W x 10 H. Two AA and one 9V NiCad INCLUDED!

Light Sensing Robot #3-216 $66.95
Clever sensors system lets this robot avoid objects & solve walled mazes! Dual motors, rubber tires, preassembled gear box & circuit board. 7 cm W x 16 H x 2.5 L. No soldering! Three AA NiCads INCLUDED!

New Low Price!
S-Cargo Source Controlled Robot #3-295 $34.95
You control the action by clap or whistle. Rotate left, go forward or stop. Top mounted microphone & smooth design to glide through the environment. 11 cm dia. Requires soldering. Ideal for Robot Golf. Two AA & one 9V NiCad INCLUDED!

Advanced Robots

New Low Price!
WAO II Programmable Robot #3-280 $74.95
A sophisticated full function robot kit. 2 motors, programmable 4-bit micro. 26 button keypad, sensor arms for collision or edge detection. Moves in all directions. performs all decisions based on sensor input, even si-looks! Requires soldering. Great intro to robot programming. Three AA & one 9V NiCad INCLUDED!

PC Interface for WAO II #3-195 $29.95
Parallel cable & 2.5" DOS disk for easy program handling.

A Top Selling Kit!
Mobile Robots Brains & Brown Kit #3-148 $489.00
A complete, serious robot platform from MIT. With all hardware, C software, 68HC11 CPU, memory, sensors, wheels, motors, chassis, instructions & more. 18 cm dia. The ideal companion kit to the Mobile Robotics book #3-060. NOTE: Indicate PC or Mac version.

Best sellers!
Robot Builder's Bonanza #3-114 $18.95
Practical, ready-to-use circuits, devices, mechanisms, sources, tools, vision, grippers, navigation & more! 360 pgs. illustrated.

Gordie Saltman's Guidebook #3-129 $21.95
Unique high-tech projects & hard-to-find info. Robots, high voltage Tesla & Van de Graaff generators, Kirlian photos, lasers & much more! 400+ pgs. illustrated.

Mobile Robots #3-098 $39.95
From MIT, a complete guide to designing & building robots: hardware, software, sensors, motors, "subsumption" software. 366 pages. A must for all robotics.

Sensors for Mobile Robots #3-145 $59.95
What! Everything about sensors: tactile, proximity, range, acoustic, laser, radar, microwave, path following, dead reckoning, compasses, gyro's & more! 550 pgs. Fun & intelligent, too!

507 Mechanical Movements #3-173 $9.95
Reprinted from 1983 - when steam was king! Discover 100s of cams, clutches, linkages, latches, ratchets & more! Don't reinvent the past - use it at 120 pg. illus. High powered!

The Robot Zoo #3-149 $19.95
A big, imaginative & fun book about animals that work like robots - or are they robots that work like animals? 50 full-color pages. For kids of all ages.

IC Hobbyist's Handbook #3-164 $19.95
Toss those old IC data books! This practical collection has 80 common ICs to make 100s of circuits! Amps, lamps, logic, CMOS - with specs, pinouts, sample circuits - even component values (graphs). 120 pgs. A basic resource.

Controlling the World With Your PC #3-165 $35.00
Convert ordinary serial & parallel ports into object detecting, motor-spinning mastered! 42 circuits AND software in BASIC, C and Pascal. 176 pages, illustrated, with DOS disk.

Forrest Mims Engineer's Notebook #3-166 $19.95
A classic from THE circuit master himself. 100s of circuits, 300+ pgs. Great starting point for the beginner - an ideal reference for the advanced!

Robert Store

Basic Stamps

Stamp One Starter Pack #3-294 $149.95
A complete starter set: Stamp Programming Package (+$19), a Stamp 1 (+$20), a BS-1 Carrier Board, & a 9V NiCad. $161.95 value. Upgradable - add a Stamp 2 & Carrier Board 2 for full Stamp 2 power!

Stamp Two Starter Pack #3-279 $169.95
Everything needed to move with the Stamp 2: Programming Package (+$39), one Stamp 2 module (+$38), one BS-2 Carrier Board, a 9V NiCad. $180.90 value. More powerful!

Stamp Programmers Pkg #3-199 $99.00
With cables, manuals, app notes & Stamp DOS program to edit, file, download & debug both type 1 & 2 Stamps.

Basic Stamp 1 #3-201 $34.95
8 input output lines. EEPROM for 100 instructions, 4 MHz.

Basic Stamp 2 #3-198 $49.00
16 input/output lines. EEPROM for 100 instructions, 10 MHz clock (up to 38,400 baud), touch tones. X-10, more!

Carriage Board, BS1 #1-105 $19.95
Carriage Board, BS2 #1-106 $24.95

Solar Powered Robots

BEAM Manual & Buttons #3-286 $19.95
Learn the philosophy, practice & history of solar powered BEAM robotics. Shows robots, creators, events, winners from past games, tech references, more. 114 pages, illust. Informative & fun!

BEAM Videotape, VHS #3-287 $14.95
Dave's exclusive "mother box" look at the world of BEAM robotics. Solar-powered gizmos fighting for survival, time-lapse footage. 1995 BEAM Games, more! 60 min. VHS.

Dave's BEAM Solar Engine Kit #3-119 $29.95
Harness fusion power today! Circuit uses a tiny (11 x 55 mm) solar cell to drive a motor up to 3 RPM! A complete power plant with all parts & instructions. Just add solder & sun!

Mechanicals

Dump Track Kit #3-212 $49.95
Great full function wheelbase kit: rugged rubber tires, 5 motors steer left-right, drive forward-reverse, dump up-down. 22 cm L x 14 H x 12 W. Includes two D NiCads!

Power Shovel/Doser Kit #3-211 $39.95
An excellent full function tank base: Wire controlled left, right, forward, reverse, plus scoop up & down. 10 cm W x 28 L x 10 H. Has extra track & wheels. Two D NiCads INCLUDED!

Tracked Vehicle Parts Kit #3-293 $229.95
Get on track! Track, wheels, sprockets, axles, hardware, as in Dozer above, plus fwd/rev only gearbox. 8V DC motor & battery holder. 10 cm W x 18 L. Tech Tip: Replace gearbox with 2 R C Servos for full walk-left-right action.

R/C Service #3-278 $19.95 or Service & Pack #3-263 $89.95
Quality RCD HS-300 servo, 12 oz/in, 0.19 sec. With app notes.

Wires & Cables

Mondo-ronics

Mondo Wires Project Book & Deluxe Kit #3-168 $59.95
Create direct linear action with Mondo Wires. They contract up to 9% when powered! Use them in robots, models and anything needing strong all-electric motion. 128 page book, full plans for BORIS, a motorless walking robot & 14 others. Includes one meter each 50 100 & 150 pm dia Mondo Wires. Get moving today!
Smart Battery Charger
JUN 87 OST
BY WARREN DION M188H
FOR GEL-CELLS or LEAD ACID BATTERIES. Features: Precision temperature tracking voltage reference & three mode charging sequence. Standard kit is for 12V @ 1/2 or 1 Amp, user selectable. Can be connected to the battery indefinitely, will not overcharge. Weighs 2 pounds and measures 4" W x 5½" D x 2¼" H. Finished enclosure included in kit. Complete Kit Only ............... $59.95
Assembled & Tested ................ $79.95
CA Residents add 7.75% sales tax, S&H: $5.00 (Insured). For more info or price list; send legal size SASE (52e) to:
A & A Engineering
2521 W. La Palma #K • Anaheim, CA 92801
(714) 952-2114 • FAX: (714) 952-3280

BUY BONDS

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLER KITS
Universal-New Product
This Product includes all the Parts, PC Board, Complete Schematic with Functional Guide. Generates Sync for most Video Applications. $79.95

Tri-Mode Descrambler
This product includes all the parts PC Board and AC Adaptor. NO Enclosure included. $59.95

SB-3 Descrambler
This Product includes all the Parts, PC Board and AC Adaptor. Enclosure is not included. $44.95

Call Toll Free 1-800-886-8699
M & G Electronics, P.O. Box 3310, No. Attleboro Mass. 02761

Anyone implying theft of Cable service will be denied assistance. NO MASSACHUSETTS SALES!

PUT YOUR PC TO WORK
THIS IS THE DREAM MACHINE YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR
2.5, 3, & 4 AXIS CNC/DNC DESKTOP MANUFACTURING UNITS
• AUTOMATICALLY PROTOTYPE PC BOARDS & MACHINE 3D PARTS FROM CAD
• CARVE, ROUTE, MILL, & DRILL WOOD, PLASTICS, & LIGHT METALS
• FREE POWERFUL 3D CAD/CAM SOFTWARE WITH EACH UNIT
• INEXPENSIVE CNC KITS AND ASSEMBLED CNC UNITS
• NOW OVER 20 DIFFERENT MODEL-OPTIONS
• EXPEDITE & SUPER-EXPEDITE AVAILABLE
ORDER NOW! 501-839-8293 • U.S. CYBERLAB, INC., 14786 SLATE GAP ROAD, WEST FORK, AR 72774
CALL NOW FOR INSTANT SPECS 501-839-8293 • 24 HR. FAX-BACK SERVICE

SURVEILLANCE
The Latest High Tech Professional Electronic Devices
Our latest catalog offers a HUGE selection of surveillance, privacy devices including: hidden video equipment, electronic kits, telephone recording systems, touch tone decoders, scanners, telephone tap detectors, bug detectors, voice disguisers, telephone scramblers,locksmithing tools, and more. Catalog $5.00.

SPY OUTLET
P.O. Box 557, Buffalo, NY 14226
(716) 691-3476/(716) 691-3476
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The "ZAPPER II"

With its new and improved design it will not only test your radar detector...BUT it's tuned to the amateur radio band.

- While your out on American highways personally test yours and your fellow travelers radar detectors.

The "ZAPPER II" is a 10.450 GHz to 10.550 Transmitter

KIT $39.95 BUILT $49.95

This Manual contains schematics, parts lists & P.C. board layouts for many of the Rainbow Kits. Use your own parts to construct our kits.

KIT BOOK $14.95 $9.95 with the purchase of any kit.

THE SUPER SENSITIVE BIONIC EAR

Complete with
- Professional headset
- Ultra sensitive microphone
- 12" parabolic reflector.
- Individual volume controls for each ear.
- Auto Safety Circuit shuts sound off at 95 decibels for your ear protection.
- On/Off & master volume control
- The Bionic Ear increases sound by up to 30 decibels.
- Hear & pinpoint sounds of wild birds and animals, great for hunters, Search & Rescue teams, sports events and Law Enforcement.
- Hear mere whispers at incredible distances.
- Record those sounds with your own recorder.

BE-1 BUILT $149.95

THE SUPER SENSITIVE BIONIC EAR

Complete with
- Professional headset
- Ultra sensitive microphone
- 12" parabolic reflector.
- Individual volume controls for each ear.
- Auto Safety Circuit shuts sound off at 95 decibels for your ear protection.
- On/Off & master volume control
- The Bionic Ear increases sound by up to 30 decibels.
- Hear & pinpoint sounds of wild birds and animals, great for hunters, Search & Rescue teams, sports events and Law Enforcement.
- Hear mere whispers at incredible distances.
- Record those sounds with your own recorder.

BE-1 BUILT $149.95
RADIATION DETECTOR
AN/PDR-63 RADIAC SET, military modular unit uses IM-226 module for 0-10-100-1000 rad/hour gamma detection, DT-507 low-range detector indicates 0-10-100-1000 mrad/hr and DT-508 0-500-5000 rad/hr plus simulates radiation absorption by human skin. Requires four AA batteries (not supplied). Set also includes nicad battery charger, headset, case, and manual: 15 lbs. sh. Used $185.00

SCR & DIODES
HIGH CURRENT COMPONENTS with pigtails but no mount hardware. Westinghouse/Power X mfg. Removed from equipment: #SCR-135048Y, 1300 PIV 500 amp; 7" tail, 1lb. $14.95
#D-RI50-0230, 200 PIV 300 amp; 4" tail $ 8.95
#D-19937380, 100 PIV 150 amp; 4" tail $ 3.75

SOLDERING KIT
WELLER SOLDER/DESOUDER STATION with TCP-24G 48 W pencil iron, eight solder tips from 1/8" to 1/4" wide, 600° or 700°F, six desolder tips with orifices .038" to .090" and 2.5"x13"x4x1" steel carrying case. Requires 115 VAC 60 Hz; 7 lbs sh. WELLER WTCXPK, UNUSED $69.50

FIELD DAY KIT
AB-155 MAST KIT with eight self-stacking 66'Lx16' dia aluminum MS-44 mast sections to make 40 ft mast. Also four each rope guy lengths 31, 40, & 50 ft with clips; five guy rings, swivel base, six 15° stakes, and 2 lb hammer 70 lbs sh. UNUSED $425 $95.50
MS-44 MAST SECTION only, aluminum 66'Lx16'4" dia; usable also as flag, tent, or volleyball net poles USED $8.00 ea

Prices F.O.B. Lima, O: VISA, MASTERCARD Accepted. Allow for Shipping. Write for latest Catalog Address Dept. ES • Phone 419/227-6573 • Fax 419/227-1313

FAIR RADIO SALES
1016 E. EURIKA • Box 1105 • LIMA, OHIO • 45802

Weeber Technologies
PO Box 421, Batavia, OH 45103

Home Automation
Connects between a TW523 and an RS-232 serial port. Use your PC or Mac to receive and transmit all X-10 commands. Create your own programs to control your home automation system, turning on/off any device plugged into an electrical outlet with response to time/date, other X-10 transmissions or any other computer input stimulus.

Telephone Scrambler
Scrambles your voice before sending it over the telephone line. Prevent eavesdropping from an extension or lap. Connects between your telephone and wall jack. No modifications are required to your telephone. Full duplex operation.

Caller ID / RS-232
Connects between a telephone wall jack and an RS-232 serial port. Decodes the caller ID data sent over the phone line and sends it to your PC or Mac in a preformatted ASCII character string. Create your own program to log the name, number, date, and time of all incoming calls.

Telephone Call Restrictor
Connects to telephone wall jack. Disables all phones on the line if attempting to either; dial a number that has been stored in memory "Block" mode or dial a number that has not been stored in memory. "Allow" mode. Use touch-tone phone to enter telephone numbers into memory, and choose mode. Program from any phone on the line using your password.

IR Remote Control Receiver
Leads and records the data patterns emitted by standard infrared remote controls used by Tvs, VCRs, Stereos, etc. Lets you control all your electronic projects with your TV remote. Seven individual IR pins can be assigned to any button on your remote, and can be configured for either "toggle" or "momentary" action.

Voice Filter
An audio device which can be used with a home component stereo system to filter out the main vocal sound track from standard stereo recordings (CD, tape, record or FM), leaving the background music to sing along with. Produce your own karaoke tapes from your personal library.

DTMF Decoder/Logger
Keep track of all numbers dialled or entered from any phone on your line. Connects to your telephone wall jack. Decodes all 16 touchtones and displays them on an LCD display. Holds the last 240 digits in a nonvolatile memory. Scroll through and view all telephone numbers dialled, credit card numbers entered, etc.

Don't waste another minute, send today for the latest free Catalog and a free sample booklet.
Send your name and address to:
Consumer Information Center Department TH
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

Pro-Kit TM
513-752-0279

Weebber Technologies
PO Box 421, Batavia, OH 45103

Call for FREE CATALOG!
From $29 to $55

Pro-Kit TM
513-752-0279

Satellite TV 'BIBLE'
4th 'DIGITAL' edition
The acclaimed "bible" of satellite TV - ALL the TECHNICAL DETAILS -
- Operation, installation & troubleshooting of analog and digital satellite systems
- The transition from analog to digital TVRO

1-800-483-2423
TO ORDER
or for a FREE book/software/video CATALOG
Base publications
1905 Vemposa, Boulder, Colorado 80302 USA
Telephone: 303-449-4551
FAX: 303-939-8720

Home Satellite TV INSTALLATION & TROUBLESHOOTING MANUAL
324 pages
$1/11" x 17"
$30 plus $4 s/h

Don't waste another minute, send today for the latest free Catalog and a free sample booklet. Send your name and address to:
Consumer Information Center Department TH
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
**DO-IT-YOURSELF AUDIO AMPLIFIER KITS**

Mark V Electronics, Inc.
8019 E. Slauson Ave., Montebello, CA 90640

**Enclosures at Unbeatable Prices!**

Free Catalog 213/888-8988 Fax 213/888-6688
Order 1-800-521-MARK / 1-800-423-FIVE

Mention AD and take 10% off your 1st order!

**Kit skill levels are specified as: ▲ beginner ▲ intermediate or ▲▲ advanced!**

---

**Metal Cabinets with Aluminum Front Panel**

- **LG-1273 3x12x7"** $26.50
- **LG-1684 4x16x8"** 32.50
- **LG-1224 4x19x11.1/2"** 32.50
- **LG-1295 5x19x11.1/2"** 42.00
- **LG-1983 2.5x19x8"** 35.25
- **LG-1923 3x19x11.1/2"** 36.50
- **LG-1927 7x19x11.1/2"** 50.50

L.G. Black anodized rack cabinet

**New**

- **"LL-1928B 2.5x19x12"** 69.50
- **"LL-1929A 5x19x12"** 79.50

*LL*: High quality full Aluminum Cabinet

**Dimensions in inches ± .05**

Custom-made for other dimensions if over 100 pcs for single model!

---

**Modular Desktop Consoles**

- **LxWxH**
  - **LE-453 4x4x3"** $7.50
  - **LE-653 6x4x3"** 9.75
  - **LE-853 8x4x3"** 11.75

**Black finished aluminum panel 1mm thick.**

---

**Alarm Box with Lock**

- **LB-1085 8.5x10x1.5"** $118.75
- **LB-1395 9.5x13x1.5"** 25.50
- **LB-1525 12.5x15x1.5"** 35.25
- **LB-1494 9x14x1.4"** 21.50
- **LB-1383A 8.5x13x1.4"** 23.25

*No lock & L.B. Sheet Metal 0.8mm*

---

**Power Transformers &**

- **Toroidal Transformer**

  **TY-35** FM Wireless Microphone

  **Clearance Sale**

  This is a low power real FM transmitter. Transmit frequency within 88 to 106 megahertz. Transmit range about 200 ft. It has high sensitivity sound pickup by a capacitance microphone. May be used strictly for series purposes such as remote wireless monitoring.

  **Kit:** $15.50 & 6.99

**TY-503** Regulated DC Power Supply

It is short circuit proof and has overload protection. Output voltage is

**Kit:** $18.75 & 27.65 variable over a range of 0-50V. Current limit trip is adjustable up to 50A. Suggested Mark V 002 transformer. (1 lb.)

---

**School Project Kits Source**

**SM-36 Dynamic Noise Reduction** $26.00
**TA-006 6W Mini-Amplifier** 9.50
**TA-28 Digital Voice Memo** 9.90
**TA-120 36W Class A Power Amp.** 32.50
**TA-201 Microphone Mixer Mono Amp.** 20.79
**TY-45 20 Bar/Dot Level Display** 38.25
**TY-2 Flourescent Light Driver** 14.75
**TA-50 Melody Generator** 9.90

**SM-720 AC/DC Stereo Pre & Main Power Amp.**

**Kit:** $77.00 & 112.00

---

**SALE**

**SM-100** 150 MHZ & 8 Digit Frequency Counter (2 lbs.)

**Kit:** $79.00 & 65.00

**Asmb:** $99.00

---

Minimum order $20. We accept Visa, MasterCard & Money Orders. Checks allow 2 weeks for clearance. We ship by UPS ground inside US (2 lbs min $5.00) and ship by US mail outside US. Please call for orders shipping & handling or fax (foreign) orders. PO Orders are welcome from schools. We are not responsible for typographical errors.

**See our catalog for more kits!**

---

**CIRCLE 328 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD**
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Pocket Cube™
Wireless cable box tester for authorized technicians.
Surface Mount Technology.
Works on J****** models D5,DV5,D7,DV7,DBBB, C'T,W'R.
Only $59.95 !
(plus $8 S&H)
30 Day Warranty
Pocket Cube with filter $69.95+S&H
Quantity discounts available.
Dealers Welcome!
NEW !
Pocket Cube Plus™
For testing of raw boxes.
CALL for current price !
Test chips available for J****** and SA6600.
Order 1-800-417-6689
Mon-Fri, 9AM-5PM EST.
If busy please keep trying.
VISA, MC, M or CASHiers CHECK
IEC, P.O. Box 52347, Knoxville, TN 37950-2347
Pocket Cube is a test generator ONLY.
Do not use these devices without authorization from your local cable company and local officials.
Prices subject to change. No TN sales.
This ad quotes cash discount pricing.
Returns are subject to a restocking fee.

The Pocket Programmer
Only $129.95

The portable programmer that uses the printer port of your PC instead of an internal card. Easy to use software that programs Eprom, EEprom, Flash & Dallas Ram. 27C128/28C128/28F128/29C128 & 25XX series from 16K to 8 Megabit with a 32 pin socket. Adapters available for Pic, PLCC, 5-Gang, 874X, 875X MCU's, 40-Pin X 16 & Serial Eprom's, and Eeprom Emulator to 32K X 8.

Same Name, Address & Phone # for 13 Years... Isn't it Amazing?

Intrinsics, Inc.
Box 13723 / 612 Newton St.
Edwardsville, KS 66133 Add $14.75 COD
Tel. (913) 422-2094 Add $14.00 Shipping
Fax (913) 441-1623 Visa / Master Charge

Bugged??

Cable Test
Orders Only
1-800-615-9221

Free Test Chips that fully activate Jerrold, Tocorn, Zenith, SA, Pioneer and more. Quick Board installation! Prices from $5 to $49.95 ea. MC SPECIALITIES
1 Year Warranty!
No FL. Sales. No for res in cable co. areas. No cash. For tax or import only.

Robot Explorer Newsletter
Nano-ants, flying robots, Martian explorers. Explore an entire universe of exciting robots. 8 information-packed issues for only $14.95. Call now! MasterCard/Visa Accepted. 1-(800) GO-ROBOT or 1-(800)467-6268

Cable TV Converters
Equipment & Accessories
Wholesalers Welcome
Call VISION TIME PRODUCTS
1-800-310-1153 M-F 8a-8p
NO T.V. SALES

LASERS

We're Moving!
Midwest Laser Products is pleased to announce our move to a new location.
Please make note of our new address and phone number:
P.O. Box 262, Frankfort, IL 60423
(815)464-0085

5mW, 635nm Laser Module
An economical laser module featuring a 5mW, 635nm laser.
Input voltage is 2.7 to 6Vdc; current draw is less than 65mA.
Beam divergence less than 1.6mRad. Size: 19x19x19mm

Midwest Laser Products
FREE CATALOG
P.O. Box 262, Frankfort, IL 60423
Phone: (815) 464-0085 FAX: (815) 464-0767
Email: mlp@intex.com VISA / MC Accepted
Please include 5% S&H within US. IL res. add 7.5% sales tax. 30 day satisfaction guarantee

Help protect our nation's soil and water.
Call for your free action packet.
1-800-THE-SOIL
WE OWE IT TO OUR CHILDREN
United States Department of Agriculture
Soil Conservation Service
**BUY DIRECT FROM THE WHOLESALER**

GET THE BEST PRICES AND SERVICE
ALL UNITS ARE IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

### ADD-ONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>QTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEALTH-1000-P</td>
<td>$55</td>
<td>$48</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVT-3 GOLD</td>
<td>$48</td>
<td>$41</td>
<td>$38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNT-3</td>
<td>$52</td>
<td>$45</td>
<td>$42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEALTH 80 - P</td>
<td>$61</td>
<td>$54</td>
<td>$49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-80</td>
<td>$70</td>
<td>$64</td>
<td>$58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIO+</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td>$68</td>
<td>$58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NEW CONVERTERS

| CENTURY CT-3000 | $68  | $64  | $60  | CALL |
| SA - 8511      | $75  | $70  | $66  | CALL |

### NOVAVISIONS

| NV-5600       | $205 | $195 | $185 | CALL |
| NV-5700       | $195 | $185 | $175 | CALL |
| NV-5800       | $195 | $185 | $175 | CALL |
| NV-5750       | $305 | $295 | $285 | CALL |

### BOSS COMBOS

| BOSS 1        | $210 | $195 | $185 | CALL |
| BOSS 2        | $210 | $195 | $185 | CALL |
| BOSS 3        | $210 | $195 | $185 | CALL |

### ZENITHS

| ST-1600       | $210 | $195 | $185 | CALL |

**REFURBISHED CONVERTERS**

REGAL • SA • PANASONIC  CALL FOR THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS

**1-800-800-0766**

KIMTRONICS INC
Discover DC Electronics
17-Module Course -- Only $49.95

Contains everything you ever needed to know about DC electronics. Whether you are a professional working in electronics and you want a review of the basics, or a student or hobbyist new to this field and need a good self-paced course, this is the perfect way to get started.

The course starts with basics and assumes you know nothing about electronics. It teaches the required math, how to use a scientific calculator, and the metric notation system. Each module has been written by an electronics instructor, and will directly from a floppy or from a menu-driven system on your hard drive. Every module includes a review, summary, quiz, and a final exam that can be printed out. Important points are animated to make the explanation clear.

System requirements: IBM Compatible, 512K RAM, VGA Color, Hard Drive and DOS 3.2 or newer.

Here are the Modules

1. Atoms and Electrons
2. Volts / Current / Resistance
3. Numbers greater than one
   Scientific - metric notation
4. Numbers less than one
   Scientific - metric notation
5. Resistor Color Codes
6. Using Calculators
7. Ohms Law and Power
8. Series Circuits
9. Parallel Circuits
10. Series / Parallel Circuits
11. Voltage Dividers
12. Kirchhoff's Law
13. Advanced DC Circuit Analysis
14. Capacitors / RC Time Constants
15. Introduction to Magnetism
16. Inductors and L/R Time Constants
17. Volt/Ohm/Current Meters

Claggk Inc. P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735
Send me my course, today! Charge me the special introductory price!

$49.95 + $4.95 shipping

Mail to:
P.O. Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735

Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Payment Enclosed
Check [ ] Money Order [ ] Credit Card [ ]
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Credit Card Info
[ ] MC [ ] Visa
Card #
Exp Date
Signature

Call Toll Free
1-800-CONTROL
Contact us by E-Mail: homecontrols@electronic.com
PCBoards Layout for DOS $99
Windows Version starts at $149

**PCBoards**
2110 14th Ave. South
Birmingham, AL 35206

(800) 473-7227
Fax (205) 933-2954
Phone (205) 933-1122

**The Smallest, Most Secure, Best Range, 3 Channel Remote Receiver.**

**Security Receiver for...**

Home Automation, Garage Doors, Home Security Add On, Auto Convenience Package (Door Locks, Trunk Pop, Windows-Up/Down, Car Start), N/O or N/C Contacts.

Security - 70 billion hopping codes with anti-scan processing. Unbreakable security; never repeats the same code twice. Double EEPROM memory.

Incredible Range - No cross talk or blockage, Range up to 1000 feet.

3 Channel - Our universal receiver controls up to 3 items with only one receiver (optional relay needed). Push both buttons together for third channel output. Interfaces with most home and auto security systems for easy remote integration. Comes with (1) three channel receiver, (1) long range three channel remote, (1) universal 120 VAC transformer.

**ALL FOR ONLY $99.95** + shipping & sales tax.

**Street Smart Security**
619 462-1167
7147 University Avenue • La Mesa, CA 91941
Send, Fax or Call Order In - Use Credit Card or Check. Fax (619) 462-0652

**The Smallest, Most Secure, Best Range, 3 Channel Remote Receiver.**

**Security Receiver for...**

Home Automation, Garage Doors, Home Security Add On, Auto Convenience Package (Door Locks, Trunk Pop, Windows-Up/Down, Car Start), N/O or N/C Contacts.

Security - 70 billion hopping codes with anti-scan processing. Unbreakable security; never repeats the same code twice. Double EEPROM memory.

Incredible Range - No cross talk or blockage, Range up to 1000 feet.

3 Channel - Our universal receiver controls up to 3 items with only one receiver (optional relay needed). Push both buttons together for third channel output. Interfaces with most home and auto security systems for easy remote integration. Comes with (1) three channel receiver, (1) long range three channel remote, (1) universal 120 VAC transformer.

**ALL FOR ONLY $99.95** + shipping & sales tax.

**Street Smart Security**
619 462-1167
7147 University Avenue • La Mesa, CA 91941
Send, Fax or Call Order In - Use Credit Card or Check. Fax (619) 462-0652
$20 MINIMUM ORDER
CALL NOW FOR YOUR
232 PAGE FREE CATALOG
1-800-325-2264

UNIQUE REALTIME
OSCILLOSCOPE
BUILT-IN FUNCTION
GENERATOR
Order N° 50-820

1 MHz FUNCTION
GENERATOR
Features
• Wider than specified
frequency response • High deflection fac-
tor of 1m/div • Wide dynamic range up to 30MHz without 
waveform distortion • Algebraic sum of CH1 and CH2 • Low drift with 
compensation circuit • Superb trigger sensitivity • Maximum sweep rate of 
video signals with internal TV sync, separator • Jitterless trigger circuitry • CH1 signal output terminal available • Variable trigger hold-off • High 
precision X-Y phase difference measurement up to 50kHz • Built-in 
function generator with BNC output of 50Ω and TTL • Three kinds of 
waveform are available with 50Ω output • Flat output waveform fre-
cuency up to 1MHz

Specifications:
Vertical deflection: • Bandwidth: DC coupled (DC to 20MHz normal), 
AC coupled (10Hz to 20kHz normal) • Deflection factor: 5mV/div to 5V/ 
div in 10 calibrated steps of 1.2-5 sequence • Rise time: 17.5ns or less • 
Horizontal deflection: • Time Base A: 0.2μs to 0.25/div in 19 calibrated 
steps, 1.2-5 sequence • Uncalibrated continuous control between steps 
of at least 1: 2.5

ORDER H# 50-820

$498.00

DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
NEW!
Digital
• Overload protect 1000VDC or 
peak AC on all other ranges • 
Input Impedance 10M Ohm on 
all ranges • Base accuracy range 
± 0.5% to ± 1.0% • Resistance 
200Ω, 2K, 20K, 200K, 2M, 20M • 
Audible continuity response 
lower than 50Ω • DC Voltage 
200V, 2V, 20V, 200V, 1000V 
AC Voltage 200mV, 2V, 20V, 
200V, 700V

ORDER N° 50-815

$19.95

LOGIC Probe
ORDER N° 51-1015
• Length: 8 Inches
• Range: 4.5 To 15 VDC
• Includes Test Leads • Compatible With 
TTL, DTL, RTL, HLT, CMOS, NMOS Logic

ORDER N° 51-1005

$8.95

SOLDER ROLL
• 1 LB Spool
• 370 deg F melting point
• Fastest seller
• Alloy 60/40, tin lead, non 
corrosive flux, Diam. 1mm

ORDER N° 51-1005

$3.95

UNIVERSAL AUDIO/VIDEO
REMOTE
ORDER N° 82-1055
• Controls basic functions of TV, 
VCR, cable box and CD or laser 
player • Ergonomic design! Main 
buttons are in line with natural 
thumb motion • Two-minute memory al-
lows time to replace batteries without re-
programming • Programming reminder sticker 
inside battery compartment • Sleep time for 60, 
30, or 15 minutes(according to your TV) • Set key 
recessed to prevent accidental deprogramming •
Spanish instruction included. • Requires four AAA 
Batteries (not included)

ORDER N° 51-1035

$9.95

MAGNAVOX
Smart. Very smart
• Cable (11 brands)
• VCR (68 brands)
• TV (77 brands)
• Compact disc and 
Laser Disc (94 brands)
NEW!!! 1996 PRINT Catalog!

We Make Ordering Simple!

TOLL FREE 800-638-2020
FAX 800-545-0058

IN MARYLAND
CALL 301-587-7824
FAX 301-585-5402

Call 800-638-2020 today for your free copy of the NEW 84 page 1996 catalog, jam packed with the best values in test and measurement instruments available today!!!
Before You Blow Thousands of Dollars on Tango, Or-Cad or Protel Try

The EZ-ROUTE™ system from AMS for IBM PC, PS/2 and compatibles is an integrated system and includes Schematic Capture, PCB Layout, Automatic Router, Design Rule Checker, Gerber Plot View and Gerber file import capability. The EZ-ROUTE™ system is complete, totally intuitive and easy to use.

For a FREE Evaluation call:
1-800-972-3733
30 DAY NO-HASSLE MONEY BACK

EZ-ROUTE Pro™ $695 EZ-ROUTE Std™ $249

Advanced Microcomputer Systems, Inc.
1460 SW 3rd Street • Pompano Beach, FL 33069
Phone (954) 784-0900 • Fax (954) 784-0904

CIRCLE 309 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

TEST EQUIPMENT SALES

TEK 2215.....60 MHz 2 CH. SCOPE............$550
(USED IN HP BOX)
HP 3775A-001-004..PCB TEST SET............$1295
HP 465.....100 MHz 2 CH. SCOPE............$475
HP 1980B.....DIGITIZING OSCOPE............$995
(4 W/ 4 CH. & DIGITAL STORAGE)
HP 472.....200 MHz 2 CH. SCOPE............$650
FLUKE 752A...REFERENCE DIVIDER............$2750
FLUKE 5100B-03-05..CALIBRATOR............$5495
HP 3325A..SYNTH/FUNC. GENERATOR............$1995
TEK 7L5.....SPECTRUM ANALYZER PRO-LITE............$1495
(INCLUDES L3 MODULE)

P.O. BOX 988
LONDONDERRY, NH 03053

TEK 7104.....1 GHz SCOPE MAINFRAME............$2995
TEK 577 D2 CURVE TRACER............$1295
(USED IN HP BOX)
HP 1164A..CRYSTAL DETECTOR............$325
TEK 2336.....100 MHz 2 CH. SCOPE............$895
TEK TDS 360..200 MHz 1 GS/s SCOPE W/DRT,1Ff & DISK DRIVE............$3495
TEK TDS 380..400 MHz 2 GS/s SCOPE W/DRT,1Ff & DISK DRIVE............$4995
FLUKE 105.....100 MHz DSO & DMM............$3495
FLUKE 107.....100 MHz DSO & DMM............$3995
FLUKE 5100B-03-05..CALIBRATOR............$5495
HP 3325A..SYNTH/FUNC. GENERATOR............$1995

PHONE (800) 684-4651
FAX (603) 425-2945

ASK ABOUT OUR NEW TEKTRONIX & FLUKE PRODUCTS

WE BUY SURPLUS EQUIPMENT

BROADCAST FARTHER

The model 325 is a 75-110MHz RF amplifier that connects to mono or stereo FM transmitters and produces a powerful 15-20 watt signal which could broadcast up to 5 miles or more! Requires 75-250 mW drive. Stress free multi-channel design and full redundancy.);

Progressive Concepts
BOX 466 STREAMWOOD IL 60107
(708)736-0353 FAX (708)736-0353

INTERFACE TO YOUR PC KEYBOARD INPUT!

Our KeyScope Keyboard Encoder converts input from switches and keypads into PC compatible keyboard signals.
- Use with or without your own PC's keyboard!
- Stabilized 5 volt power supply
- Use with any computer

Hagstrom Electronics
2 Greenbriar Boulevard
Endicott, NY 13760 (607) 786-7523

CABLE TV
ALL NAME BRANDS
DESCRAMBLERS, CONVERTERS, COMBOS. CALL NOW.
WE'LL BEAT THE COMPETITION.
UNIVERSAL SALES 800-647-2371

BROADCAST FARTHER

www.americanradiohistory.com
Butterworth-Heinemann brings you something for everyone from John Lenk's Simplified Design Series. These books are all-inclusive, one-stop guides. Each has step-by-step instructions and diagrams that make it easy-to-use for the student, experimenter, and professional. All are available in paperback.

**NEW FROM JOHN LENK**

- **Simplified Design of Switching Power Supplies**
  - 1996, paperback
  - 0-7506-9821-7
- **Simplified Design of Micropower and Battery Circuits**
  - 1996, paperback
  - 0-7506-9820-9
- **Simplified Design of Linear Power Supplies**
  - June 1996, paperback
  - 0-7506-9508-0
- **Simplified Design of IC Amplifiers**
  - June 1996, paperback
  - 0-7506-9508-0

Please send me the book(s) listed below at 10% off! Phone: 1-800-366-BOOK FAX: 1-800-446-6520

Please add $4.00 for handling for the first item ordered and $1.50 for each additional item ordered to all check and credit card orders. Billed orders will be charged additional shipping based on weight and destination. All US orders must include your state sales tax. Prepayment or company purchase order is required for all orders. Canadian customers please pay by credit card or in US funds and include 7% GST on books and handling. Prices subject to change without notice.

Write book number(s) here

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charge my:</th>
<th>VISA</th>
<th>AMEX</th>
<th>MC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fax</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visit us on the Internet @ http://www.bh.com/bh/el

Send me a FREE catalog (item 642)
OCEAN STATE ELECTRONICS

MAKE CIRCUIT BOARDS
THE NEW, EASY WAY WITH
TEC-200 FILM

JUST 3 EASY STEPS:
• Copy Circuit pattern
  on TEC-200 film
  using any plain
  paper copier
• Iron film onto
  copper clad board
• Peel off film and etch

Convenient 8 1/2 x 11 size with complete instructions
5 SHEETS $6.25
10 SHEETS $10.75
20 SHEETS $16.25
50 SHEETS $33.50

DELUXE CODE KEY
Adaptable, heavy duty brass base
with ball bearing pivots,
Designed for hard usage.
3/16" plated contacts.
$14.95

CODE PRACTICE
OSCILLATOR & MONITOR
3" SPEAKER, HEADPHONE
TERMINAL, VOLUME & TONE
CONTROLS USES 1 9V BATTERY
Kit ..................................... $19.95
Wired .................................. $24.95

VERNIER DIALS
1-1/2" Diameter 0-10 Marking $10.95
1-1/2" Diameter 0-100 Marking $14.95
2" Diameter 0-1000 Marking $15.95

REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES
13.8 VDC OUTPUT 120 VAC INPUT
RATINGS ARE CONTINUOUS.
3 AMP $29.50
5 AMP $38.50
6 AMP $46.50
10 AMP $59.50
20 AMP $129.50
30 AMP $139.50

SIGNAL INJECTOR/TRACER KIT
This handy tester is both a signal generator
and receiver. As a generator use it to check
out an amplifier, stage by stage. Also tests AM radio.
IF and RF stages. As a receiver you can pin
point where a defective part exists, Will
transmit and receive simultaneously.
$19.95

LEARN COMPUTER THEORY BY BUILDING THIS KIT
DIGITAL TRAINER MODEL MM-8000
Starting from scratch you build a complete computer system.
Our Micro-Master Trainer teaches you how to write your own RAMs, ROMs and run a 8085 microprocessor.
You will write the initial instructions to tell the 8085 processor to get started and
store these instructions in permanent memory in a 2516 EPROM.
Teaches you all about input and output ports, computer
memory expansion and how to use a microprocessor in complete computer technology.
Includes the 8085 microprocessor.
Includes the 2516 EPROM, electrically
erasable programmable ROM.
Includes the 68410,2048 Bit static MOS
RAM with 8085 pin and timer.
Memory expandable option,
Built for low power supply.
Complete, with lessons and instructions
$220.95

MAGNET WIRE
Enamel, coated solid copper. For winding coils, transformers and toroids. Prices for 1/4 lb. spools.
#14 $4.00  #20 $4.00  #28 $4.85  #36 $6.85
#16 4.00  #22 4.25  #30 4.85  #38 7.65
#18 4.00  #24 4.25  #32 4.85  #40 7.85
#26 4.85  #34 6.25  #40 7.50

VARIABLE CAPACITORS
BROADCAST TYPE — 1/4" SHAFT
1 GANG 14-365 PF $12.95
2 GANG 10-400-100-400 $19.95

MANY MORE TYPES AVAILABLE FROM SMALL
AIR TRIMMERS TO LARGE 6KV TUNER TYPE

SIGNETICS N602AN MINI-CIRCUITS SBL-1 $2.49

TO ORDER CALL 1-800-866-6626 OR
401-596-3080 FAX 401-596-3590

TO ORDER WRITE:
Ocean State Electronics
PO Box 1458
Westerly, RI 02891
Mail in orders please include $5 S/H.
CANADA $12.00 — OVERSEAS $15.00.
ALASKA & HAWAII $5.00.
Minimum Order $10.00 (before shipping).
R.I. Customers Include 7% Sales Tax.

Digital Capacitor/Inductance Meter

Digital LCR Meter measures inductance,
capacitance and resistance. All Auto!
An LCR meter that everyone can afford.
Now you can measure coils, transformers, choke
from 10 to 2000mH, Capacitors .1 to 200mF
and resistors from 1 nano to 20 meg ohms.
All in one hand held instrument.
LCR-1801 $119.95

Trees Make a World of Difference

Trees make a world of difference. Between
sand and dirt, and shaded parks for baseball,
picnics, and quiet walks. Between steamy,
sunbaked streets, and friendly, shady neighbor-
hoods.

Support Tree City USA where you live. For
your free booklet, write: Tree
City USA, The National Arbor
Day Foundation, Nebraska City,
NE 68410.

A World With Trees...where it's a pleasure
to live, every day

The National Arbor Day Foundation
SEC Sun Equipment Corporation
3121-A Glen Royal Rd., Raleigh, NC 27612

Test Equipment for Cost-Minded People

DC POWER SUPPLY
PS-303 $159.00
0-30VDC, 3A, 0.02A/2mV line regulation, 0.05V/2mV load regulation, 1mVrms noise & ripple, Short circuit/overload protection, output voltage/voltage control, ON/Off switch, 5VDC, 0.5A, dual output, tracking, PS-305 $219.95, 0-30VDC, 0.5A.

RF SIGNAL GENERATOR
SG-8180 $212.95
100kHz-150MHz up to 450MHz on 6 bands, 3rd harmonic, 6 range, AM modulator/break, and 1 fitter. 4KHz deviation, RF Output 100mV/6Vrms to 3-5MHz, Modulation: 1KHz AM, Ext 500kHz 20kHz AM.

GRID DIP METER
DM-4806 $89.95
1-520MHz, 6-branch plug-in coax, Short circuit/overload protection, 100kHz-150MHz, 3rd harmonic, 6 range, AM mod/break, and 1 fitter. 4KHz deviation, RF output 100mV/6Vrms to 3-5MHz, Modulation: 1KHz AM, Ext 500kHz 20kHz AM.

MICROPROCESSOR/CONTROLLER TRAINING
Now, you can learn and apply Computer control on your PC with our low-cost trainers and lead yourself to the professional 8088, 8084, etc. Learn Assembly, C, and BASIC language programming and debugging, and Microprocessor-based system hardware design and troubleshooting. Experiment guide and example programs are included in each trainer. Our trainers are widely adopted by technical colleges.

NEW PRODUCTS

RF Power Meter
Marine RF Power Meter 340 $219.00
18-520MHz, 0.5-20W, 20mV-2W.

GRID DIP METER
DM-4806 $89.95
1-520MHz, 6-branch plug-in coax, Short circuit/overload protection, 100kHz-150MHz, 3rd harmonic, 6 range, AM mod/break, and 1 fitter. 4KHz deviation, RF output 100mV/6Vrms to 3-5MHz, Modulation: 1KHz AM, Ext 500kHz 20kHz AM.

MICROPROCESSOR/CONTROLLER TRAINING
Now, you can learn and apply Computer control on your PC with our low-cost trainers and lead yourself to the professional 8088, 8084, etc. Learn Assembly, C, and BASIC language programming and debugging, and Microprocessor-based system hardware design and troubleshooting. Experiment guide and example programs are included in each trainer. Our trainers are widely adopted by technical colleges.

NEW PRODUCTS

RF Power Meter
Marine RF Power Meter 340 $219.00
18-520MHz, 0.5-20W, 20mV-2W.
Have you ever given a gift so wonderful, someone carries it with them the rest of their life?

Please give blood. There's a life to be saved right now.

Call 1-800 GIVE LIFE

Video Camera Blowout Sale!

When a major multimedia company closed a division, they surplus a limited quantity of quality COLOR CCD video cameras. These cameras were part of a high end video conferencing system.

- 330 line COLOR CCD imager
- 3 lux sensitivity for low light applications
- Standard 1V p-p NTSC output
- Built-in microphone with preamp
- Standard RCA video and audio jacks
- Includes 12" wall mount transformer
- Auto iris with sensitivity adjust
- 5mm fixed focus lens from 10" to infinity
- 5" long x 3" wide x 3" high-7.5oz.

This OEM paid over $400.00 each. Your price is only $179.00 plus $5.00 shipping/handling (continental US only).

Sycard Technology MasterCard and Visa accepted
1180-F Miraloma Way CA orders add Sales Tax
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Sorry, No CODs
(408) 749-0130 or (408) 749-1323 Fax

PROFESSIONAL UHF WIRELESS VIDEO TRANSMITTERS

THE VIDLINK 50 IS THE SMALLEST UHF X-TAL CONTROLLED TRANSMITTER AVAILABLE.
HIGH-RESOLUTION FULL COLOR / B&W VIDEO.

$199.00 Introductory Offer

- Smallest Law-Enforcement Grade X-tal Video Transmitter available.
- Rugged epoxy encased Surface Mount Technology design.
- Transmits to any Cable-Ready TV or VCR (CATV Channel 59).
- High Resolution 420 Lines. Power 50mW. Range 320 to 1,500 FT.
- Includes fully calibrated VidLink 50 module, cables and antenna.

VidLink 50 Kit + B&W Micro Pinhole Camera (Small! Only 1.2" x 1.2"):
659.95 $399.00 +$5.50 S&H
VidLink 50 Kit Only:
599.95 $199.00 +$5.50 S&H

Payment by:
Check or MO, COD +$5.00

Manufacturer Direct! No Middlemen. Give us a call or visit us on the 'NET.

AEGIS RESEARCH #671-1225 E. Sunset Dr.
Bellingham, WA 98225 USA
1-604-224-0416

Visit our virtual catalog on the INTERNET at:
http://www.lynx.bc.ca/virtualspy
LIQUIDATION SALE
Diagnostic Equip. - SentCore
VC63, EX221, ST65, SR68, A C Powerite, 2-CG25, NT64,
SRC, VNA62, LC53, SC61, FE14
9, BK-1653, 2830, 1655, 1601,
415, 2-1486, 1479 AA HP-
8555A spec analyzer/W141T
display section. Parts - Over
10,000 parts for RCA, GE,
NAP, Sanyo, etc. Lot Sale!
Manuals/microfiche-
over 6,000 tech manuals sams
& factory plus microfiche with
reader/printer, diting 1950-94,
Lot Sale! Collectables- 3
magnovox 971 remote
control rec, 3 analyzers, 2
RCA seniorvolts ohm yst
Viking, Cable Co., VHF-FM
broadcast AMP, Telematic-
transverter, RCA WR70A
marker/adder, 123 Flyback
yoke tester, EICO 377 wave
form audio gen, EICO 147A,
signal tracker, BK 465 tube
tester, HP 200 CD WR
osil/Gen, BIC440 tube tester,
heath kit harmonic distortion
meter, Mallory Recto power
supply, HP Universal bridge,
RCA stereo FM sm. Tubes-
Over 3,300 tubes new in orig
boxes. Lot Sale!
Many more items!
Call 1-800-456-8027
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS

We Carry A Full Line Of Premium Converters And Descramblers Compatible With:

- Scientific Atlanta™ Systems
- Jerrold™ Systems
- Tocom™ Systems
- Zenith™ Systems
- Pioneer™ Systems

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
BEST PRICES FREE CATALOG
Please have the MAKE & MODEL of your cable box ready when you call!

ALLSTAR ELECTRONICS
800-782-7214
HOURS: 9-6 M-F 10-3 Sat EST
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CABLE

SURVEILLANCE

FM TRANSMITTERS MINI (KITS)
- 3-VOLT FM XMT, up to 300 ft. indoors, 1500 ft. outdoors
- PHONE XMT, range to 500 ft., uses phone-line power
- Sound-Actuator XMT, range to 500 ft.
- 2-STAGE XMT, 9-Volt, very powerful
All above require simple soldering at 2 to 4 places.
$29.95* ea.

TELE FM WIRELESS MONITORING SYSTEM.
(Kit) $99.00*

TELE CALL FORWARDER, Transfers incoming calls. $99.00*

CALLER ID, Registers incoming number. $99.00*

TEL REGISTER WITH PRINTER, Records dialed number, duration, and prints record. $139.00*

12-HOUR LONG-PLAY RECORDER, Modified Panasonic. Records 6 hrs. on each side of 120 tape (supplied). Compatible with VOX and Tel Rec Adapter. $119.00*

VOX VOICE-ACTIVATED SWITCH, Makes recorder self-activating with voices or other sounds. $28.50**

TELE RECORDING ADAPTER, Records incoming and outgoing calls. $28.50**

TELEPHONE SCRAMBLERS, Over 4,000 separate codes. $198.00*

VOICE CHANGER, Changes man's voice to lady's and vice versa. $49.00*

For Shipping & Handling add $5.00 and $2.00 per item. Calif. residents add sales tax. Mail Order, VISA, M/C, COD's o.k. Inquire for dealer prices. Free catalog.

MUCH, MUCH MORE — OUR 25TH YEAR!
TOLL FREE 1-800-926-2488
A.M.C. SALES, INC.
193 Vaquero Dr., Boulder, CO 80303
Tel: (303) 499-5405, Fax: (303) 494-4924
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Mtn. Time

CIRCLE 231 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

1-CHIP MICROCONTROLLER TRAINER

PARTS KIT INCLUDING:
- Programmable Motorola 68705P3 (only 1 IC required)
- Display 1 X 16 Alphanumeric LCD
- Keypad 5 X 4
- 4 Minid cock oscillator, reset switch, R, C
MANUAL - experiments & programming - 224 pgs.
$49 plus shipping
VISA, M/C, COD
CA residents add CA sales tax

Just Add Wire And $5DC To Get Started

SQUARE ELECTRONICS
P.O. Box 501, Kaiserslautern, CA 95451
Order (800) 220-3916
Support (707) 279-8881
FAX (707) 279-8883
Hours Mon. - 8 p.m. Pacific M - F

CIRCLE 324 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Low Cost CAD Software for the IBM PC and Compatibles
Now In Windows®95

- Easy to use schematic entry program (SuperCAD) for circuit diagrams, only $149. Includes netlisting, bill of materials, extensive parts libraries.
- Powerful, event-driven digital simulator (SuperSIM) allows you to check logic circuitry quickly before actually wiring it up. Works directly with the SuperCAD editor from a pulldown menu and displays results in "logic analyzer" display window. Starting at $149 this is the lowest cost simulator on the market. Library parts include TTL and CMOS devices.
- Analog simulator (SuperSPICE) for $149. Allows AC, DC and transient circuit analysis. Includes models of transistors, discrete, and op amps.
- Circuit board artwork editor and autorouter programs (SuperPCB), starting at $149. Produce high quality artwork directly on dot matrix or laser printers. You can do boards up to 16 layers including surface mount. Includes Gerber and Excellon file output. Autorouter accepts netlists and placement data directly from the SuperCAD schematic editor.
- Low cost combination packages with schematics and PCB design 2-layer for $399, 16-layer for $649.

Write or call for free demo disks:
MENTAL AUTOMATION
5415 - 136th Place S.E.
Bellevue, WA 98006
(206) 641-2141
 Baba 641-2846
Don't Waste Time & Money At Electronics Repair Shops!

NOW FIX IT YOURSELF FOR SAVINGS, PROFIT... AND SATISFACTION!

Now you don't have to be a professional technician to get PERFECT electronics repairs at home... at a fraction of repair shop costs! Whether you enjoy doing your own repairs or want an extra part-time income, this famous nationally advertised WEKA ELECTRONICS REPAIR MANUAL gives you easy-to-follow instructions for fixing nearly every electronic device you can think of... from popular manufacturers like SONY, RCA, IBM, NINTENDO and more! Plus, you get more than just easy instructions, YOU GET A FULL ELECTRONICS BIBLE that teaches you everything from basic electronics principles to advanced troubleshooting and repairs!

UPDATED SUPPLEMENTS!

About 4-5 times a year, we'll send you updated 140-page repair supplements for all the newest electronic products available. Examine these supplements at home FREE for a full 30-days. If you decide to add them to your Manual, they're yours for just $35.00 each plus shipping and handling. There's NO RISK, NO OBLIGATION! ORDER YOUR 900-PAGE ELECTRONICS REPAIR MANUL NOW!

CALL TOLL-FREE NOW FOR 30-DAY HOME TRIAL!

1-800-222-WEKA

FREE 30-DAY TRIAL

WEKA'S GIANT 900-PAGE BIBLE OF EASY ELECTRONICS REPAIR

YOURS FOR ONLY 2 EASY PAYMENTS OF $24.95

FILLED WITH

Troubleshooting Diagnostic Tips...
Step-By-Step "Model Specific" Instructions...
Charts, Photos & Easy-To-Follow Diagrams...
PLUS Directory Of Parts Dealers!

CALL TOLL-FREE NOW FOR 30-DAY HOME TRIAL!

WEKA PUBLISHING, INC., 1077 Bridgeport Ave.,
P.O. Box 886, Shelton, CT 06484

YES! Please rush my ELECTRONICS REPAIR MANUAL. I'll pay now by check or credit card and save $10 off the regular price if I'm not 100% satisfied. I may return the book within 30 days for a full refund of the purchase price.

SAVE! Bill me later for the regular price of $39.95 plus $6.50 shipping & handling.

VISA* MASTERCARD* Exp. Date

Signature

Account #

Phone ( )

SAVE! My check is enclosed for $49.95 plus $6.50 shipping & handling.

Add $10.00 for EXPRESS DELIVERY guaranteed within 5 business days from receipt of order. (Prepaid U.S.A. orders only, no P.O. Boxes.)

Bill me later for the regular price of $59.95 plus $6.50 shipping & handling. Subject to credit approval. Signature and phone number required to process your order. P.O. Box addresses must be prepaid.

CIRCLE 321 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CIRCUIT 321 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

In Canada, please add $10. Overseas orders add $15. Foreign orders must be prepaid. U.S. funds only. CT residents add 6% sales tax. Supplements are just $35 each plus shipping & handling. They will be sent 4-5 times a year on a fully-refundable, 30-day trial basis. They may be canceled at any time.
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Glaucoma is an eye disease that can steal your sight. Especially if you're over 60, or Black and over 40. But glaucoma can usually be controlled if it's detected and treated early.

So, get a dilated eye examination in which drops are used to enlarge your pupils.

For more information write: Glaucoma, 2020 Vision Place, Bethesda, MD 20892-3655

Don't lose sight of Glaucoma.

The "Checker 12" is an easy to operate, hand held, battery, or AC operated computer color monitor pattern generator. With its support of CGA(15.75kHz), EGA(22kHz), MACII(35kHz), and VGA modes 1,2,3 (31.5kHz), 800X600(35kHz), 1024X768 interlaced (35kHz), 1024X768 non-interlaced & 1024X768N1 with sync on Green (48kHz). + 2 NEW VGA MODES >>> 56 kHz x 70 Hz & 64 kHz x 70 Hz.

With its single mode switch, you know exactly what type of monitor you are testing. Its' front panel color pictures, show just what you should be seeing on the monitor under test. You can quickly tell if the monitor is a VGA, SVGA, or a SVGA/N1 guessing. The "Checker 12" provides various test patterns for VGA monitors. X-hatch, for size and linearity and convergence set-up. White screen, for purity and CRT burn evaluation. Color bars and 8 step gray scale, for color tracking and balance. There is also a single color mode that allows for single color channel operation.

Price: $339.00 + $5.00 S&H
Includes battery, AC adapter, Mac adapter and 1 year warranty
(upgrade your Checker 12 to a 12 E for $49, call for details)

Please call about our other monitor test products, and offers, or visit our Web site.

Education? Retirement? Peace of Mind?
You have your reasons.

No matter what you’re saving money for, U.S. Savings Bonds make sense. They’re backed by the full faith and credit of the United States. They earn interest for up to 30 years. And their value is guaranteed to grow at market-based rates.

Ask your employer or banker about saving with U.S. Savings Bonds.

Or for a recorded message of current rate information, call 1-800-4US-BOND 1-800-487-2663
CABLE CONVERTERS/DESCRAMBLERS

SUPER BUYS
FULLY REFURBISHED UNITS

TOCOM "* JERROLD "* SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA "* ZENITH "* PIONEER "* WE SERVICE MOST PRIVATELY OWNED CABLE CONVERTERS"

Phone (219) 935-4128
NATIONAL CABLE BROKERS
1801 W JEFFERSON ST., PLYMOUTH, IN 46563

OUR POLICY: All products carry a two year warranty. Warranty covers parts and labor and return shipping.

WARNING: Theft of cable services is a crime. National Cable will not knowingly defraud any pay TV operator and we will not assist any individual or company in doing the same.

Move Up to the Ultimate in Robotic Kits.

OWI's "Next Generation" of affordable, rugged Robot Kits challenge the enthusiast to solder circuit boards and mechanically assemble.

Visit our homepage @ http://www.owirobot.com

Each OWIKIT also incorporates the basic principles of robotic experiments, sensing and locomotion, guaranteeing an exciting, hands-on adventure of knowledge and fun!

But remember! OWI is the recognized founder and leader in Educational Robot Kits. ACCEPT NO IMITATIONS.

NEW ROBOT.TECH.CURR. MV-RTC Teacher's Manual 158 Pg. Book 74.95

S-CARGO OWI-936K Sound Sensor 47 Pg. Book 29.95
WAO II OWI-961K Programmable - Graphic 59 Pg. Book 69.95
SPIDER OWI-962K Infrared Sensor 49 Pg. Book 49.95
LINE TRACKER OWI-963K Infrared Sensor 48 Pg. Book 49.95
MANTA OWI-966K Sound / Touch Sensor 44 Pg. Book 29.95
MOON WALKER OWI-989K Solar Sensor 10 Pg. Book 34.95

NEW! 1/96

Great reviews!

Smart Casino Gambling
Olaf Vancura, PhD
364 pages, $24.95

Cheating at Blackjack, SQUARED
Dustin D. Marks
208 pages, $24.95

S/h $4 1st book, then $2 ea.
CA add tax.

INDEX Publishing Group, Inc.
3368 Governor Dr., Suite 270S
San Diego, CA 92121
Fax: (619) 281-6547
Toll free orders: 800-546-6707
www.electricity.com/ingbooks
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CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS

CONVERTERS* FILTERS* ACCESSORIES

30 day Free Trial - NO RISK
Unbeatable wholesale prices!
Affordable extended warranty
1 year warranty on all products

Call the Cable Professional:
1-800-379-3976

Prices starting as low as $99!

PLCC Converts

It's Here!!!

PBASIC* Compiler

Put BASIC Stamp I programs directly into your PIC - no BASIC Stamp necessary!
Creates editable assembler source and hex files for use with any PIC programmer.

Introductory price $99.95

Pocket PIC Programmers from $34.95

PIC Proto prototyping boards from $9.95-$19.95

BASIC Stamp and PBASIC are trademarks of Parallax, Inc.

microEngineering Labs

Box 7832 Colorado Springs CO 80933

(719) 520-6323 FAX 520-1867

CABLE TV CONVERTERS

Equipment & Accessories
Wholesalers Welcome
Call VISION TIME PRODUCTS
1-800-310-1153 M-F 8a-8p
NO TENN SEALS

PHONE LINE MANAGER

Better than Caller ID! This device detects an incoming call. If you subscribe to caller ID, the unit will automatically receive and display the caller's telephone number. If no caller ID, the unit will ask the caller to enter a telephone or personal ID number, and then display and compare this number to a memory bank of numbers that you've installed. If the unit finds a match your phone will ring. If it does not find a match, the number will be directed to leave a digitally recorded message. (No tape or answering machine is necessary.) New, in factory cartons, with documentation.

96U001 $59.95 each

ROBOTICS RELAY

Control circuits up to 2500 Watts with a DC pulse. This 12-30V latching relay will stay in position until it receives a second pulse. Control the unit from a simple SPDT-NO switch or from logic. Ideal for robotics, power control, remote control or controlling a load from several locations. Application noted included.

94B010 $7.95 each

Send $2.00 for our Latest Catalog!

$4.00 Foreign. Refundable on First Order.

ALLTRONICS

2300-D Zanker Road • San Jose, CA 95131
Voice (408) 943-9773 • Fax (408) 943-9776
World Wide Web: http://www.alltronics.com
On-Line Ordering: (408) 943-0622

1400-N-B-1-24 Hrs.

030796

BEST BY MAIL

Rates: Write National, Box 5, Sarasota, FL 34230

FEVERBLISTER HOME REMEDY discovered accidentally, immediate results. $15.00. pp: PPG, RR20606J, El Prado, NM 87529


NEW PATENTED SCIENTIFICALLY-BASED weight management product sweeping the country. For FREE information on this money-making opportunity call: 215-524-4754.

OVERWEIGHT, BALDING, STRESSED OUT, Need More Money? For Expert Advice Call (900) 772-9134.

LEARN HOW TO INVEST $1000 (minimum). Generate numerous dividends and frequent capital gains (21 year history) NO guarantees. Call (800)524-4754 for FREE AUDIO TAPE. Securities offered through AEGON USA Securities, Inc., Member NASD/SIPC.

WIN INSTANT BIG BUCKS. Beat The Slots Secrets. Free Inside Info, Send Self-Addressed, Stamped Envelope: BD PAY-O, Box 881161(ElE), San Francisco, CA 94188.

WIN $13,000 GUARANTEED On One Call! 1-800-255-5463 Pint 3412 19-

BUY BELOW WHOLESALE! CATALOG $2.50. DURHAM WHOLESALE (ELE), BOX 132, PLAINVIEW, TX 79073.

EARN EXTRA INCOME or Financial Security in just an Hour a Day $7.00: B&B Innovations, Box 2897 (ELE), Lake Placid, FL 33852.

INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITIES! GUARANTEED Success. Personal Guidance. RICHMOND ENTERPRISES, 2304 Deep Draw Road, Crossville, TN 38557.

$200 WEEKLY MAILING CIRCULARS. Wyssinger, Box 10110-(ELE), Cleveland, OH 44110.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS

CONVERTERS* FILTERS* DESCRAMBLERS

Improves your Image with Video Stabilizers

100% Money Back Guarantee!

FREE Cable TV Catalog.

Now you can tune-in your favorite cable TV programming and save $100's - even $1000's on premium CABLE TV EQUIPMENT.

MODERN ELECTRONICS

1-800-906-6664
2122 S. 156TH CIRCLE • OMAHA, NE 68130

www.americanradiohistory.com
Cellular Extensions
from "THE CELLULAR EXPERTS"
Motorola 3 Watt Bag from $225.
Nec P120 12oz. Portable $299.
Motorola PT 550 10oz. "Flip" Phone $399.

Others available, buy new from us, or send us your phone.
Get a second or third phone with no additional monthly charges!
Motorola, NEC, Panasonic, Audiovox and many others!
Fax Back Hotline, For 24hr. Info. call from your FAX (714) 581-7460 or call
(800) 457-4556
Nationwide paging available. C.G.C. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Is your Cable Company Alienating You?
Say NO to unearthly rental fees!

Owning your cable equipment saves you the high cost of monthly equipment rental charges, and gives you control of your TV.

We have the Best in CONVERTERS and DESCRAMBLERS!

Everquest • Panasonic • Jerrold • Zenith • Pioneer
Scientific Atlanta • Oak • Eagle • Hamlin • Toccom
1 800 624-1150

CIRCLE 304 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
OUR LOWEST PRICES!

Global Specialties
Is On The Move!
Affordable Spectrum Analyzer
Convert any oscilloscope to a full blown spectrum analyzer.
- able to 1000 mHz high accuracy: 0.1 dB
- 70 dBm to 0.01 mHz dynamic range
model #GSA1000 $895.95
1.3 GHz Hand Held Frequency Counter
- S/N-1300 mHz, & period measurements: 0.0001 mHz resolution
model #5903 $219.95

Triple Power Supply
(numbers) (Lab Quality)
- 75VDC plus two 12-20VDC @ 250mA
#5000 149.95

Pine hole Camera
- Requires 1/16" opening size
- 1-1/8' x 1-1/2" x 7/8" 1/2" Power 7.5-12VDC on x 4 lbs
- 5.8mm lens included
- 280 lines resolution 120V DC Power Supply 9.95
model #CC500P $139.95

Protek Test Equipment
20 MHz Oscilloscope
Dual trace w/ Component Checker

#PS02C Dual trace 375.95
#PS10100 1/2 Hz 2 Ch. B trace 1195.00

Protek Cutting Edge
The model 506 meter has a RS-232C serial interface. Measured values are transmitted to the computer via an interface cable and supplied software WINDOWS and MS-DOS.
DCV: 1000V ACV: 1000V AC/DC Current 20A
Rel: 40-100Ω/3kHz 10MHz
REG: 20V/PS
model #506 169.95

Elenco Digital Capacitance Meter
- 15-20,000 UF
- Banana jack and special inclusion jack included
model #CM-1555

Call For FREE Catalog & Technical Assistance
Add $4.95 Shipping/handling NYS Excl Tax
Void Calif/Del. Products
MAIL ORDERS TO:
7 CAN DR
BRENTWOOD, NY 11717

1-800-945-0909
FAX: 516-435-7494

CLASSIFIED

SECURITY
SURVEILLANCE Privacy security protection.
Catalog: $5.00, SPY EMPIRE, 5605 Lilcroft, Suite 413, Houston, TX 77008. (713) 774-1400.
SECURITY system equipment. Do it yourself and save. Covert cameras, control panels, motion detector, glassbreak detectors, sirens, contact switches, etc. (100) 935-2295. Fax 1 (519) 541-1277.

TEST EQUIPMENT
TEST Equipment pre-owned now at affordable prices. Signal generators from $50.00, oscilloscopes from $50.00. Other equipment including manuals available. Send $2.00 US for catalog. Refunded on first order. J.B. Electronics, 3446 Dempster, Skokie, IL 60076. (604) 892-1973.
TECHNICS: Electronic component tester for use with oscilloscope. Satisfaction guaranteed. $29.95 plus S&H. Info: ELECTRONIC, 529 Brentwood, Lawrence, KS 66049.
QUALITY used test equipment for sale. Call, fax or write for list. EQUIPMENT, PO Box 84, Mt. Ayr, MA 12771. (301) 831-7671.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
EASY work! Excellent pay! Assemble products at home. Call toll free 1 (800) 467-5565 Ext. 5192.
FREE Invention Promotion: DAVIDSON & ASSOCIATES offers professional development, patenting, and licensing of new products and ideas. Proven results: 1 (800) 677-6382.
EXCELLENT extra income! Assemble easy products at home. Program Guaranteed! 1 (800) 577-6000 Ext. 6870. Open Sunday.
FLEA Marketers. Buy electronics, tools, jewelry at wholesale prices. For catalog send $5.00 p&sh to CHEMSEFT, Dept. C273, Box 28126, Inglewood, CA 90302.
GOLD! Recover, refine gold from SCRAP ELECTRONICS. Learn process. Detailed publication $35.00, STRATEGIC TECHNOLOGY, Box 145-E. New Haven, CT 06535.

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION
ELECTRONIC engineering. 8 volumes complete. $109.95. No prior knowledge required. Free brochure. BANNER TECHNICAL BOOKS, 1203 Grant Avenue, Rockford, IL 61103.
ESP, Bioelectricity, Microphone head, comprehensive back to... $1.00; $2.00 foreign. RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, PO Box 3583, Boynton Beach, FL 33432-3583.

CABLE TV TUNER-ON CHIPS

MISCELLANEOUS ELECTRONICS FOR SALE
TUBES: "oldest", "latest". Parts and schematics SASE for lists. STEINMETZ, 7519 Maplewood Ave., EN 46324, Hammond, IN 46324.
FIBER-Optic Projects — Swing into the new technology by assembling tried and true projects recently published. "Practical Fiber-Optic Projects" - EBP74 is only $9.95. (price subject to shipping) ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC., PO Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0040.
GREEN Thumb Alert—Electronics enters the Garden! New exciting book points out how gardeners can build simple gadgets to promote success where the elements work against you. Some of the projects are: solar powered monitoring, dusk/dawn switching, automatic plant watering, warming cables, etc. Electronic Projects for the Garden only $9.95. (price subject to shipping) ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY TODAY INC., PO Box 240 Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0040.
C'Bers Order new CB Trick Ill CB book. Shows CB tune ups, amplifiers, and expert CB info! Send $19.95 to MEDICINE MAN CB, PO Box 37, Clarksfield, AR 72303.
RESISTORS $2.00 for $1.00. LEDs for $4.00. Catalog $1.00. ZIPFAX, Box 12238, Lexington, KY 40528.
POOR reception on your A.M. radio? Our Signal Booster will help. Guaranteed! Send $2.00 for details (refundable with order). FALA ELECTRONICS, PO Box 1376, Dept. 4, Milwaukee, WI 53201.
HAVE a beeping or chirping sound with scrambled video on channel one? We can help. Professional quality positive notch filters. Discounts on 5 or more. Fast courteous service. All credit cards. We now carry 1-piece cable units w/volume control and parental lockout for all systems. Call 1 (800) 684-0539.

PLANS-KITS-SCHEMATICS
CRYSTAL set Handbook — Visit antiquity by building the radios your grandfather built. Assemble a 'Quaker Oats' radio wind coils that work and make it look like the 1920s! Only $10.95. plus $4.00 for shipping and handling. CLEGGK INC., PO Box 4099, Farmingdale, NY 11735. US funds only! USA and Canadian orders only.
ALL-in-one catalog. AM/FM ham radio, transmitters, amplifiers, receivers. Voice scramblers/decoders, audio, TV, Tesla coils, plans, "secret" books, kits, imports, exports and more. Start your own licensed or unlicensed radio station. 50 full pages for $1.00. PAN-COM INTERNATIONAL, PO Box 130-F07 Paradise, CA 95967.
FREE Catalog. 100 Leading-Edge kits. K1, PIC, full instructions, $5.00. SPY EMPIRE, 5605 Lilcroft, Suite 413, Houston, TX 77008. SCIENCE FIRST, 95 Soulsboro Place, Buffalo, NY 14216.
BUILD a Hi-Tech solar flashlight. For complete plans photos send $10.00 to HUGH M. ADAMS, P.E., 1011-D Hondo Avenue, Fort Walton Beach, FL 32547.
PRINTED circuit board screen printing supplies, kits. Economical way to produce PCB boards, face plates, etc. Send for free catalog. ADAMS ELECTRONICS, 419 Jacksonville, Howard, PA 18641. (814) 625-2152.
BUILD your own DC motor controller. 1 to 400 amps w/surplus parts. BEYOND ELECTRONICS, 1 (800) 747-2861. Free catalog.
COMPUTER SOFTWARE


COMPUTER Viruses: One of the largest virus collections in the world! Contains over 4,000 live viruses on disk! Includes: Jerusalem, Gotcha, CIA, Michaelangelo, Dark Avenger, Cancer, Erasure, Rumble, Virus, Ray, Intruder, and more! $32.50. SPECTRE PRESS, PO Box 5112-E, N. Muskegon, MI 49445.

ANTIQUE ELECTRONICS

SAMS Photofact folders. 800-1976 schematics for restoring old radios and TV's. (913) 545-3685. ray w@mdusa.net.

AUDIO VIDEO LASERS

VIDEO STABILIZER. Eliminates all copy guards on rented videotapes. Enhances any video signal giving optimum color and clarity. 30 day money back guarantee! $85.00. M & B, PO Box 92457, Milwaukee, WI 53202.

SCRAMBLING NEWS


SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

FREE Big dish catalog — Lowest prices, systems, upgrades, parts, tune-up kits, accessories, factory fresh and warranties, satisfaction guaranteed! SKYVISION*, 1012 Frontier Drive, Fergus Falls, MN 56537. 1 (800) 334-6455. Fax (218) 739-4879. See full page ad The Shopper Section.

NEW 18" Digital System — Save 30 - 60% on programming compared to other guys little dish. Introducing the new DISH Network from SKYVISION*, 1012 Frontier Drive, Fergus Falls MN 56537. 1 (800) 334-6455. Fax (218) 739-4879. See full page ad The Shopper Section.

VIDEO CYCYPHER II descrambling manual. Schematics, video and audio. Explains DES, EPROM, CryptMaster, Pay-per-view (HBO, Cinemax, Showtime, Adult, etc.) $16.95, $2.00 postage. Schematics for Videocipher II Plus, $20.00. Schematics for Videocipher Video Ii 032, $15.00. Software to copy and alter EPROM codes, $25.00. VCI Plus EPROM, binary and source code, $30.00. CABLELECTRONICS, Box 30502R, Bethel, MN 56512.

OBTAINING sound for your VCI and VCI Plus is easy. no codes needed. Details 1 (800) 211-5635.

CABLE TV

ATTN, cable box owners. Order your ID signal and bullet stopper before it’s too late. Send $25.00 to R.R. ENTERPRISE, Box 3532, Escondido, CA 92024.

SECRET Cable Descramblers Build your own descrambler for less than $12.00 in seven easy steps! Radio Shack parts list and Free descrambling methods that cost nothing to try. Included. Send $10.00 to: INFORMATION FACTORY, PO Box 689, Seabrook, TX 77586. For VISA/MC, CODs. (713) 922-3512 Anytime!

CABLE Descrambler! Anyone can build in seven steps with Radio Shack parts. Plans $5.00. 1 (800) 818-9103.

DESCRAMBLER Cable with simple circuit added to Radio Shack RF modulator and using VCR as tuner. Instructions $10.00. TELECOM, Box 832 E7, Brusly, LA 70719.

CABLE Descrambling New secret manual. Build your own descramblers for cable and subscription TV. Instructions, schematics for SAAV, Gated Switch, Sinuwave, (HBO, Cinemax, Showtime, UHF, Adult) $12.95, $2 postage. CABLELECTRONICS, Box 30502R, Bethesda, MD 20824.

CABLE TV Equipment & Accessories Wholesale welcome! 30 day money-back guaranteed! Free catalog! PERFORMANCE ELECTRONICS INC., 1 (800) 815-1505.


CABLE TV Test Chips for Jerrold, Tocom, Pioneer, Scientific Atlanta, etc… Quick installation! New Multi-Mode modules available. Prices from $5.00 each. 1 (800) 786-9025.

CABLE-safe. Guarantee cable privacy. The one-way valve for your cable TV signal. Cable signals come in, but they don’t go out! $29.95 + $3.00 S&H. VISA/MA/AMEX ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 482-3017.

"CABLE Unscrambled. Everything you want to know about cable, but are afraid to ask. $10.00. "Descrambler Schematics Revealed." A powerful guide to descrambling schemes. $10.00. "Baseband Video Explained." Discover what a Baseband Signal is and how it’s constructed. $10.00. Special offer: Get all three for only $25.00! VISA/MA/AMEX ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 482-3017.

UNIVERSAL Descrambler. Unscrambles signals using your VCR as the tuner. Works with virtually any system, this is the only one you need. Declare cable box independence! Fully assembled. $125.00. S&H. VISA/MA/AMEX ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 482-3017.

"BULLET Buster". Protect your cable box against the infamous cable "bullet". The "Bullet" Buster acts as an electronic shield. Installs in-line in seconds. Don’t wait until it’s too late! $19.95 + $3.00 S&H. VISA/MA/AMEX ELECTROMAN, Box 24474, New Orleans, LA 70184. (504) 482-3017.


CABLE filters, build your own plans, parts, PC board, casing, HELLA,audio, VHS, VCR, FM video, board, cassette, TV, VIDEOMEDIA, Box 97-0408, Coconut Creek, FL 33097. 1 (954) 752-9202.

CABLE TV notch filters. Tunable from 50 to 300 MHz (channels 0 thru 66). Eight different models available so specify frequency or channel number when ordering. $30.00 each plus $3.50 S&H for order quantity discounts. Call STAR CIRCUITS at 1 (800) 433-6319 to request our free brochure or place an order.


LOOKING for brand new 550 MHz planar magnetic tuning converter, we have them. We carry most CDT brand converters planar, ganged, or as low as $15.00. Call for free catalog. (405) 634-1535. Fax: (405) 634-1580.

CABLE TV descramblers, converters, save money. Don’t call. Call for our best prices. 1 (800) 732-2835. Ext. 4552.

"BULLET-Zappers" still available! 100% compatible. Don’t delay! Wholesale $15.00 ($2nd $10.00). BRINKER ENGINEERING LABS, Suite 101-2, Box 948, Ellaville, GA 31805-0348.

PIC Programmer Development Tools

JM-PICE $245
• Programmer for PIC 16C5X, 16C6X, 16C7X, 16C84, and 17C4X in DIP packages.
• Assembler and Simulator.
• Evaluates program memory, registers, and I/O for the PIC 16C5X.
• Instruction-level emulation for the PIC 16C71 and 16C84.
• Programmer only $155. Complete package $245. 15 day money-back guarantee.
• Adapters for emulating 16C6X and 16C7X will be available soon.

80C552 Development System

• 8051 core processor with 8 channel 10-bit A/D and PWM.
• 24 more I/O and RS-232 port.
• 32K ROM and 64K RAM.
• $130 each SBC. High performance development system includes assembler, debugger, realtime execution, real-time debugging, monitor program, and examples ($70 more).

80C31 Development System is also available.

ROMY-16 EPROM EMULATOR

Emulates ROM or RAM in 8- and 16-bit systems. $195 (2716-27256) or $245 (2716-27016). Window/menu driven interface. 15 day money-back guarantee. Optional assembler, debugger, and ROM debugger $100 each CPU.

68HC11 Development System

• Eight channel 8-bit A/D converter.
• 32K ROM and 32K RAM.
• $120 each SBC. 40x2 LCD $20. (2716-27016). Window/menu driven interface. 15 day money-back guarantee. Optional assembler, debugger, and ROM debugger $100 each CPU.

J&M Microtek, Inc.
83 Seaman Road, W Orange, NJ 07052
Tel: (201) 325-1892 Fax: (201) 736-4567
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What's better than speed reading? Speed Learning.

Speed Learning has replaced speed reading. It's a whole new way to read and learn. It's easy to learn...lasts a lifetime... applies to everything you read. It may be the most productive course you've ever taken.

Do you have too much to read and too little time to read it? Do you mentally pronounce each word as you read? Do you frequently have to go back and reread words, or whole paragraphs, you just finished reading? Do you have trouble concentrating? Do you quickly forget most of what you read?

If you answer "Yes" to any of these questions — then here at last is the practical help you've been waiting for. Whether you read for business or pleasure, school or college, you will build exceptional skills from this major breakthrough in effective reading, created by Dr. Russell Stauffer at the University of Delaware.

Not just "speed reading" — but speed reading — thinking — understanding — remembering — and — learning

The new Speed Learning Program shows you, step-by-step, how to increase your reading skill and speed, so you understand more, remember more and use more of everything you read. The typical remark from over one million people taking the Speed Learning program is, "Why didn't someone teach me this a long time ago?" They were no longer held back by their lack of skills and poor reading habits. They could read almost as fast as they could think.

What makes Speed Learning so successful?

The new Speed Learning Program does not offer you a rehash of the usual eye-exercises, timing devices, and costly gadgets you've probably heard about in connection with speed reading courses, or even tried and found ineffective.

In just a few spare minutes a day of easy reading and exciting listening, you discover an entirely new way to read and think — a radical departure from anything you have ever seen or heard about. Speed Learning is the largest selling self-study reading program in the world. Successful with Fortune 500 corporations, colleges, government agencies and accredited by 18 professional societies. Research shows that reading is 95% thinking and only 5% eye movement. Yet most of today's speed reading programs spend their time teaching you rapid eye movement (5%) of the problem), and ignore the most important part, (95%) thinking. In brief, Speed Learning gives you what speed reading can't.

Imagine the new freedom you'll have when you learn how to dash through all types of reading material at least twice as fast as you do now, and with greater comprehension. Think of being able to get on top of the avalanche of newspapers, magazines and correspondence you have to read...finishing a stimulating book and retaining facts and details more clearly, and with greater accuracy, than ever before.

Listen — and learn — at your own pace

This is a practical, easy-to-learn program that will work for you — no matter how slow a reader you think you are now. The Speed Learning Program is scientifically planned to get you started quickly...to help you in spare minutes a day. It brings you a "teacher-on-cassettes" who guides you, instructs, and encourages, explaining material as you read. Interesting items taken from Time Magazine, Business Week, Wall Street Journal, Money, Reader's Digest, N.Y. Times and many others, make the program stimulating, easy and fun...and so much more effective.

Executives, students, professional people, men and women in all walks of life from 15 to 70 have benefitted from this program. Speed Learning is a fully accredited course...costing only 1/4 the price of less effective speed reading classroom courses. Now you can examine the same easy, practical and proven methods at home...in your spare time...without risking a penny.

Examine Speed Learning RISK FREE for 15 days

You will be thrilled at how quickly this program will begin to develop new thinking and reading skills. After listening to just one cassette and reading the preface, you will quickly see how you can achieve increases in both the speed at which you read, and in the amount you understand and remember.

You must be delighted with what you see, or you pay nothing. Examine this remark-
Better Designs – Faster

Guaranteed with Electronics Workbench!

Just click and drag to create and edit schematics. Mix analog and digital devices in any combination with full control over values, models and behavior. Try ‘what if’ scenarios and fine tune effortlessly. And on-screen waveforms always match actual circuit response. You’ll create better designs faster—Guaranteed!

Guaranteed Satisfaction

Join over 40,000 customers and experience the power, flexibility and value that only Electronics Workbench offers. Receive unequaled service and free, unlimited technical support by phone, fax, e-mail, WWW, CompuServe and BBS. You’ll be delighted. We guarantee it.*

True Mixed-Mode Power

Connect any analog or digital device to any other device without limit. Only Electronics Workbench offers this professional power for under $2,000.

Real-World Digital

Real-world TTL and CMOS, complete with propagation delays and fanout. Unique at this price.

32-Bit Speed

Integrated SPICE analog and native-mode digital simulation in full 32-bit. Unique at this price.

Real-World Results

Unlimited supply of over 200 components and ICs and 350 real-world models—all perform as real devices.

Electronics Workbench

$299

*30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

VERSION 4.1 FOR WINDOWS 95/NT/3.1, DOS AND MACINTOSH.

Ask about our Engineer’s Pack with thousands of additional models and more. Version 4.0 users call for your free upgrade.

800-263-5552

Fax: 416-977-1818 Internet: http://www.interactiv.com

INTERACTIVE IMAGE TECHNOLOGIES LTD., 908 Niagara Falls Boulevard, #068, North Tonawanda, New York 14120-2060/Telephone 416-977-5550

TRADEMARKS ARE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE HOLDERS. OFFER IS IN U.S. DOLLARS AND VALID ONLY IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA. ALL ORDERS SUBJECT TO 5% SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGE.
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